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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
PART 1 : DEVELOPMENT OF DRAMA FROM 
IBSEN UPTO PINTER 
The height of drama in England was represented by William 
Shakespeare in the Elizabethan age. Post Shakespearean drama starting 
with Ben Jonson continuing with Beaument, Fletcher, Dekker, Heywood 
and others led to the decline of drama. This decline continued throughout 
the Restoration era, followed by the Romantic period and Victorian Age 
till the advent of the twentieth century. All the above mentioned dramatists 
in their attempts to revive drama followed the Elizabethan tradition. The 
revival of poetic drama was attempted by the Romantics and the Victorians 
but their efforts resulted in failure. Tracing the general survey of the drama 
in mid-Victorian England, Edward Albert has pointed out that, 
From the dramatic point of view the first half of the nineteenth 
century was almost completely barren. As we have seen, many 
of the major poets had tried drama, but none of them had 
achieved any success. The greater part of their work never saw 
the stage. The professional theatre of the period was in a low 
state. Among the respectable middle classes it was despised 
as a place of vice. The audience did nothing to raise the standard, 
which remained deplorably low. The popular pieces of the day 
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were melodrama, farces and sentimental comedies, which had 
no literary qualities whatever, were poor in dialogue and 
negligible in characterization, and relied for their success upon 
sensation, rapid action and spectacle.'' 
Three factors can be considered responsible for the failure of 
drama : the dramatist, the audience and the theater. 
In the nineteenth century the poets tried their hands at dramatic 
works and produced plays like Cenci and Promethus Unbound (by P.B. 
- Shelley), Manfred (by Byron), Beckett (by Tennyson) and so on. They 
failed because they could not create new techniques. Their plays remained 
cut off from the roots of life. All the major Romantics were essentially lyrical 
poets and could not keep the pre-requisites of public taste. As. J. Chiary 
has remarked. 
The great romantic writers, particularly the English and the 
French were essentially lyrical poets, and their attempts at drama 
show clearly enough the predominance of this trait. In spite of 
Keats' wonderful assertion that the poet ought to be endowed 
with the "negative capability" of being anything, they were above 
all themselves their characters. From Hernani and Prometheus 
to Faust, reflect all too clearly their own personalities, and they 
are still too obviously connected with them in a way which 
Shakespeare's or Racine's characters are not connected with 
their creators. They all admired Shakespeare, raved about him 
and ... translated him to themselves," But "while Shakespeare 
treated history with utmost poetic licence, they, belonging to an 
age when history was very much debated and considered 
important, treated history with great reverence. Shakespeare for 
them was infact, part of history, like Gothicism and Medievalism, 
and what captured their historical imaginations were the violent 
contrasts of his characters and their daemonic passions from 
which they were dissociated by intervening centuries of 
rationalism. They sought to revive these passions, and the 
romantic hues through which they gazed at Hamlet were 
transferred upon Werther and Hernani, while Cordelia's were 
transferred upon Marguerite and Donasol.^ 
As far as the nineteenth century audience is concerned, it was 
predominantly middle class and desired a realistic presentation of life which 
was there in the novel. Victorian England was dominated by the middle-
class which had uncertain tastes and shallow roots. People did not lay stress 
on nobility, sacrifice and ritualistic death. Instead of liking deep tragedy 
they preferred petty individuals' sorrows. J. Chiary observes that the 
Victorian audience,".... preferred to have its senses titillated by ups and 
downs of melodrama."^ 
Commercialization of drama led the theater managers to dictate 
terms to the dramatists, hence their creative art was at stake. David Daiches 
has aptly remarked : 
The drama was never to recover the central position it held in 
the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods. The rise of the novel was 
partly responsible for this, as was the growing power of the 
theatrical manager, who decided what plays were to be accepted 
and, by putting on only what he thought could be relied on to 
appeal to popular taste, but the hack entertainer above the man 
of letters, thus eventually creating a damaging divorce between 
the theater and the creative literary minds of the age."* 
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Thus success or failure of a dramatist solely depended upon the 
theater manager. 
Yet another factor in the decline of the nineteenth century drama 
was the rise of star system i.e. professional actors in their own light and 
their hold on the minds of the audience as star performers. In this regard 
David Daiches further remarks : 
... the eighteenth century was an age of great actors and 
actresses, but their very acting skill had a blighting effect on the 
drama as literature, for they depended more and more on their 
virtuosity and less and less on the material with which they were 
provided, exploiting their abilities and personalities rather than 
the potentialities of the plays: it was beginning in a sense, of the 
star system, which had done so much harm in our own time.^ 
However, the plays written by the Romantics and the Victorians 
were either not performed or rejected by the audience. Hence their drama 
remained at the level of closet-dfama. The attempts made by Victorians in ( 
their experiments to bring in new techniques and styles in theater in one 
way or the other remained a failure. Thus the three major factors 
responsible for failure of the nineteenth century drama were the lack of ^ 
dramatic genius, the dictatorial failure of control by managerial defects and 
the rise of star-system. Despite the efforts of the major Victorian poets in 
the nineteenth century till the beginning of the twentieth century, the revival 
of poetic drama on stage was not attempted. Rather prose drama was 
succesfully being performed. But from 1920s onwards a rebirth of poetic 
drama was attempted in an uncongenial atmosphere when realistic and 
naturalistic plays were being written by major dramatists like Pinero, 
Robertson and G.B. Shaw. 
The attempts to revive poetic drama on stage posed certain 
problems •. whether lo f o^ o^w \he Elizabethan tradition or the ancient Greek 
tradition or the new innovations with regard to character, theme language 
and technique. There was no paradigm except the Elizabethans. Thus till 
the first decade of the twentieth century England experimented against the 
Elizabethan tradition. Criticizing certain limitations of character and plot in 
the Elizabethan drama, Raymond Williams has aptly remarked : 
There have always been problems in drama but in the greatest 
drama these are set in a body of specific experience which is 
not limited by the conventions of 'situation' and 'type character'. 
In Elizabethan drama, situation and type character were often 
present; but the range of the play's language provided, in the 
best work, the essential body of immediate and compelling 
specific experience. When the range of dramatic language was 
limited, the situations and type characters became merely 
mechanical devices of communication for which no substantial 
communication had been devised. Ibsen's rejection of the 
conventional moral ending was only a limited cure for this 
deficiency — a partial negative within an essential acceptance. 
Any full cure would have involved the restoration of total dramatic 
substance.^ 
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On the other hand, in Europe, in the twentieth century drama 
underwent radical changes, innovations and experiments yielding the growth 
of new schools and techniques. Before tracing the historical development 
of modern drama with brief reference of a few major dramatists from Ibsen 
to Pinter the brief appraisal of certain techniques used by them in their 
plays is neccessary because they have affected modern drama. 
Raymond Williams observes in this regard that: 
The crisis of performance, and of the theatre as an institution, 
itself affected by new means of dramatic performance in the 
cinema, in radio and in television, has made the continuing 
problem of dramatic form specially acute. Certain orthodoxies 
have hardened, and many claiming gaps have appeared and 
continued to appear.^ 
Moreover, the innovations of dramatic techniques in Europe were 
numerous. The present century prose dramatists of England selected the 
Norwegian dramatist Ibsen as their model. People praised him as the father 
of modern drama. Raymond Williams regarded him as, "the consciousness 
of modern European drama."^ 
Raymond Williams has observed that Ibsen's conventional and 
naturalistic setting influenced English drama in a significant way : 
The English indeed the European fame of Ibsen is perhaps a 
case in point. It is still widely belived that his main concern was 
to write plays about the social problems of his day, and that his 
typical dramatic manner is that of the conventional play, in which 
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every character is provided, with a family, and every room with 
heavy furniture, a certain stuffness in the air, and a secret 
mouldering in a corner cupboard. These ideas spring from a 
mistake of emphasis, which in England, began with the London 
performance of A Doll's House in 1889 and of Ghosts and 
Hedda Gablerin 1891. These olavs - Ghosts in particular were 
hysterically abused by a 'compact majority' of the reviewers and 
right thinking men of the day.^ 
The Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen was considered a 
feminist, a social reformer, a realist and a naturalist. Shaw's study of Ibsen, 
The Quintessence of Ibsenism (1891). presented the, "Norwegian 
dramatist as the exponent of a reforming naturalism with the emphasis on 
"Social-plays".^° 
In Ibsen's plays the focus is primarily on rebellious strain, practical 
dramaturgy, an embittered attitude towards social reform, political reform. 
There is marked ambiguity, elusiveness, complexity, hostile attitude and 
his messianic rebellion for order, discipline and detached attitude. Ibsen's 
radicalism includes psychological strain as his revolt against the existing 
order is essentially individual revolt. He championed feminine emancipation, 
women's rights divorce, euthanasia or cures for syphilis. Small day to day 
events and incidents in his plays are indicative of the psychology of 
characters, who make the big events happen in plausible way. His female 
characters - Nora, Rebeeca and Ellida undergo radical changes - epiphanic 
transformations as a response to oppressive circumstances. In all his plays 
the subjugation of female characters is difficult to pin point. 
In Europe the history of modern drama in regard to theme, 
technique, language and characterization is traced to the Norwegian 
dramatist Ibsen. Ibsen's influence on English stage was rather late. In his 
own country he was more esteemed as a social crusader for the cause of 
women's emancipation and liberation from age old conventions and 
constrictions as Raymond Williams has aptly remarked : 
The Ibsenite emphasis on subject as something which could be 
considered apart from words of the plays, was characteristic, 
and it was very welcome to those many people who looked, not 
for the dramatist but for a moral leader. The effect of this 
emphasis was to centre attention on elements in Ibsen which/ 
were in fact incidental: on the emancipation of women, and the 
freedom of youth; on the "whited-sepulchers, of christian fathers 
and gentlemen ...". These things made the scandal, and in the 
way of scandals, they made the success; they made Ibsen ... So 
it was assumed that his plays had become valuable only when 
he discarded verse for prose, and legend for conversation. 
Similarly, when later productions appeared, and were found to 
be neither 'shocking' nor 'enlightened', it was whispered that 
Ibsen was after all, an old man, and his powers might well be 
failing. The development of an artist can be described in terms 
of the maturing and decay of an organism, it is used as a graph 
value. The graph, of course, is drawn on Ibsenite assumptions. 
Since the domestic plays were taken as the high point, the works 
before them must be represented as mere preperation for 
maturity. Similarly since after maturity comes decline, the last 
works are the mere product of failing powers. What this account 
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amounts to a fragmentation; the Ibsenites have been the 
disintegrators of Ibsen. The re-evaluation rests on the essential 
unity of work of Ibsen, a unity, incidentally, on which he always 
himself insisted. The fact that he was writing in a period of great 
experiement in the drama is important.''^ 
In his attempt as a social reformer, Ibsen naturally concentrated 
more on the presentation of the reality of social political and economic 
scenerio of Europe in the context of the capitalistic expansion of out-look. 
His concern with deeper reality of life and the subtle erroneous psychic 
complexities of human beings which he presented through his whole 
dramatic career has somehow been overshadowed by his being associated 
with naturalism and slice of life presentation of drama on the stage. J. 
Chiary has tried to explain naturalism, in the following words : 
Contemporary naturalism, sometimes wrongly ascribed as 
realism is of a very different type. First of all, it often carries with 
it a great deal of didacticism and social and ethical proselytism, 
and in some cases it is for its authors what painting professedly 
was for Courbet a means of fighting social battles. Besides that, 
it is above all embodied in a type of drama which is very close to 
the novel, the dramatised novel, and it is in many cases the work 
of writers who are primarily novelists.""^ 
Naturally, Ibsenism came to be mean to the European dramatists 
on this side of the British Channel as presenting life as it is, with all its 
problems, joys and sarrows ups and downs that we observe around us. 
Characters were to be types and if any dramatic development in their 
portrayal was exceeded to it was considered to be an artificial maneuvering 
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then what happens in actual life. Everything was to be judged with reference 
to what the Italian and French Neoclassical Pseudo-Aristotelians called 
'urai symblence' or verisimilitude. Language also was to tow the same line 
of realism Spiritual and psychological provinces were to be superseded 
by the more banal materialistic and surface level social, political and 
economic allusion. 
Raymond Williams in the concluding part of his book Drama from 
Ibsen to Brecht has traced, 'Strindberg's distinction of false and true 
naturalism which believes that art consists simply or sketching a piece of 
nature in a natural manner.. . true naturalism, which seeks out those points 
in life where the great conflicts occur which rejoices in seeing what cannot 
be seen every day.'^^ 
Further Remond Williams has tried to point out the limited use 
made by Ibsen in his plays : 
Naturalism, as it has been widely practised, is antiromantic in 
this same limited sense. Strindberg as we shall see, proposed 
that neturalism should attempt to restore the whole substance. 
But the naturalism which came to dominate the theatre was of 
the more limited kind. It is in this respect that naturalism is a 
legitimate child of the romantic drama; a child which makes a 
limited rejection of its parent, but which remains essentially 
formed by its general inheritance. The anti-romantic drama down 
to the Teatro Grotteseo and the work of Pirandello, is to be 
essentially understood in this way. For Ibsen, who in Brand and 
Peer Gvnt had attempted, with considerable success, to restore 
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substance. "The development which A Doll's House typifies must 
be seen as essentially regressive."^" 
It was this interpretation or misinterpretation of the Ibsenian 
dramaturgical stance that was more conveniently acceptable to the usually 
conservative British resistance to welcoming foreign influences in their right 
perspective. Its solitary instance is the human cry raised by the British 
dramatists and critics infected with the Victorian prudery to brand Ibsen as 
a gutter snipe and third rate realist on the production of his Ghosts in the 
year 1891. As Raymond Williams remarks, "Ghosts was compared to 'an 
open drain; a loathsome sore unbandaged; a dirty act done publicly; a 
lazar-house with all its doors and windows open, Scott's outbursts are 
distinguished from others by the lack of restrain encouraged by a fluent 
pen and a waiting press."^^ 
The plays performed in England A Doll's House in 1889, and 
Ghosts performed in 1881 were abused seriously. As Raymond Williams 
writes : 
These plays, "Ghosts" in particular - were hysterically abused 
by a 'compact majority' of the reviewers and right-thinking men 
of the day. This new favourite of a foolish school wrote Clement 
Scoot, in a Daily Telegraph leading article drawing attention on 
his own review of Ghosts 1. . . this so-called master. . . who is to 
teach the hitherto fairly decent genius of the modern English 
stage a better and a darker way, seems, to our judgement, to 
resemble one of his own Norwegian ravens emerging from the 
rocks with an insatiable appetite for decayed flesh.'•^ 
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Ibsen apart even the dramatists in England T.W. Robertson, Henry 
Arthur Jones, Sir, A.W. Pinero followed naturalist tradition. G.B. Shaw and 
Galsworthy also followed naturalist tradition. E. Albert observes : 
It was not until the nineties, when the influence of Ibsen was 
making itself strongly felt, and Shaw produced his first plays, that 
the necessary impetus was there to carry the serious drama over 
into the field of social domestic, or personal problems. A period 
so keenly aware of social problems was an admirable bread-
ground for the drama of ideas, and the themes of drama became 
the problems of religion, of youth and age, of labour and capital, 
and above all, now that Ibsen had torn down the veil which had 
kept the subject in safe obscurity of sex. In widening the scpe of 
the drama ibsen and then Shaw, Galsworthy, and Granville-Barker 
were of paramount importance.''^ 
What was happening in Europe could not be stopped in England. 
So the rigid minded Bristishers had to follow the new innovations in dramatic 
sDhere. 
Apart from Ibsenian influences, other major European influences 
that influenced the modern British drama were in Germany, France and 
Spain. According to J. Chiary : 
French and German drama had kept pace with the new climate 
of nihilism and despair, not so English drama which, in the early 
fifties, in the hey-day of the welfare state was still fully immersed 
in traditional middle class or upper middle class subjects, and 
in a fading interest of poetic drama, mostly based on religious 
themes, unable to meet the expectations of the increasingly 
politically conscious and dissatisfied the middle class which was 
still the main supporter of the theatre.^^ 
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In France the naturalist drama flourished under the noteworthy 
dramatist Billetdoux. French drama technically produced opera and 
Absurdist drama. The notable French dramatists include Matterlinck, Max 
Reinhardt, Copeau and Gordon Craig. 
In Germany Expressionism flourished in the writings of 
Strindberg. As feminism heredity, and the fully furnished family play like 
Ghosts are associated with Ibsen so also anti-feminism, hysteria and the 
play of violent action or declaration like Lady Julie are associated with 
August Strindberg. Raymond Williams considered him, "The valvet-coated 
strindberg, his eyes fixed in 'the diabolic expression', his hand burned by 
the crucibles of his experiments in alchemy; the rages, the passions, the 
renunciations . . ."^ ^ 
Strindberg wrote in revolt against 'the patent-leather themes' of 
the intrigue drama. In the preface to Lady Julie (1888) Strindberg wrote, 
"We have not got the new form for the contents, and the new wine has 
burst the old bottles."20 
He strongly reacted against Ibsenian Naturalism which he 
considered a mere "photography which includes everything, even the speck 
of dust on the lens of the camera".^^ 
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Strindberg explicitly experimented with Expressionism which is 
the manifestation of an inner, autobiographical drama, projected into 
characters which are posed in contrasted poles'.22 By rejecting pseudo 
biographical explanations of madness and obsession, Strindberg found 
against the grain of the dramatic methods of his time adeqaute forms of 
expression. He immensly influenced both in the conflict of his plays and in 
experiments of new dramatic forms in his plays. So far as the conflict is 
concerned O'Neill was directly influenced by Strindberg. In technique he 
followed Expressionism which influenced many experimental directors . In 
England Sean O'Casey was influenced by Expressionist technique. Auden 
and Isherwood followed it in personal and social modes as in Ascent of 
FJ6 
An examination of contemporary art with specific reference to 
nihilism and the Absurd alongwith the brief exposition of various present 
aspects of drama, from tragedy to Naturalistic, poetic and prose drama 
needs a brief appraisal. 
The theater of the Absurd is expicltly associated with Samuel 
Beckett, Eugene lonesco, Arthur Adamov, Jean Genet and a number of 
other avant-garde writers in France, Britain, Italy, Spain, Germany, the 
United States and elsewhere. Absurd theater primarily, French in origin, 
clearly exhibits the nihilistic and existential vision of life of Sartre and 
Camus. However, their plays are different from those of absurd plays but 
the absurd dramatists took from them the vision of human life not their 
dramatic techniques. The two chief sources of absurd theatre are 
existentialism and in-depth psychology. Another dominant factor of absurd 
dramatists drifting towards absurd theater is people's disgust with 
commercial theater and slice of life natur&listic plays and cheap opera 
type melodramatic plays. The absurdists aimed at a deep knowledge of 
human existence. However, absurd theater primarily flourished on the 
continent in the works of Beckett, lonesco, Jean Genet and so on. In England 
the absurdist element is predominant in the plays of the New Wave of 
dramatists like Osborne, Pinter, Arden, Wesker Shelagh Delaney and 
others. 
In an eassy on Kafka, lonesco defined his understanding of the 
term "Absurd" as follows: "Absurd is that which is devoid of purpose . . . 
cut off from his religious, metaphyiscal, and transcendental roots, man is 
lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd, useless"." 
Camus laid emphasis on the notion of revolt and that of the 
absurdity of human condition. He explained these two notions in L'Homme 
Revo'te' and Le Mvthe de Sisvphe". The notion of absurdity of human 
predicament spread like a wild fire embracing the whole world and casting 
its inherent roots from Shakespeare to the ancient Greek drama. J. Chiary 
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explained the term in general, "Absurd can be ascribed to the absurdity of 
the world to an absent, repudiated or buried outcasts of the world do not 
blame their suffering and alineated state on the absurd, but on the society 
to which they belong'".2" 
Camus's oft quoted statement illustrates the absurdity of human 
condition. 
A world that can be explained by reasoning, however faculty, is a 
similiar world. But in a universe in which he is suddenly deprived 
of illusion and light, man feels an exile. T his exile is without hope 
for he is deprived of the memories of a lost homeland and of the 
prospects of a promised land. This divorce between man and 
his life, the actor and his setting truly constitutes the feeling of 
absurdity". (Le Mythe de Sisyphe,)" 
!n the preface to his book The Theatre! of the Absurd. Martin 
Esslin, puts "Theatre of the Absurd represents Itrends that have been 
apparent in the most esoteric kinds of literature sincje the Nineteen Twenties 
(Joyce, surrealism, Kafka) or in painting since first decade of this century 
(Cubism, abstract painting). This is certainly true. But the theater could not 
put these innovations before its wider public until thiese trends had time to 
filter into wider consciousness".^^ 
By the last decade of the 19th centi'ry positivitism and materialism 
dominated the whole scenario, the artists started their self explorations in 
less esoteric language. The works of Jarry, Apollanaire, Valery, Maeterlinck, 
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and Rostand gained universal fame. The outbreak of the first world war 
paved the way to irrationalism and artists depicted this shattered world 
through surrealistic techniques. But surrealistic movement could not 
continue very long. It fostered new growths like post-symbolism, 
subjectivitism, allusiveness which was apparent in they works of Valery, 
Eliot, Superviellis, Pierre Jean Jouve, Eluard and Emmanuel etc. Drama 
like other arts kept on oscillating between imitation and reproduction of 
reality with implied craftsmanship. 
As regards the new generation of playwrights emerging since 
the Theater of Absurd made its first astonishing impact, their work also 
clearly could not remain unaffected by it. Whether they are themselves 
influenced by the Theater of the Absurd or whether they react against it, 
one thing is certain : this is an approach to drama which of necessity must 
have left its mark on the theater and enriched its scope. 
Apart from the three major influences Ibsen, Strindberg and 
Chekhov in the first half of the twentieth century dramatists starting with 
Stephen Philips to Christopher Fry tried to revive poetic drama. They 
reacted against the Elizabethan tradition and the Victorian experiements. 
The major exponents of poetic revival in England were W.B. Yeats, T.S. 
Eliot, W.H. Auden and Christopher Fry. In his attempt to reinstate the future 
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and success of drama T.S. Eliot followed verse as a prerequisite for poetic 
drama. He avoided the Shakespearean echo of verse and followed 
Wordsworthian verse littered with prose having colloquial touch. W.B. Yeats' 
deep affinities with Japanese Noh Plays, which were based on non-
naturalistic scenery could not succeed publically. Yeats could not 
compromise with his contemporaries. Thus the verse dramatists failed not 
because of the lack of their dramatic potentialities but due to a linguistic 
failure. Till the early fifties French and German drama depicted the scenerio 
of Nihilism and despair. But British verse drama which was based on 
religious themes could not keep pace with the demands of increasingly 
politically conscious and dissatisfied middle class audience which was the 
main supporter of theater. 
In the present century in England O'Casey, J.B. Pristley, Rattigan, 
Coward, Graham Greene, N.C. Hunter and Peter Ustinov wrote plays well 
constructed and for public entertainment. They also could not correspond 
to the middle class milieu their demands, frustrations and exacerbation till 
the ealry fifties. 
On the other hand continental European drama capable of holding 
the pulse of the younger generation occupied a prestigious position on 
London stage. These dramatists included Sartre, Brecht, Hochwalder, Betti, 
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Anouilh, Beckett and lonesco Their plays provided entertainment, dealt 
with topical problems through renewed dramaturgy and enlarged the scope 
of human experience. 
The New Wave of dramatists in England with the outstanding 
success of the performance of Osborne's Look Back in Anger on 8 May, 
1956, led the deeper interest of public. It opened with a spirit of revolt, 
attitude of protest, senseless cruelty of the protagonist his self flagellation 
being widely appreciated. 'For Look Back in Anger has a succes d' 
estimate, a succes de scandale, and finally just a success". According to 
J. Chiary 'John Osborne was hailed as the mouth piece of his generation. 
Jimmy Porterism was born and in no time John Osborne was followed by 
Brendon Behanm, Shelagh Delaney, Arnold Wesker, Willie Hall, and John 
Arden who voiced in their works the same restlessness and the description 
of rootless individuals unhappy and at war with the social order, either 
without knowing only too well the kind of political and economic changes 
that would like to make."" 
The New Wave dramatists predominantly had working class 
audience. J.R. Taylor tracing the impact of Anger and after writes : 
The time, obviously was ripe : 1956 was the year of Suez and 
Hungry, Protest was in the air, and the mood of the country, 
especially that of young England, veered sharply from the 
preciosity and dilettantism . . . the under forties, as well as the 
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under thirties, found a rallying-point, though as subsequent events 
demonstrated this era, in the theatre at least, was to prove short 
lived; when the next bunch of dramatists came toward, they turned 
out to be playywrights of protest at all, but meticulous explorers 
of a multitude of private worlds, and for a follow-up to Osborne 
and Anger. . . ^^  
Thus the New Wave dramatists from Osborne onwards adopted 
an attitude of revolt, day dreaming and pursuits of under world activities. 
However, the settings, language and characters of these writers are 
naturalistic. But these characters are infused with emotional bitterness, using 
too articulate language however as Look Back in Anger can be branded 
as the 'signal of the revival of naturalism on the stage cannot be placed as 
a naturalistic play . . ."^ ^ 
John Osborne does not follow 'avant gardeism' or 'technical 
novelty', but possesses over evident dramatic skill. Arnold Wesker the 
perfect example of the new working class dramatist, owes his reputation to 
the steady support of the Royal Court Theatre. John Arden is yet another 
great supporter of Royal Court Theater. J.R. Taylor observes that: 
... Arden brings us face to face with it in its baldest form by writing 
plays which appear to be about general social, moral and 
political issues: colour prejudice and prostitution, social clashes 
on a housing estate, pacifism, the treatment of old age.^° 
Thus the development of drama in the first half of the 20th century 
has been along two major dramatic lines. One was the revival of the poetic 
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drama starting with Stephen Phillips, through the efforts of the practitioners 
of this form like John Masefield, John Drinkwater, W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot, 
Christopher Fry to Louis Mac Neice. 
The other form was the prose drama starting with the plays written 
under the influence of Henrik Ibsen by dramatists like G.B. Shaw, 
Galsworthy, reachng its climax in 1956 with Osborne's Look Back in Anger. 
This movement continued until the advent of the New wave dramatists like 
Wesker, Pinter, Arden and Shelagh Delancy. Intermingled with this tradition 
have been the development of the dramatic techniques starting with 
Naturalism through Expressionism and the Absurdist drama reaching its 
climax in surrealism and the Epic theater. England in the tweentieth century 
felt an on salught of drama. They reacted against Elizabethan tradition and 
followed European models and techniques with regard to their themes, 
techniques characters,language and other aids. The successful dramatists 
went out of British traditionalism. The New Wave of dramatists including 
Osborne, Wesker, Behan, Pinter, Shelagh Delancy on the one hand followed 
selected various experiments in Europe and at the same they were reeling 
the impact of poetic dramatists starting with Stephen Phillips to Christopher 
Fry. It is against this background that Louis Mac Neice and Harsoled Pinter 
have to be reviwed as dramatists. Their departure from physical stage to 
electronic media is no more a debatable subject because the British go 
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to the theater first but the attraction of the dramatists from Mac Neice 
onwards towards electronic media poses a possibility of media drama as 
an alternative to the stage. Thus the development, of naturalistic drama 
from Ibsen through his various experiments to the revival of naturalism from 
Osborne to other New Wave dramatists has been a growing emphasis on 
the individual as against the emphasis on ideas of social issues. 
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In the foregoing sketch the development of drama in England 
established two major points : one that English drama remained rooted in 
the naturalistic tradition and that its basic dramaturgical strategies remained 
wad_ed4o'the traditional dramatic conventions and devices. Secondly, 
English drama inspite of its hesitation to absorb European experimental 
techniques of the Absurdists, the Experimentalists, the Surrealists and Epic 
drama did come under their influence in an eclectic manner. But the 
dramatic innovative techniques practised in Europe could never become 
the dramatugical staple of the English theater. However, we do find that 
with the New Wave dramatists new experiments were made within the 
parameter of naturalism. For example questioning the verbal medium as 
being satisfactorily sufficient for communication by Theater of the Absurd 
became an issue with the New Wave dramatists, who used the linguistic 
traits or devices of incoherence, disconnectedness and babbling as an 
effective verbal medium to communicate the deeper reality of the human 
psyche. 
We notice a significant shift with the New Wave dramatists in 
regard to the choice of themes. Whereas the plays written by Ibsen, Shaw, 
Galsworthy were primarily concerned with social, political and materialistic 
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issues and paid less attention to the predicament of the individual 
dramatists like Wesker, Pinter and Louis Mac Neice gave primacy to the , ^-
exploration of the individual's predicament. 
With the growing commercialization and materialism of the later 
twentieth century civilization the habit of regular visit the theater proved 
inconvenient to people. There has been a growing tendency towards closed 
room existence and need for entertainment facilities. Television and radio 
came handy to people. We have seen a growing tendency towards 
presenting even old dramatic masterpieces on the Electronic media. 
Pinter and Mac Neice were fully alive to the demands made on 
their dramaturgy when they felt drawn towards the media for presenting 
their plays. The greatest demand in regard to Radio plays was on the 
language. Where long dialogue with involved syntactic constructions would 
certainly not succeed. Similarly the importance of stage props contributing 
to the significance and meaning of the plays got reduced. But the television 
would offer great flexibility and scope than even a sophisticated stage. 
In the present study we aim at exploring the causes for this recent 
shift in the development of the dramatic techniques in the present century 
and try to establish in a prophetic manner the future of stage drama in 
England, to substantiate our argument we have selected two dramatists 
i.e. Louis IVlac Neice and Harold Pinter, who wrote botii for stage as well 
as for electronic media. This will enable us to work out the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of the two media of dramatic presentation 
and make some tentative forecast for the future of stage drama. In the 
relevant biographical and other details which contributed to the dramatic 
art of these dramatists. Harold Pinter, was born on 10 October, 1930 in 
Hackney, a working class neighbourhood in London's East End. During 
1930s Germany and Italy were dominated by fascist governments whose 
racial politics favoured by English fascists, threatened Jews in England. 
As a child he was haunted by England's war with Germany in 1939. He 
attended all boys Hackney Downs Grammer School from 1942 September 
to July 1948. At school being in close association with his English Master, 
Joseph Brearly, he activerly participated in theatrical presentation of 
Macbeth and Romeo. He got a London Country Council grant in 1948 and 
was admitted to the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. His study at R.A.D.A. 
could not continue longer and by presenting a nervous breakdown, he left 
RADA. In 1949 he was introduced to Beckett and started writing. In 1950 
his two poems, 'New Year is the Midland's and 'Chandeliers and Shadows' 
were published in Poetry London. His first B.B.C. radio performance was 
in focus on Football Pools. From 1953 to 1957, Pinter worked at King's 
Theatre, Hammersmith and played Standard West End and Broadway 
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comedies and mysteries in provincial repertory theatres, including 
Colchester, Torquay and Bournemouth where he met actress Vivian 
Merchant, and married her in 1956. As an actor Pinter wrote poetry, fiction 
and short stories. His first play The Room was premiered successfully at 
Bristol on 15 May, 1957 under the direction of Woolf. The Birthdav Partv 
was opened on 28 April 1958 at Arts Theater, Cambridge. It was directed 
on 22 march 1960 at Associated Rediffusion-T.V. A slight Ache, written in 
1958 was broadcast by B.B.C. on 29 July, 1959. Its stage version opened 
at the Arts Theater, London on 18 January, 1961. A Night out was 
broadcast on 1 March, 1960. Its T.V. version appeared on 24 April, 1960. 
Night School was televised on 21 July, 1961. The Dwarfs, a radio play 
was broadcast on B.B.C. on 2 December, 1960. Later on it was staged on 
18 September, 1963 at the Arts theater. A Television Play The Collection 
appeared on 11 May, 1961. It was staged by the Royal Shakespeare 
Company at the Aldwych Theater, London, On 18 June, 1962. 
Pinter's works written originally for the stage were produced in 
1960. They included The Room. The Dumb Waiter and The Caretaker. 
the screen version of his stage plays later on appeared on 12 September 
1962, The Birthdav Partv was screened in 1968. 
Apart from the radio and screen plays and the plays written 
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exlusively for the stage, Pinter also wrote screen adaptations of novels 
adopted from other writers. The Servant bnsed on the novel by Robion 
Maugham was first presented by Elstree Distributors Ltd. on 14th 
Novemeber 1963; The Quiller Memorandum based on the novel, The 
Berlin Memorandum by Adam Hall was presented by the Rank 
Organization on 10th November, 1966; Accident based on the novel by 
Nicholas Mosley wasfirst presented by London Independent Producers Ltd. 
on 9th Febraury, 1967; and The Go-Between based on the novel by L.P. 
Hartley was presented by EMI/MGM. 
Harold Pinter achieved international success as the most 
complex Post was dramatist. In his plays he has laid stress upon existential 
adjustment, absurdity of human condition and Menace, breakdown of 
communication, understatement sryphic small talk and silence, verification 
of identity and truth, horror, mystery.change of identity, deterioration of 
relationship predominate in his plays. He does not present existential fear 
as 'a surreal phantasmagoria' but aims at real ordinary and acceptable 
occurrence in his plays. In his introduction to Writing for the Theatre, a 
speech made by Harold Pinter at the national student Drama Festival in 
Bristol in 1962, Pinter asserts. 
We have heard many times that tired, grimy phrase: 'Failure of 
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communication' . . . and this plirase has been fixed to my worl< 
quite consistently. I believe the contrary. I think that we 
communicate only too well, in our silence, in what is unsaid, and 
that what takes place is a continual evasion, desperate rearguard 
attempts to keep ourselves to ourselves. Communication is too 
alarming. To enter into someone else's life is so frightening . .. ^ 
In introduction to The Complete works of Harold Pinter Volume 
1, 'Writing for Myself, Pinter tells about his fondness for writing for sound 
medium. He says, "I like writing for sound radio, because of the freedom . 
. . a mobile, flexible, structure, more flexible and mobile than in any other 
medium."2 
Pinter started as a stage dramatist and later on to meet the 
commercial demands, he drifted towards media plays. So far as his media 
plays are concerned, they fall in two categories. 
1. His own stage plays adapted for media production. 
Plays written originally as media plays and five screen plays adapted 
from other novelists. 
Under the first category the notable plays are: 
The Birthday Part^ The Room, The Dumb Waiter, The 
Caretaker. The Home Comirt^. Old Times. No Man's Land. Betraval. 
Under the second category the important plays are : A Slight Ache, A Night 
out. The Dwarfs. The Collection. The Lover. Night School. Tea Party. 
The Basement. Landscape. Monologue and Family Voices. 
The five screen plays adopted from other novelists include The 
Servant. The Pumpkin Eater. The Quiller Memorandum. Accident and 
The Go-Between. 
Louis Mac Neice (1941-1963) a significant poet of the twentieth 
century wrote dramatic works for more than more than twenty two years. 
He wrote about 120 scripts and was producer of plays. In 1941 he joined 
B.B.C. and he was associated with it till his death in 1963. In the Introduction 
to Selected Plays of Louis Mac Neice there is evidence of his dramatic 
potentiality. 
Some seventeen original plays and a dozejx_pr so adaptations 
of literary rnatenaTcan be laid to Mac Neice's account during his 
time at the B.B.C, as well as much semi-dramatised reportage 
on an extremely diverse range of subjects written and produced 
for the Features Department. Even this does not quite account 
for all fo Mac Neice's dramatic output: there were plays for Rupert 
Doone's Group Theatre (and others) in 1930s, the stage play 
One For The Grave in 1958, and a play for television in 1960. 
Taken together this amounts to a body of work more than 
substantial enough to permit consideration of Mac Neice as a 
playwright as well as a poet.^ 
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Louis Mac Neice has focused on secondary world characters, 
fantasy world, allegorical representation, parables, theme of quest and 
death and has tended to breing the inner psychological states of the 
protagonist, dreams on the surface. He has made frequent use of the Greek 
convention of the use of chorus in his plays. He also has used colloquial 
language and background music. 
The problem to write for a mass audience for entertainment on 
one hand and problem of solving propaganda at the war time invovled Mac 
Neice's attention. Mac Neice's Introduction to the published text of 
Christopher Columbus (1944) gives some idea of what was involved : 
All the artist of varying degrees, invovie some kind of a 
compromise . This being so, how far need the radio dramatists 
go to meet the public without loosing sight of himself and his 
own standards of value. He obviously cannot aspire to the freedom 
of lyric poetry written for the page; he must work to the limitations 
. . . imposed both my medium and audience." 
Like many other dramatists of the time Mac Neice found : 
the radio medium 'a new dramatic form'. Radio drama was not 
simply to be poetry by other means, but a fresh (and, importantly, 
a collaboration) form within which the poetic intelligence might 
be braced by encountering the demands of the mass audience.^ 
Mac Neice found radio drama generating,".. . its own aesthetics, 
founded on the controlling different elements of a production, its various 
voices, effects, and its music, aswell as its expliotation of freedom from 
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the visual logic and constraint of the stage."^ 
The advent of the new channel of BBC Third Programme in the 
year 1946, brought a watershed offering writers a remarkable degree of 
freedom. Radio medium brought the radio works into the realm of 'minority 
interest'. On the other hand, the rise of Television made radio less central 
as a form of Mass Communication. 
In 1963 Mac Neice voiced a different attitude toards radio drama 
as he had during war years. He observed : 
Obsolescent or not, sound radio, in Britain at least, is not the 
mass medium it used to be, television having stolen most of its 
public though it cannot take over most of its territory. Sound radio 
can do things no other medium can and, if 'sound' dies, those 
things cannot be done.^ 
Christopher Holmes has put Mac Neice's dramatic works under 
six major categories. He writes : 
The Six categories I have chosen after a good deal of experiment 
seemed to me the best fit for the Mac Neice case. They would 
not be the best for another radio writer. Perhaps some 
justification is needed for including so many scripts which draw 
their conversations from historical or documentary srouces 
features in fact.^ 
The six categories in which Christopher Holme has put Mac 
Neice's radio features in a tabular selection are as follows : 
1) Fantasies, which include, The Dark Tower. The Queen of Air and 
Darkness and The Mad Islands 
2) Popular dramas including He Had A Date. Prisoner's Progress. 
The Administrator and Persons from Porlock. 
3) Satires, include Salute to AM Fools 
In conclusion, one can say that the dramaturgy of Louis Mac Neice 
and Harold Pinter as media plays has not fully been explored and in 
this project a sincere effort is being made. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RADIO PLAYS OF LOUIS MAC NEICE 
In the present chapter I have selected four radio plays written by 
Louis Mac Neice. They include : Christopher Columbus. He Had A Date. 
Prisoner's Progress and East Of The Sun And West Of The Moon. 
The four plays that have been selected for consideration to 
explicate their effective presentation in radio medium with regard to 
character, theme and technique are representative of four different subjects 
which suggest further possibility of such themes in radio medium. 
Christopher Columbus is a B.B.C. feature. This play presents 
historical subject and gives a unique possibility of the presentation of 
psychological as well as emotional state (of the protagonist Columbus) 
which Mac Neice has portrayed effectively in the play. 
Another play He Had A Date is an experiment in radio biography. 
Mac Neice effectively presents the aural technique of narration (which is a 
technique of novel) in dramatic form in radio medium. The play highlights l 
the stream of consciousness or the flash back of the protagonist Tom Varney 
starting from his cradle state leading to his death. The dramatist has also 
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effectively presented the psychological state of a dying man which is not at 
all convincing on traditional stage. 
Prisoner's Progess, a radio parable play is a war play which 
exists on a dualistic plane. The play presents an effective presentation of 
the theme of escape and imprisonment of the individual at both levels-
realistic as well as symbolic. From the technical stand point the play, 
presents certain events such as gelignite explosion a highly explosive 
ammunition, air raids, landing off and taking off of the aeroplane, the' 
prisoners of war camp, the explosion of the tomb, mountain excavation and 
the emotional and psychological states of the characters which is very 
difficult and unconvincing on the stage. 
The fourth play East Of The Sun And West Of The Moon is the 
dramatization of a Norwegian folk tale. This play presents effectively 
secondary world characters, magical transformation, concretization of 
natural forces such as the four wind (The East Wind, The North Wind, The 
South Wind and The West Wind) in human form and other magical scenes 
that enrich the audience's imaginative minds. 
Thus the detailed analysis of the four plays gives a significant 
insight towards the possibility of similar themes and presentation of 
characters as well as techniques in radio medium for future dramalists. 
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CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS 
Louis Mac Neice's Christopher Columbus is an ambitious 
BBC feature written on the occasion of America's entry into the war and 
broadcast 12 October 1942 (Home Service on the 450th anniversary of 
Columbus' arrival in the New World). The play has been conceived as 'a 
one man, one Idea programme' of an uncompromising egoist 'motivated 
by a mystical Idee fixe'. The text used here Is that of Mac Neice's 1963 
edition. 
The play has been divided into two acts of considerable length. 
The dramatist highlights his efforts for getting ship for starting his voyage 
and the rejection of his proposal and consequent dampening effects and 
finally granting of ships by the Spanish Queen, and the start of his journey 
and finally Columbus' triumphant return to Spain. Like T.S. Eliot's play The 
Family Reunion, Mac Nelce has used the Greek device of choruses and 
Interludes. The chorus Is the mouthpiece of two opposed principles of 
Columbus' psyche :— doubt and faith — the projection of his Inner dialectic 
that is being projected outside the protagonist. 
Like Hitler Columbus also relied on his own intuitions and was a 
rather offensive character with mystical faith and higher spiritual concerns. 
Whether Columbus was a first class navigator or not is immaterial but what 
is significant is the fact that he was a man with a single-mindedness of 
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purpose with typical mystical faith in his mission. The dramatist has 
presented this emotional truth in radio medium effectively. In order to focus 
on the mystical and emotional truths of Columbus, the detailed anaylsis of 
plot outline of the story is evident. 
Act one dramatizes Columbus', visit to Spain to seek Spanish 
support for getting a ship, He is rejected twice by Spanish Royal 
commissions and finally Queen Isabella of Spain provides three ships to 
Columbus. 
Act two dramatizes the actual expedition — the voyage of 
discovery startng from the Port of Palos and his triumphant return to Spain. 
Act one starts with the introduction of two choruses — Faith and 
Doubt and presents the dilemma of an ambitious person, the possibility 
and impossibility of the New World. It introduces the main theme of quest. 
Doubt considers Europe as an existing world and final shore of the sea', 
and 'Western edge of the established world', and considers the efforts of 
discovery as 'futile', 'it cannot be done, it cannot be done', and Western 
direction of Europe as 'dark', 'uncertain', 'endless'. But faith predicts the 
possibility of the New World, 'it can be done, it can be done', and considers 
the world 'round', and by sailing towards Western direction of Europe by 
following the sun to the west. 
The setting of the action is in a room in Lisbon in 1484 : the 
three indignant middle-aged Portuguese - Jose, Artur and Alfredo have 
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back bite about Christopher Columbus. In back biting terms they call 
Columbus — 'A madman', 'An imposter', 'A very shady customer' deep', 
grey haired', with 'hooky nose', having 'a mad look in his eyes', very talkative 
on the subject of discovery of 'land in the west.' 
The dramatist introduces the protagonist through the public 
opinions expressed by people, drunken sailors in inns, taverns, pubs and 
on the quay. From such public opinions we get historical account of the 
rejection of Columbus and his mission — that after being rejected by the 
ship in Portugal he has gone to Spain. After Portugal he visits Spain and 
takes the help of the church in the monastry of La Rabida and introduces 
himself and his mission : 
Columbus: My name is Christopher — that is the Bearer of 
Chirst. 
iVly name is Columbus — that is the Dove. 
You repib^^rthe dove of Noah ? 
If flew across the waters bearing a branch of olive. 
Prior: so you want to carry Christ to the Unknown World ? 
Columbus: That is my mission. 
Columbus: I have met with refusals already. 
I have been refused by Kings. 
Prior: what Kings, my son ? 
Columbus: Portugal. Portugal refused me. 
Prior: so now you are trying Spain ? 
Columbus: 
Spain . . . England . . . France . . . Anyone who will have me.^ 
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Father Prior helps him by informing the Spanish Queen's faith, 
economic crisis, the Spanish war with the Moors "We cannot run after the 
moon when the earth is in chaos'.^ He introduces him to Antonio , the 
Spanish cosmographer and astrologer. Finally Antonio is so much inspired 
and moved by Columbus' ideology related to his knowledge of land in the 
West and the earth being round that he considers his own maps and charts 
to be false and tears them off. One significant point about Columbus is that 
he appears physically very poor but due to his spiritual power he is capable 
of motivating people. When Columbus visits the monastery of La Rabida 
as a stranger, even the attendant Pedro suspects him to be a thief or a 
beggar and does not readily admit him in the monastry. 
Pedro: He is in rags and covered with dust. 
He looks like a beggar - except for his manner. 
He looks very tired - except for his eyes. 
Prior: Go and admit him at once. 
Pedro: But Father, Prior, he may be a thief or a murderer; 
Here at La Rabida.^ 
In his introduction Columbus does not claim to be a native of any 
particular country and introduces himself as — "A voice crying in 
wilderness'." 
This highl ights his at t i tude; the utter f reedom and 
broadmindedness of his personality and single mindedness of his mission. 
He does not express physical tiredness and mental fatigue. When father 
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Prior asks his attendant to bring food and wine for Columbus, he rejects 
the food that has been fetched from the refectory. This shows his single 
mindedness and determination, as well as will power and emotional state. 
Pedro: father Prior, here is the food and wine. 
Columbus: I am not hungry, Father Prior. 
Prior: But surely — When did you last eat ? 
Columbus: This morning, I think. Or may be yesterday. 
But I have no hunger for bread or meat. 
Only a hunger to talk.^ 
In his attempts to meet the Spanish Queen Isabella, Columbus 
goes to Father Prior, the earlier confessor of the queen. He recommends 
him to the Queen's present confessor, Hernando de Talavera, a holy man 
who hates pride and considers Columbus' scheme of discovery of the new 
world as 'sacrilegious'. He does not believe in his plans and does not readily 
accept in the absence of enough proofs, 'credentials' of his discovery. He 
does not consider his plan feasible and considers it, " a wild goose chase 
after something that does not exist."^ 
But Hernando de Talavere recommends him to another person of 
a high rank, Grandees of Andalusia, Duke of Medina - Sidonia, but Medina 
- Sidonia gives him a letter to his friend Medina Cell. Medina Cell again 
considers Columbus' plan a 'fairy story', but he asks him to stay in his house 
for two years and after two years he gives a letter to Mendoza-the grand 
cardinal of Spain. 
Moreover, before meeting the Spanish queen Columbus 
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undergoes a series of dampening effects on his way but he does not yield 
to adversely odd circumstances and comes out of them and succeeds in 
getting the interview with the queen. In his 'marathon' interview with the 
queen he demands a ship and informs her about his mission of sailing 
towards the West. The queen appoints a royal commission consisting of 
wise men including Fathers of the Church under the presidentship of 
Talavera. The Commission meets in Salamanca in the Monastery of St. 
Stephen. 
The queen is impressed by Columbus' proposal and does not 
pay heed to her confessor who considered him mad and a menace. 
Isabella: Senor Columbus, 
We Isabella Queen of Castile an Aragon, 
Have listened to all you say, 
And we would suggest to you. Senior, 
A greater discretion of speech. 
It is not the custom in Spain to contradict the Throne; 
But, for this one time,, we will pass that over. 
Now, Senor, we will speak to you openly. 
Our father confessor told us you were mad. 
But your words have stirred our fancy. 
You ask us to give you a ship. 
And to authorize you to sail to the end of the world. 
You ask us to send you out into an ocean of guess-work.^ 
The Royal Commission is held as per the recommendation of 
Queen Isabela under the presidentship of Fathers of the Church, doctors 
of law and masters of letters to investigate the case of Christopher 
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Columbus. 
After three days' discussion the commission gives its verdict 
against Columbus' proposal. Columbus lodges a complaint against the 
enho'tional prejudiced judgement of the commission. 
The emotional truth of Columbus has been dramatized in the 
present debate in which the royal commission has considered his theory 
'downright false', 'contrary to common sense', 'Reason' Holy writ. Church 
etc. 
Senor Christopher Columbus, 
Will you oblige me by standing on the rostrum ? 
4th voice (aside) the man's all a quiver. 
5th voice (aside) He knows what's coming. 
Talavera Thank you, Senor. 
Christopher Columbus, Citizen of Genoa — 
Columbus I am not a citizen of Genoa. 
Talavera you are not a citizen of Spain. 
You are not a citizen of Portugal. 
A man must have some country — 
Columbus My country, my lord, is the Future. ^ 
Talavera In my opinin Your theory is down right false — 
Chorus Hear ! Hear. , . Hear ! Hear! . . . 
Talavera your theory is contrary to Common Sense — 
Chorus Hear ! Hear ! 
Talavera Your theory is contrary to Holy Writ. 
And the accepted doctrines of the Church 
After being betrayed by the Spaniards — ^ 
Official refusal of the royal commission Columbus waits for 
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several years living like a beggar in tavern and plans to leave Spain. But 
before leaving Spain he visits Father Prior at La Rabida to say good bye. 
Father Prior advises him to make a second attempt to Queen Isabella and 
informs him about the political situations of Spain being favourable. He 
mentions Spanish victory over the Moors and helps him v^ith a horse. 
Columbus visits Granada and meets the queen. The second time Queen 
Isabella appoints another royal commission. She regrets the delay in his 
project and proposal of voyage of discovery. 
Columbus Give me a ship, your majesty, give me a ship. 
Need we delay any longer ? 
Isabella we shall not delay any longer; 
Your project. Senior Columbus, Your proposed voyage of 
discovery -
Now that our hands are no longer tied by the Moors — 
Excites our warmest interest. 
What we propose is this : 
We shall appoint another Royal Commission — 
Columbus If you appoint Royal Commission, 
I might jump off the top of the Alhambra. 
Isabella control your impatience, Senor.^ 
In the second attempt Talavera agrees to approve the proposal 
but on a conditional basis which Columbus rejects by adding his own 
conditions. He demands from the voyage — the position of viceroy and 
governor-general over the discovered Islands and continents, appointment 
of Admiral of the Western Ocean and one-tenth part of the discovered 
treasure. 
Columbus I demand in return the following things as my right 
First, the position of Viceroy and Governor - General 
Over all islands and continents that I discover — 
1st voice Viceroy and Governor - General ! 
(Laughter and murmurs) 
Columbus And further, I demand to be appointed 
Admiral of the Western ocean; and further — 
I demand a tenth part of all the treasure — 
Pearls, diamonds, silver, spices, gold — 
That shall be found in the lands that I discover.''° 
The members of the commission consider his demands absurd 
and ask him to withdraw all his demands but he remains adamant and they 
refuse official support to Columbus a second time. But due to his faith 
and determination in the Spanish Queen, Mendoza, the treasurer is more 
inclined to give loan to Columbus on behalf of the Queen's consent to 
Columbus' expedition. After being rejected twice by the Royal Commission 
Columbus does not lose his determination and patience. After being 
rejected Columbus thinks. 
Columbus No, my dear friends, 
I shall go over your heads. 
You are not the only people who believe in me, 
I dare say you may have heard of them. 
There is Don Andres de Cabrera, Marquis of Moya, 
There is Don Luis de Santangel, Chancellor of the Treasury, 
There is his Eminency the Cardinal — 
Don Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza. 
There is also Isabella of Castile." 
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Finally at the end of Act One, Isabella borrows money from her 
treasurer Don Luis de Santangel and sanctions three ships to Columbus 
on the thirteenth of April in the year Fourteen hundred and Ninety two. 
Columbus: They have given me all that I asked 
Let Talavera laugh it off if he can. 
Admiral of the untravelled ocean ! 
Viceroy of the Unknown world 1 
They have promised me three ships, I shall sail from Palos.^^ 
At the start of Act Two two old longshore men on the quay are 
gossiping about the sail with the crew with Christopher Columbus. They 
think over the possibility of the releasing of prisoners from jails for raising 
of the crews. It is followed by the Town crier announcing on behalf of King 
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella about the prisoners to be released from jails 
and to report the post of Palos to raise the crews of three ships. This public 
announcement is addressed to all magistrates, all officiers of the law and 
the governors of the prisons. 
The next scene is set in jail and prisoners are released from all 
Spanish prisons including Prison of Seville, Prison in Ronda, Prison in 
Cobra etc. The prisoners guilty of 'robbery with violence', 'coining false 
money', 'murder' and so on are released irrespective of any crime. 
The three ships are loaded with eatables and set sail. From 
Corbosa Beatriz a lady whom Columbus loved, arrives on the port of Palos 
on horseback. In the play Columbus has put aside other aspects of his life 
and has focussed only on his quest. Even love appears a dampening effect 
in his mission to which he never surrenders. 
The crowd assembles on the quay to see Columbus off. The gulls 
are crying and the two long shoremen wait for something sensational. Amid 
chanting of prayers - 'Litany of the saints' and chorus of crowd. Columbus 
starts the sea voyage. The sailors feel exhausted and prefer prison life 
th'an sailing. 
Bartolome It's summat no one's ever heard of 
US was wrong to come on this voyage. 
Fransico Wrong ! US was signing our death - warrant. 
Better have taken our twenty years in jail. 
The law of Man be one thing, 
The law of nature be another — 
Bartolome Tis the Devil that rules out here. 
Carlos The Devil ? I don't know about that — 
But e've got a devil of our own right here on board.^^ 
Columbus' Single mindedness and his Orthodox nature mystic 
concern is revealed by the sailors and his own emotional state. 
Carlos what does he care if your choke ? 
A man like that who neversleeps a wink, 
A man like that who talks to himself— ''"' 
Columbus' fellow crew men surrenderto further sailing and want 
to return but he shows extra ordinary courage 
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Voice (distant) will you turn back or won't you ? 
Crew (Chanting) we want to go back. 
We want to go back. 
We want to go back. 
Columbus Silence there ! 
So you want to go back ? 
You disappoint me, gentlemen 
Don't you know our voyage is nearly done ? 
We are wiithin a few day's sail of land.^^ 
Columbus' determination against the repeated cries of the crews 
returing is, "I am Christopher Columbus. I do not turn back." ^^  
Ultimately Columbus promises the fellow crews to continue the 
expedition for five days more. If he fails to find the land, he would reconsider 
the further plan and motivates the sailors for the glory of the discovered 
land. 
Gold, Senores, gold . . . 
Gold, gold, gold, gold. 
Crew (Whispering) Gold . . . gold . . . gold . . . 
Gold . . . gold . . . gold . . . 
CokLmbu-s give me five days more. 
Crew (louder) Gold, gold, gold, gold. 
Gold, gold, gold, gold, 
Columbus Give me five days more. 
Crew (loud and crescendo) 
Gold gold, gold, gold, gold. 
Gold, gold, gold, gold, GOLD. 
Voice Captain ! 
ColLLpiiLLS Yes ? 
Voice We will go on. 
Crew (to themselves) Gold . . . gold . . . gold . . . gold . . .''^  
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After reaching the New land , the crew see primitive Red Indians 
and his crewmen describe them as :— 
Gutierrez Of course they're men. Wait and I'll describe them. 
They're moving down to the bay from the green hill — 
A whole crowd of naked men and women 
Bronze in Colour, lithe as gazellers, 
They've feathers on their heads, they're jumping 
From rock to rock like ghosts; 
Here they come now, down to the now, down to the frills of the 
surf, 
They're gathering there in their ranks, they're liftying their arms 
to the sky,''^ 
Columbus 's triumphant return is celebrated by Spanish people 
amid processional music. "The soldiers bearing coffers of gold', 'tattered 
banners bleached with the brind, 'red savages crowned with fathers', 'Gold 
rings in their noses and popinjays on their shoulders — 
'golden masks, the pearls, and mother of pearls', 
Christopher Columbus reaches with huge amount of discovered 
gold, pearls and savage people to the Spanish queen at Barcelona. 
At the court of Barcelona, the Spanish Queen Isabella welcomes 
Columbus back to Spain In her speech she summarises the story of 
discovery led by him and his achievements and the hurdles that he met in 
the way. 
Isabella Senior Don Christopher Columbus ! 
We Isabella, Queen of Castile and Aragon, 
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Do here before the assembled peers of our land 
Welcome you back to Spain and give our royal thanks. 
For that against the odds you have done what you thanks have 
done 
To the greater glory of God and the honour of Spain. 
Of your achievements we have already heard. 
And here we see their tangible evidence — 
The gold, the pearls, and these strange men;^^ 
The final speech of address made by Columbus to the Crown 
and the Peers of Spain is highly emotional. The emotional truth retained in 
it is that to express the enthusiasm of discovery, is very difficult to express 
in articulate language.In his address he speaks about the discovery of the 
New World by sailing into the teeth of the West. He express his emotional 
inner dilemma that there was a time when he considered the possibility of 
return but due to his determination and courage he succeeded in his 
mission. 
^''^ The presentation of oceans, islands, ships sailing alongwith 
crews, prisons, Spanish war etc. are highly suggestive of utter freedom of 
space and time and effective in radio medium. The realistic presentation 
of such geographically enormous and distant places would have been 
impossible on traditional stage. Radio is an effective medium for the | 
presentation of psychological state and inner feelings of a character. In the 
present play Mac Neice has succeded in presenting Columbus' inner/ 
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psycha, his inner conflicts, his emotional state his thurst for knowledge 
infinite and his quest, his determination power and siglemindedness of his 
mission. The listeners are moved and convinced and are transported to 
imaginative world to form their mental picture of Columbus. 
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HE HAD A PATE OR WHAT BEARING ? 
(A RADIO PARABLE PLAY) 
He Had a Date is a radio play in two versions (28 June 1944), 
Home Service, 14 February 1949, Third Programme) The text of tine second 
version has been considered for the present analysis. The present play is 
an experiment in radio biography, in it the dramatist commemorates the 
tragic death of his school friend Graham Shepard, who had been drowned 
at Sea while serving with Atlantic Convoys in the Royal Navy in 1942. 
The play has a naturalistic setting as it has been set on the sea 
on a ship. The dramatist has used background music to separate the 
present and past action. The protagonist's reflections have been presented 
amid background music. 
The play has very little action in the present but consists of a lot 
of meditation in the form of a long flashback or the stream of consciousness 
of the protagonist Tom Varney's past life starting from his cradle state to 
his drowning state. The action in the present is confined to the opening 
and concluding brief dialogue between the protagonist, Tom Varney and 
the Officer of the Watch and his psychic drowning state. The play has been 
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introduced to the audience by the announcer as follows : 
He Had a Date was conceived as a private newsreel of 
episodes from one man's life. The hero - who is not in the ordinary 
sense a hero (some might dismiss him as a fool, a failure, or 
even a cad •- is a fictitious character but typical of his period. He 
belongs to a generation which was not sure of its bearings and 
to a class which he was not sure himself. And already like - the 
nineteen-twenties and the nineteen-thirties, like the Bright Young 
People and the Geneva! SUike, like the Spanish C\ss\\ Wav and 
the Battle of Britain like the popular songs of the day before 
yesterday - we can see him receding into Ancient History. He 
was born in 1907 and died in 1942. He had - you see — a Date.^ 
In the following interpretation of the play the analysis the story in 
some detail is as under: 
As the play opens, we find Tom Varney on watch reporting some 
danger (approaching the ship) to the officer of the watch. The officer of the 
watch does not take his reporting seriously and orders him to give 'correct 
bearing'. But the protagonist fails to report the exact danger which is about 
to hit the ship. In his reporting Tom himself is inconsistant and confused 
and fails to identify it correctly. The Officer on the watch considers him to 
be a fool. Tom whistles contrary to the rules of the Navy. The opening 
conversation highlights the attitude of the Officer of the watch and the 
psychic inability of Tom Varney as follows : 
Officer of the watch What the Devil ! Who's that whistling ? 
(Whistling stops abruptly) Port lookout I 
Tom Sir ? 
Officer of the watch Was that you whistling ? 
Tom Er. . . Yes, Sir. 
Officer of the watch How long have you been in this ship ? 
Tom A year and four months, sir. 
Officer of the watch Lucky for you the captain's not on the 
bridge. All right, don't do it again. 
Tom No, Sir 
(Pause to self) what a fool . . . what a fool I am . . . everyone 
knows whistling's taboo in the Navy . . . brings bad luck or 
something . . . the habit of mine, though — 
Eh, what's that now ? (To Officer) Floating object in the water to 
port. Sir. 
Officer of the watch What bearing ? 
Tom Er. . . Red Four O, Sir. 
Officer of the watch I see it. Just a bit of gash. But, , while we're 
on the subject, Port lookout, wake your ideas up when you report 
these things. Give the correct bearing without me having to ask 
you. 
Tom, Aye, aye. Sir. 
(Pause) Spherical object red Nine 0, Sir. 
Officer of the Watch Red Nine 0 ? I see it. Only a barrel. (Pause) 
Tom (To self) He always sees it — makes me feel kind of 
superfluous . . . funny to think, if our leave hadn't been cut short, 
I had a date today. I had a date to — God, what's that ? 
(To Officer) Track in the water on port bow. Sir, approaching. ^ 
The concluding part of the play focuses on the psychological state 
of the drowning protagonist. After the explosion the protagonist hears 
voices from his past and reveals his life and realizes his own self. 
• \ ' • , , > 
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Tom (to self) what bearing, eh ! This time I needn't answer. Here 
it comes, this is in the end, Tonn Varney. The tin fish, the old black 
Jack-in-the-box. And then the dreams of blindness. Not that we 
will hear the explosion. 
(Pause, bring in disc of 'Rockabye Baby', and to background) 
I didn't hear the explosion. This must be death, 
I take it. Weight of water without any surface. 
Down, and down, no object for the eyes. But my ears are voices. 
Mother Tommy 1 I've told you already. You're not to go out on that 
rock ! 
Uncle Des My word. Tommy you've grown. 
Flaherty Och, Stamp yer feet. Class dismissed. I'm quittin 
Striker See what this spells then . S . . . C . . . A . . . B. . . 
Tutor Fire ahead, Mr. Varney, fire ahead 
Father You've had every chance, Tom. Everything's been done 
for you. 
Editor That's what I want Mr. Varney truth at all costs. 
Mary Oh, I know your name. It's on our books. 
American There's nothing to buy in Madrid. No, you'll want some 
other phrase there. 
Company Commander Well, Comerados, We have killed 
Fascists- Plenty. 
Jane Nice here in Lord's A harbour green-. Do you remember 
that too? 
Warden I say, you people, you must take cover. 
Terry come on there, duckies, there's a war on ! 
Divvy Officer Well, with your background, you know — 
Mother you're a changed man, you know, Tom. 
Tom A changed man. Mum ? You're right. 
Duncan 'Yestreen I dreamed a dreary dream' 
Beyond the Isleof Skye; 
I saw a dead man win a fight. 
And I think that man was I. 
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Officer of the watch Give the correct bearing without me having 
to ask you. 
Tom The Correct bearing ? Aye, aye, Sir^ 
In spite of the opening and concluding dialogue the rest of the J 
play Is a long flash back of Tom's past life. In addition it gives Information / 
about his childhood, his parents' social as well as intellectual status, his 
public school memories of teachers and friends, his participation and 
contribution to the General Strike as strike breaker, his public school 
education, his days at Oxford and memories of his Oxford friends and tutors, 
his professional life as a reporter, his marriage without parent's approval 
and consent, his further participation in the Spanish Civil War and leaving 
his wife helpless, then in the Battle of Britain and in Navy. In order to 
understand the auto-biographical description of the main stages of his own 
life including his family and social events evident from the flashbacks, a 
brief appraisal of his Flashback is as follows : 
On the ship on watch the protagonist gets lost in a meditative 
mood and thinks about his early childhood. This recollection is vital for giving 
information about his delicate childhood, his intellectual but unimaginative 
parents. Tom recalls himself as a six month old infant physically as well as 
mentally immature and undeveloped. Lying in the cradle, unable to move. 
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walk, speak, express his hunger, and immature 'like a Japanese flower quite 
small and crumpled whose petals of knowledge are in immature state'. His 
parents — (the mother named Constance and the father named Ned, who 
is a doctor by profession) hail from a good social background. They admire 
his childhood activities and his specfic sleeping postures and consider such 
manners a good sign of a blessed and healthy child and conceive of 
different careers for his future life. They have their own expectations from 
him which are never fulfilled by Tom. 
Further Tom recalls certain events concerning himself at the age 
of seven, his mother discussing with other ladies about his growth but she 
acts as a distinct mother and a superstitions lady as she gets worried about 
his security and believes in superstitions related to 'Kaiser Wilhelm' on a 
rock. She stops him from going out on the rocks. But contrary to his mother's 
wishes, Tom used to go on the rocks. This further highlights child psychology 
that the children are fascinated by things forbidden. They repeatedly do 
what they are forbidden to do by their parents. 
This recollection entails the fact that his mother was a nervous 
and a weak minded person who believed in superstitions and certain 
orthodoxies. But his father represents intellect and rationalism as he 
advises his son to go out for fresh air on the rocks. 
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Tom's flashback about his public school life focuses on his school 
experiences, naughty friends, his tutors. Tom informs his parents about all 
this in a letter. He writes about his school as 'a nice-school', but he writes 
about some of his classmates and teachers that his naughty friends 
especially Evans sometimes used to play conjuring tricks', His funny school 
master Flaherty who was short tempered and different from other school 
masters used chalk not for writing on the board but for swearing at it. He 
could not maintain discipline in his class neither had he a command on his 
subject. Therefore in his class boys created indiscipline and 'stamped their 
feet in his presence' He ran amuck, dismissed the class and left. 
Flaherty Now, boys this is an isosceles triangle. I will call this 
angle X, this angle Y, and this angle — Ah, blast the chalk I Take 
that ! ye beggar, take that (Stamping of feet) what are ye 
stamping your feet for ? Quiet there ! Quiet! (Feet out) I suppose 
ye think I'm funny because I swear at the chalk. I suppose your 
parents have told you how it's ill-bred to swear . . . (stamping 
and hold behind stop that, will ye I Quiet (more stamping) so this 
IS mutiny, is it ? (Catcall) All right then, have it your own way. But 
let me tell ye this. I went out to the Front of fight for the likes of 
you. W e l l . . . I'm sorry. I did I I got myself Shell shocked too. May 
be ye don't believe me - (More stamping) Go on, stamp yer feet. 
Class dismissed ! I'm quittin '. (Fade out stamping)."^ 
The letter further highlights how children mock at Tom's shoes 
and dress in his 'dormitory'. But he is least concerned about his appearance 
and friends. He is a keen student and diligent in his studies. After getting a 
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scholarship he gets admission in Oxford and worl<s hard for his honours 
degree. With the declaration of General Strike by Trade Union Congress, 
he tries to break the strike and after taking permission from Oxford joins 
an emergency job of breaking strike. He joins the job of train driver in the 
national interest. 
Tom's act of joining the group of strike breakers does not 
materialize and it further reflects his protest against public events of his 
day. His conversation with the striker is a proof of his being ignorant and 
innocent. 
Striker You seem happy, mate. 
(Whistling out) 
Tom Happy ? Ye, I've had a pretty good day. 
Striker you've had a pretty good day ? Let's see if I can guess 
why. Do you usually wear them clothes ? 
Tom well, I have for last three days. 
Striker Kind of fancy dress, eh, chum ? , 
Tom Fancy dress ? Don't be funny, you're wearing the same 
yourself. Only you've got quite a clean face. 
Striker Yes, I have for once. And you know why, don't you ? 
Because I'm out on strike. And you're one of the blokes what's 
trying to break that strike. 
Tom well, yes, I am. No ill-feeling, though ? Strieker 'No ill-feeling' 
I Tell me, mister, you ever been hungry ? Tom Well I — 
Striker you ever been down a coal mine ? 
Tom No, I — 
Striker you ever been inside of a miner's cottage ? 
Tom well, as a metter of — 
Striker No, you aint's you're just plumb ignorant. You don't know 
D i your ABC. 
Tom Ah, there you're wrong. When it comes to the English 
alphabet— 
Striker you can spell, can you ? 
Tom middling well. Yes. 
Striker All right. See what this spells then S . . . C . . . A . . . B . . . 
8 C A B , Scab ! That's what you are Goodnight.^ 
In his recalling his days as a scholar at Oxford, we come to know 
that Tom performs exceptionally well in his Philosophy lessons. The 
Philosophy teacher motivates him for getting first class honours degree. 
His lessons on Syllogism, Error, in Phiolosophy are up to the mark. But 
Tom suddenly decides to leave Oxford without taking the honours degree. 
Whenever the protagonist feels that he is at the height of success, he does 
a turn - around and leavs things incomplete and undone and hence remains 
unsuccessful. His decision of leaving Oxford comes at a time when he is 
sure of getting first class honours degree but he fears if he gets it, it might 
land him in the wrong j o b , " . . . it might make me take the wrong job." ® 
He is not sure of his existence and his goals in life. He does not 
wish to be a part of the successful and acknowledged strata of society. 
Rather he prefers to be unacknowledged, to be among the unsuccessful 
class, he prefers failures. His teacher tries very hard to change his mind 
but he decides to leave and clears out from Oxford. He amusingly calls all 
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philosophers 'liars' and labels his philosophy course as ' parlour game'. 
Tutor Is that all, Mr. Varney ? 
Tom Yes, Sir. 
Tutor would oyu kindly read me that last sentence again ? 
Tom Yes, Sir. 'As the sentence in Plato's "Sophist" suggests it 
is all fable — muthos — and we had better judge our 
philosophers according to their capacity for story telling'. 
Tutor Story-teeling ? Hm. A rather distasteful word. Tom Why, 
Sir ? I can't see that really — 
Tutor when a man is describerd as a story teller; it often means 
he is a liar. Of course, I know you didn't mean that, Or did you ? 
Tom or did I ? 
Tutor well, make up your mind. If all philosophers are liars and 
all philosophy is lies, it would seem rather preverse in you to 
study it. 
Tom Yes, rather perverse . . . Sir ? '' 
After leaving Oxford Tom joins as a cub reporter in provinces and 
works for an evening newspaper. There he is charged with ' what do you 
mean the telephone' ? and fired from that job for reporting events incorrectly 
in the newspaper — which earlier had a reputation for accuracy in publishing 
news. Thus he constantly and persistently behaves irrationally against 
etablished rules and blemishes the reputation of an esteemed provincial 
newspaper. 
Editor I don't care where you got held up. You're fired. This paper's 
got a reputation for accuracy. Or, if you prerfer it, truth. That's 
what I want, 'Mister' Varney, truth at all costs.^ 
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After getting terminated from the press, Tom decides to join the 
group of the unemployed over two million in number and reading of books 
about labour class. Having such thoughts in mind he visits a book shop of 
Mary to purchase a book History of Trade Unionism. With dirty hands he 
scans the other books. While searching for books he introduces himself to 
Mary and comes to know about her, that earlier she too had been a worker 
in a factory. On the basis of his first meeting with Mary at the book shop, 
Tom decides to get married to her without following any ritual or his parents' 
approval. 
He does not invite his parents, guest, relatives, friends in his 
marriage. He simply informs his parents about it through a telegraphic 
message. His parents get shocked over this news because they wished to 
choose an excellent girl for him. The father deeply regrets Tom's marriage 
and blames himself and his own age responsible for his sudden marriage. 
Out of the great shock his father meets his death. Tom gets the news of 
his father's death through a telegram. But Tom is not much apologetic about 
his father's death or his own marriage. He regrets, 
I ought to have seen him again. But we didn't speak the same 
language. Mary speaks more of his language; oddly enough. I 
ought to have taken her to see him. Too late now; that Jack-in-
the box again. But Mary can meet Mum. That's the next thing. I'll 
do. Before that creature bobs up again. Out of the night. Grinning. 
Another bill. And there'll be more to come." 
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He does not express much concern about his own father, mother 
or wife and suddenly decides to go abroad, to participate in Spanish Civil 
War. His decision of participation in Spanish Civil War does not seem 
judicious, rational reasonable and logical. He tells his wife, 
Tom "Well, Mary, I'm nearly thirty now and do you know — I've 
never yet been abroad. Well, I'm going abroad now. 
Mary where ? 
Tom Spain. 
Mary Spain ! Why ? 
Tom There's a war in spain. 
Mary Oh, that Civil War of theirs. 
Tom A civil War of ours.''° 
Tom's decision of going 'abroad' to 'Spain' to fight in the Spanish 
Civil War is not at all a decision of a responsible husband and responsible 
son. He does not understand his obligations to his widowed mother and 
helpless wife. It shows him up as an irresponsible person. Being an only 
son he has not understood the concern towards his parents. Even in the 
war he does not play any vital role. There he learns the Spanish language, 
reaches Madrid, hides himself in a barricade of books. In the Battle of 
Britain he joins his Oxford friends-Terry and Jane and enjoys Jane's 
company at Lord's Stadium. On the other hand his wife is very hardworking, 
sincere, and responsible person. She rejoins a factory to earn her livelihood. 
She has faith in Tom and proves to be a devoted wife. From a letter written 
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to Marry we come to know about Tom's selection in Navy and after 
completion of his training, he had been assigned a ship. In that ship Tom 
performs exceptionally well and. The Naval Officer issues a white paper on 
him for his dedicated service and offers him the commission, but Tom 
rejects this offer and prefers to remain at the lower deck. 
Divvy Officer 1 want to . . . e r . . . discuss something with you. I 
don't know how you'll feel about it but I'm thinking of starting a 
white paper for you. 
Tom you mean, Sir, you want me to go up for a commission ? 
Divvy Officer Well, with your background, you know-How would 
you like to be an officer ? Well, Varney ? 
Tom Well, Sir, I think I'd rather not. 
Divvy Officer you'd rather not ? why, man ?" The Service is in 
need of good officers. What've you got up your sleeve, Varney ? 
Tom Well, Sir, it's just that. . . er . . . the lower deck suits me, 
sir" 
Finally, the flashback is over. The scene is focused in the present. 
The action that started in the beginning on the deck of the ship in which the 
protagonist reports the 'bearing' to the officerof the watch continues. In the 
end the Officer identifies it 'as a torpedo hard to port.' The explosion takes 
place the ship is destroyed and as the ship sinks down Tom is seen 
drawning. 
In the present play Louis Mac Neice has effectively presented 
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the utter psychological agony of a dying man. In radio medium it is highly 
effective as the listeners get an opportunity to imagine the real psychological 
state of a drowning person. If the same play had been performed on the 
stage, the different sounds of the mother, the father, the officer of the watch, j 
the reporter, the teacher, his friends, his wife, the American and so on \ 
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could not have been imagined or spoken aloud by the same person. But in i 
radio medium there is flexibility, variety and opportunity to present different 
sounds which generate a realistic effect. 
On ordinary stage the presentation of a sea and the ship, Oxford 
University, driving of trains, Spanish Civil War, Battle of Britain, Cricket 
Match at Lord's Stadium would have been artificial and not real. But in 
radio form the impression of multitudes as the class, war, soldiers, cricket 
stadium audience can be presented by recorded or stereophonic sounds 
more effectively and economically. 
Thus soliloquising and thinking aloud to put mental and 
psychological attitutdes of the protagonist or other characters' intentions 
radio is a good alternative for stage. 
Radio gives an impression of the narrator's thinking aloud 
naturally. It lends itseJf to the presentation of other voices illustrating the 
theme. Ian Rodger in his book Radio Drama finds radio medium capable 
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of defying transference to the stage. He observes, "It was not dramatically 
difficult to convey to the listener that the central character was thinking aloud 
and recalling the voices of others associated with past event in the manner 
employed by the radio reporter." He also maintains that, "This forni may 
sometimes present a kind of autobiography or an aural form of the novel 
but it has the attraction of economies which cannot be achieved on the 
printed page as when, for example, the characters by their voices and 
accents convey within a few moments their likely social position and 
previous history."^^ 
As regards He Had a Date from Tom Varney's recollections 
about his childhood we get the idea of voices of a child is blinking eyes, or 
crying to express hunger. We also can imagine the accents of his funny 
teacher Flaherty swearing at the chalk, speaking 'yer' for you. However his 
recollections are in a meditative state but with different accents, voices, 
the radio medium has made a naturalistic impact. 
The whole play is the narration of past events as it is done in the 
novel. But in radio it is aural narration. The last scene in which Tom Varney 
is drawning, the listener gets a swift clue that a failed man Tom Varney, is 
drawning in the sinking ship and is recalling his past life and his family. 
In this play Mac Neice has made brilliant use of the device — 
' ' : ) 
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'the aural form of the novel' as Guthrie employed in The Flowers Are Not 
for you — To Pick. In that play also, "the listener is given the swift clue at 
the opening that Edward, a failed clergyman of Anglo-Irish stock, is drawing 
in the South China Sea and is recalling his past life and family."^^ Ian Rodger 
finds that — The play is a sort of obituary to console Mac Neice's friend. 
Lieutenant Graham Shepard's Life. This is based on actual tragic death of 
Mac Neice's school friend, who died of drowning on an Atlantic Convoy 
during the Second World War. Reggie Smith regards it as one of Louis 
Mac Neice's finest works He says, "the poet felt that it had failed but he 
feels that this sense of failure was due to his personal involvement. Smith 
likens the play to a private newsreel of Shepard's life. In his final speech, 
Shepard is heard to say : 'And I leave nothing behind me — Child, work or 
deed to remember. But I tried, you know, I tried. Believe it or not, I did have 
ideals of a sort. But I could not quite get the bearing. Now let me sleep I'm 
tired'.^^ 
Similarly Tom Varney leaves nothing behind him, no child no work 
or deed to remember. He too has ideals of his own kind. He does not 
approve and follow the established conventions of the higher class as he 
leaves Oxford without getting an honours degree, he rejects the offer of 
getting the Commission in the Navy and says the lower deck suits him. He 
discards honours degree that it may lead him to the wrong job. He remains 
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inconsistent and confused in his 'bearing' to the officer of the watch not 
because he does not know actually but he pretends to be so. He wants to 
comnnent on the insensitvity of the so called officials, their negligence 
towards their duty. He reacts against the contemporary society for higher 
concern. 
While considering the relative comparison of radio and stage Ian 
Rodger comments as follows : 
This speech appears to address the listener directly but the 
presentation is such as to make it appear that these thoughts 
are only being overheard. And once the convention is established 
that the audience is listening to the thoughts of a drowning man, 
it is of course easy to switch very swiftly to the speech of friends 
and others who are remembered by the central figure. Such 
assemblies of voices from past or present cannot be adapted 
with any success on the stage and it is, in any case, of the 
essence of this dramatic form that the central figure must only 
be heard. An adaptation which, for example, employed the 
Brechtian device of a narrator who points out such a figure to the 
audience would destroy the essential privacy of thought which 
Mac Neice conveys. The listener is brought much closer to the i 
dilemmas and regrets the joys of the narrating character than 
could ever be achieved on the stage. His biography, which! 
stretches from childhood to the arrested moment of his death, at' 
which the action takes place, touches in a passing way on a kindj 
of parable which is ambiguous. . .^ ^ 
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PRISONER'S PROGRESS 
(A RADIO PARABLE PLAY) 
Louis Mac Neice's Prisoner's Progress (broadcast 27 April 
1954 on the Third- Programme) was a BBC entry for the Italia Prize 1954. 
This parable play universalizes the situation of prisoner-of-war camps in 
World War II and desperate escape attempts. For the present analysis the 
text of the prized entry has been considered. 
The programme presents types, moods, problems, characters 
events and situations of the modern times. The theme of the play is realistic 
but symbolical, fantastic, poetic and philosophical elements are implied 
by 'Sleight-of-hand'. The play exists on two planes. It is based on World 
War II, prisoners, and major episodes including — escape through neolithic 
passage tomb, tunnelling into passage grave appear improbable and have 
double meanings. Imprisonment and escape in the play symbolically_stands 
for all kinds of imprisonment and escape — moraLJntellectuaL spiritual, 
physicaj. In the play the prison symbolizes inner or spiritual imprisonment 
whereas the mountain symbolizes spiritual escape which is impossible and 
imprisonment is eternal. Tunnelling into the passage grave, Neolithic stone 
age discovery, mountain climbing highlight theme of persistent quest made 
by central characters. The narrator introduces the programme as follows : 
The programme which follows is a fable of imprisonment and of 
escape. While it is loosely based upon data from World War II, it 
makes no claim to be a documentary. There is a war going on 
between the greys and the Browns. The greys are on our side, 
the Browns are the enemy, but the programme is focused not on 
the war itself but simply on one or two prisoners — who are 
prisoners in more senses than one'.'' 
The setting of the play is the prisoner-of-war camp named 
Malcanto 22 below a very high mountain. It is surrounded by wire, 'a very 
high fence of corrugated iron' guards' guarding the prisoners' compounds. 
There are two compounds, one for male prisoners and another for the 
female prisoners. There is no outlet to escape from the camp. The prisoners 
attempt an escape through the underground tunnel digging from the passage 
grave and women's compound and then through a tomb to the unidentified 
desert and finally leading to very high mountain climbing that helps in 
escape. 
There are two category of Grey prisoners imprisoned in two 
different compounds 1. Male prisoners who are active participants in the 
war. They include disciplined prisoners senior Grey officers, Major Conford 
and Emsley who assist the efficient and fellow prisoners to escape such 
as Mac, Waters, Regan. 
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2. In the women's compound there are female prisoners who are 
not active participants of war but are civilian Grey ladies but who have 
served as informers informing about war. They are Miss Guggenheim an 
archaeologist, Diana a play time girl and Alison the heroine. The two girls 
Diana and Alison attempt escape but Miss Guggenheim hates war. 
The play starts with the communication between the coloured 
(Negro) cook named Catsmeat and Mr. Emshy an effiminate athlete. Their 
communication gives clues to the main theme of the play. Catsment's singing 
of mountains, and arrival of the new batch of prisoners focus on the theme 
of 'Imprisonment and escape' the mountain stands for escape. Secondly 
from their conversation we get the idea of scarcity of basic amenities like 
water, food supply, oil etc. In the present play oil supply is not adequate. 
The coloured cook does not give even 'one dessert spoon oil to Mr. Emsley 
Thirdly, the cook represents racial and existential ideology. The negroes 
especially working class people in war are primarily concerned with their 
livelihood. They are not to be trusted. They supply secrets to the enemy for 
exchange of money. So the negro's priority is monetary benefit he is not 
concerned with his preoccupations : He charges four cigarettes for one 
dessertspoon oil from Catsment. 
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No, Mr. Emsley, I'm a Negro. And the white world owes me a 
living. Besides, Mr. Emsley, I'm a cook, my business is 
gentlemen's stomachs. You don't want oil for stomach, you just 
want it for massage. Now I can't call this priority . . . ^ 
Later on when the escape team needs heavy explosive material 
gelignite from foreign conscripts who are quarrying, catsment obtains it 
and assists the grey prisoners only for getting cigarettes as bribe. 
S.G.O. that cheating badmash ! 
Conford Yes Sir, his cheating's an asset. Those wops in the 
quarries would sell their souls for cigarettes. 
catsment is stacked with cigarettes . . . . ? ^ 
After receiving the new batch of prisoners, The commandant. 
Senior Grey Officer, Padre and conford make public addresses. From their 
public addresses we get the focus on imprisonment and escape. The 
commandant threatens them for escape and S.G.O. gives clues for escape 
But Major Conford and Padre's address remains ambiguous. 
The commandant briefs them in typical military manner and makes 
very precise and matter-of-fact speech about the prisoner-of-war compound 
in favour of imprisonment. 
" . . . . This is a prisoner-of-war camp. Here man has guards, 
man has wire, here all the night man has searchlights. Therefore man here 
must be happy.'"* 
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In his address, the Senior Grey Officer gives clues for escape 
and speaks against the commandant .He emphasizes on 'the mountain' 
beyond which their grey troups are fighting in the war. Then he speaks of 
Grey Island of Civilization' and 'discipline'. This implies that he is also a 
prisoner but under the cover of 'discipline' he encourages escape. 
Senior Grey Officer Gentleman, I suppose to be brief; most of 
you know all this already. You heard what the commandant said. 
We do infact more or less run our own show in this camp. And 
that being so, there's one thing I want to emphasize. You see 
that mountain. The nearest Grey troops who're not prisoners are 
several hundred miles beyond it. But in the shadow of that 
mountain we've ourselves a little Grey Island. An island of 
civlization. An Island, I may add, of discipline. And so long as 
I'am here, that discipline will not be relaxed. Which reminds me : 
this is for the new arrivals. You see over there beyond the wire a 
very high fence of corrugated iron. That is put there for an object. 
Beyond that fence is another compound, a compound for female 
prisoners. Like us those women are Greys, but officers, for their 
own goods, will kindly forget their existence. That is an order".^ 
Padre and Conford further explain the war-camp and its activities. 
From Conford's and Water's communication we know that Waters is a newly 
arrived prisoner of war camp, his rank being that of second lieutenant. He 
has been a Grammar School master, his special subjects being English 
and History, but in his speech Water pretends to be a mad, confused, lost 
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soul on the surface. 
He tells Conford "As a matter of fact, sir, I'm not awfully good at 
teaching"^ 
When Emsley, an athletics organizer interrogates Waters and 
asks about his imprisonment. Waters does not tell the truth. Instead he 
pretends to be confused and inconsistent. He calls himself a 'bastard', an 
'illegitimate' son, and says that his father 'made a pass on his wife', and 
he was married. 
Emsley Waters, my dear, how did you land in the bag ? 
Waters Me ? Oh it started long ago. I was a bastard, you see. 
Emsley Oh don't I'm sure you weren't 
Waters Literally, I mean. Illegitimate. And never met my father till 
just before this war. So that was why I joined up. 
Emsley why, was he nasty ? 
Waters No, he was terribly nice but he made a pass at my wife. 
Emsley Oh everyone calls it the mountain. If you wanted to 
escape from here, that's what you'd have to get over. 
Waters Does anyone ever escape ? 
Emsley No but they're always trying. To overstep the trip wire 
man shall be shot. And to over-climb that mountain, man, I should 
think, must be crazy. 
Waters Lies south, doesn't it ? 
Emsley yes, it cuts off the sun a lot. It's horribly. 
Cold here in winter; one needs lots of newspaper underclothes . 
Waters Running ? Yes. How can one avoid it in the army ? 
Emsley No, I mean real running. Hundred yards, the quarters, 
the quarters, the mile — 
Waters Oh no nothing like that. I'm just a bastard. 
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you see; 1 never went in for sport much. Except, of course, for 
mountaineering." ^ 
From this conversation Waters' aberrant behaviour and 
abnegation of his profession proves him to be an adroit Army Officer. As a 
matter of fact on the surface Waters pretends to be illegitimate', 'bastard' 
and coins a false story about his father and wife in order to hide the facts. 
He behaves in a foolish manner and does not give information about his 
being imprisoned. Secondly, he does not seem willing or interested in 
answering the queries of Emsley. Rather, he gets detailed information from 
Emsley about the mountain and gets the information about it that every body 
tries to escape via the mountain but no body succeeds. If the prisoners try 
to overstep the mountain they are shot. 'It lies in the south direction of the 
camp, and is cut off from the sun so it is very cold in winter, a lot of 
newspapers and underclothes are required to cover. Thus waters is 
punished and indoctrinated and is put in the latrine, he undergoes sufferings 
patiently.. He proves himself an apt dedicated and true patriot. He readily 
bears the stink of latrines for a longer period. His psychic state and 
intentions are inherent in the following soliloquy, " In doctrination . . . 
deindoctrination . . . self accusation . . . mortification . . . but now I don't 
mind any more — as long as I get out of the babble. Everything is equally 
real. And/or equally unreal. How fakirs feel, I suppose, yogies, people like 
that. If I wait long enough, the sun will just reach that flower. A weed I suppose 
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it is really. A poor thing but mine own . . . "^  
Throughout the play the protagonist proves to be a committed 
patriot. He undergoes severe punishment but at the cost of physical as well 
as mental suffering, he does not reveal any information about his army. In 
war strategical information is kept secret and is not passed and waters 
undergoes tortures and inhuman treatment but does not pass vital 
information. 
In the latter part of the play the dramatist focuses on the escape 
team and Waters. He climbs the high mountain and brings the news of the 
war from Regan and passes it to Senior Grey Officer. He works very hard 
digging the underground passage and finally tries to escape. He does not 
allow ladies to attempt escape because Senior Grey Officer had ordered 
him so he remains faithful to that. When Mac discusses his plan ideas of 
co-opting Diana for escape to Waters in confidence and (Regan) he 
opposes it outright. 
Mac This is in confidence, mind. 
Regan Och, we know it's in confidence. 
Mac There's someone I want to co-opt. 
(Pause) 
Mac. Diana. 
Regan Diana I You're mad. 
Mac I'm not /'.'-- ;---^"" 
Waters Any how it is impossible. ' f > •; 
Mac It's not. "", •  r- : ' ,' 
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Waters Look, we know that you've been up in the tomb but — 
Regan Steady, Waters, steady. After all, I don't see why it's 
impossible. A woman's got as much right to escape as we have. 
Waters she hasn't Anyhow I'm not going climbing with women. 
Mac Listen, Waters, I'm running this show — 
Waters subject to the S.G.O. 
Mac I made this proposal in confidence. 
Waters confidence be damned, I — ^ 
In the women's compound Miss Guggenheim claims to have made 
the discovery of neolithic stone below the floor of women's hut. The passage 
grave is three feet of space beneath the floor boards. She searches a 
worked stone which is sticking up edgeways and has geometric carvings 
on it. She discovers that such stones are found at New Grange in Ireland (a 
world famous neolithic monument). The stone is dislodged from the root of 
the passage grave, which lies just beneath their (women's) hut. Guggenheim 
invites all female prisoners to excavate but Alison does not accept her 
prosposal. 
Senior Grey Officer sends Waters to a twenty feet high tower 
situated on the mountain to get the news of the war. He returns safely from 
the tower. But Regan does not give him exact information and pretends to 
be a dumb pilot. 
(The Scene has been set in the room in the tower) 
Regan How the war's going ? D'you know, as I've said already, 
I'm afraid I just can't tell you. I suppose it's going to plan. 
Waters you don't even know if the Southern Front is — 
Regan Sure I've never been near it. I don't read the papers at 
all. I keep my mind on my job, you see. 
Waters But the war in general — 
Waters But you even know if we are winning or losing ? 
Regan I imagine it's a kind of stalemate 
Waters Don't you think you should lower your voice ? 
Regan I'm sorry. I suppose you'd be punished if they caught you 
up here in this tower ? 
Waters I should. 
Regan Then may be you ought to go now. I'm afraid that's all 
I can tell you. I'm only a dumb pilot. 
Regan Och, there's good times and good times. Sorry I couldn't 
help you more. About the war, I mean . But tell your SGO it's going 
according to plan . 
Waters Meaning it's not ? 
Regan Meaning : according to plan .^ ^ 
From This dialogue it is evident that war information is very vital 
and it is not passed to unreliable persons. Regan does not give information 
explicitly to Waters but in code language . When Waters reports to Senior 
Grey Officer about Regan that 'He did not seem strong on the details, then 
Senior Grey Officer gets his code language 
"Well, I take it he means we are winning IP12 
This ensures the Prisoner-of-war camp's war plan secrecy. 
Strategical information about war is not passed to each and every person. 
so 
There is a danger of leaking the secrets to the enemy. Therefore, Regan 
conveys the news to Senior Grey Officer in code language. 
After testing Waters' faithfulness and patriotism, Senior Grey 
Officer sends Waters to the escape team. The Escape team is led by an 
Scottish Officer Mac and joined by Waters and Regan. But Waters joins in 
under the cover of activities of performing in theatricals and divert suspicion. 
The cover activity is a rehearsal with Padre of The Importance 
of Being Earnest in which Waters is assigned a reading part in which he 
performs very badly in the rehearsal room. 
Padre No, no, no Waters, stop I I'm sorry but this won't d.o : 
Waters, old chap. We're delighted to have you with us, but you're 
reading the part, you're reading it. 
Waters I know I'm reading the part. 
Padre I don't mean that; of course I'm not asking you to know it 
yet. I want you to read the lines and appear not to be reading 
them. 
Waters I missed that could you say it again ? 
Padre Waters do try to concentrate. I know it is your first rehearsal 
but I want you inside this part. 
Right into i t , old boy. Right in as far as you can go. " 
On the escape team Waters works very hard in hot and suffocated 
underground place. Mac finds him working diligently. 
Waters a sort of. . . slow . . rhythm a. . . sort of a slow . . . slow . 
. . ache and a , . . (shower of earth) 
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Mac Ok Waters. Take a rest. I've got a wee earth-fall here behind 
you. Just got to tidy it up a bit. You know where we are now, don't 
you ? 
Waters No. Do you ? 
Mac Just about under the wire. Heading towards the women's 
compound. Soon we'll be changing our course.^" 
While digging they find a solid rock and try to break it with a crow 
bar and it moves towards the women's compound. The women claim their 
discovery as 'a bonafide neolithic passage'. The communication between 
the women and the escape team takes place regarding the passage which 
is exceptionally long and leads to a tomb. Guggenheim considers the tomb 
a neolithic monuments similar to New Grange in County Meath and calls 
the grave a megalithic chamber. 
Guggenheim: of Course. Well this is in the same class. And the 
entrance passage here is considerably longer. As for the grave itself, it is 
a megalithic circular chamber, In a state of perfect preservation. 
Mac Well, Waters ? (Tap on rock) Seems bloody solid, doesn't 
i t? 
Waters can't see any way out of it. Unless one blasted it of 
course.^^ 
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Mac gets the plans and exact measurement of the passage grave. 
Miss Guggenheim an archelogist helps him by providing the set of plan. 
Then the escape team plans to escape through the passage grave 
from the tomb and tells this discovery to the Senior Grey Officer who 
immediately believes this story and the idea of blasting the tomb with 
'gelignite'. 
S.G.O. Damn queer story this, Mac, you say you've run slap into 
the stone Age ? All right, I accept it. Just like the Browns to set 
up a camp in a grave yard But what's all this about gelignite ?^ ^ 
Waters gives the idea of blasting the tomb-Mac proposes this to 
the Senior Grey Officer and suggests to him to blast the explosion under 
the cover of the noise of an air raid. 
The Supplies Officer Conford takes help of the negro cook 
Catsmeat and gets it from the foreign conscripts who are working on a 
quarry. It takes three weeks to get it. They put the passage grave area out 
of bonds. Diana and Alison also want to co-opt with the team but 
Guggenheim does not want and threatens them with disclosing their secret 
to the commandant. Mac blames her to be a traitor. 
Mac Miss Guggenhiem I 
S3 
Guggenheim What is this that I hear ? I have been ill. No one 
told me. 
Mac What do you mean ? 
Guggenheim You're planning to destroy my tomb. 
Mac we are planning to escape, Miss Guggenheim. 
Guggenheim Escape I Escape I Not through my tomb. Far from 
it. 
Mac No body is going to stop us. 
Guggenheim The commandant will stop you. When I tell him. 
Mac What You're a traitor. 
Guggenheim Traitor ? I'm an archeologist."^^ 
Guggenheim does not attempt escape for moral reasons. She 
does not favour war. She believes that war causes destruction, therefore 
she champions for preservation of valuable monuments. She hates war and 
consider it adominable. 
Amid the noise and music of an accordian they blast the tomb 
and explosion takes place. 
Conford Well, here we go. Music I (Fade up accordion and crowd 
singin ' Ten Green bottles', then bombs)'m Quite a raid tonight. 
(Explosion) 
Emsley that was an odd noise. 
Conford Yes, wasn't it ? Did you hear it whistle ? 
Fade up song and then behind) 
Emsley you don't think they've done it, do you ? 
Conford Shut up I (Fade up song, then automatic rifle fire), yes, 
my God I They've done it I Go on singing there I Corss your 
fingers, Emsley sing chaps I Make all noise you can.^^ 
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Alison advocates escape because she had lost her house and 
her baby in an air raid. She has a reason to take revenge therefore she 
wants to join war and therefore undergoes unmerited sufferings and 
attempts escape. This clue we can get from her revelation to Waters and 
the upland lady. When Alison shows two snap-shots of a house and a baby 
to the upland woman. She guesses : 
Upland woman your home, I suppose. 
Alison And the second ? 
Uoland woman Presumably your baby. 
Alison Correct. My baby. And he's dead. 
Upland woman Dead ? 
Alison I'd like you to guess how he died. 
Upland woman I'm sorry he's dead. I cant guess. 
Alison he was killed by a bomb. Whose bomb ? 
(Pause) Well, make a guess, Make a guess . . . . ''^  
When Alison is sleeping due to her tiredness she had a nightmare 
in which she recalls her house and her baby. This reveals her psychic state. 
In a state of somniloquism she cries — 
Alison (Yawning) sleep ? . . . No . . . Don't really think I could . . 
. I mean how could I how could I ? . . . Waters but she is asleep. 
Out like a light. Wish I could Not really safe though; they're after 
us. Ten-to-one they're after us. (Pause) out like a light. Like the 
light of her eyes. Don't be silly., 
Alison (In her sleep) Oh ! 
Waters What is it ? 
Alison the house ! The house ! My baby I Where is he ? 
Where is he ? 
Waters Wake up ! Alison, wake up'. 
Alison Oh where was I ? 
Waters Having a nightmare, think. 
Alison How did you know ? 
Waters you were talking in your sleep. 
Alison Was I ? What about ? 
Waters. A house . . . and a baby. 
Alison, Yes I lost him in an air-raid . . . "^° 
After the explosion of the tomb, the action takes place in the forest 
in which Waters and Regan run many miles to start mountain climbing. But 
they get exhausted and need food. Both of them forget to bring their food 
and therefore plan to steal food from a nearby house. Regan goes for 
stealing food and is shot by the upland lady. Waters waits for him and is 
followed by Alison. He does not show any concern to Alison and plans to 
find out Regan. But Alison stops him and tells him to go herself. Waters 
does not believe her but she convinces him that she knows the houselady 
who is a Grey but hates Grey people. Her husband is a guard in their 
compound. She may have men too so it is full of danger to go to that house 
so she goes and manages to influence the upland woman and calls Waters 
in and takes rest there. 
From Alison's interaction with the upland lady it is evident that 
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she is an expert spy and a great psychologist. She motivates and changes 
the revengeful hatred of upland lady into liking. 
She coins a story about the upland lady's husband who is guard 
in their compound that he is unfaithful to his wife. Upland lady hates Grey 
people because her own son was killed in a battle and further shares her 
problems with Alison and gives shelter to Waters. 
Alison Look, we're both women . We've both. I take it, got 
womanly intuition. I know that your husband's unfaithful to you. 
And you know it too." 
(Pause) 
Upland woman Yes, I know it. But there's no reason for me to 
betray my country. . . 21 
Finally while taking rest and then starting their ultimate escape 
to climb the mountain, the psychological state and horrible situation of 
Alison and Waters is evident from their imaginary sounds of tick-tick of 
the wrist watch, then barks of dogs followed by real sounds of dogs. They 
ultimately decide to end their lives by shooting themselves with automatic 
rifle instead of surrendering them to the enemy. Here dogs refers to the 
enemy guards. 
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Prisoner's Progress is a war play. The radio medium is suited ; 
to certain episodes such as — explosion of the tomb with gelignite, which i 
i 
is highly explosive ammunition and on stage this was not at ail possible, j 
! 
Secondly the long escape excavation led by the escape team that includes 
underground tunnelling into a dark passage grave. Thirdly, women's 
discovery of neolithic New stone age monument and the tomb is another 
example of effective presentation on radio. Creating real underground 
passage digging was almost impossible on the stage. 
Aeroplane, air raids, climbing mountain etc. are other significant 
scenes which are difficult on stage. 
The psychological state of the prisoners, Alison's madness, her 
psychic revelations imaginary inner sounds of dogs etc. are highly effective 
on physical stage. 
The play gives the psychology of a cook who has monetary 
benefits, the psychology of a Prisoner-of-war (Waters) who does not 
disclose the secrets but rather gets them from the enemy, the psychology 
of revenge etc. are highly effective and sound naturalistic and convincing. 
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EAST OF THE SUN AND WEST OF THE MOON 
Louis MacNeice's East Of The Sun And West Of The Moon 
draws its material from a Norwegian folk-tale. It was first braodcast on the 
B.B.C. Third Programme on 25 July 1959 in Louis MacNeice's production. 
It was published in 1961 in Persons from Porlock and other Plays for 
Radio. 
A brief summary of the plot is necessary to elicit detailed 
information on the fantasy element of the play. So far as the theme of the 
play is concerned, It chiefly deals with the protagonist's quest, discovery, 
seperation reunification and magical transformation. The opening song 
gives us a clue lOthe very theme of the play'Hopes unwoven, joys undone'\ 
while the closing song concludes with 'Hopes ended, love begun.' ^ 
In the play we find a wood cutter's family, an enchanted prince 
disguished as a talking white bear by day and prince by night, three crones, 
the winds including East wind, West wind. South wind and North wind; a 
troll stepmother of the prince and a troll princess named Longnose. All the 
characters in the play include natural as well as secondary world characters. 
The woodcutter's family represents real characters while other characters 
are super natural which are highly effective in radio medium. 
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The first half of the play concerns Itself with the existential 
problems of livelihood and pschological crisis in the wood cutter Mr. 
Throstein's family. Gifted with magical transformation provided by the bear 
he enjoys a change of fortune in his life. As the magical bear passes through 
the door, the family feels a transformation effect. The roof changes into in 
big room with a tiara on the top of its ceiling. Their ragged clothers turn 
into velvet clothes. Liveried servants stand there at attention. They enjoy 
delicious dishes including 'redjelly', mutton' and 'lamb'. 
They become free of valley, swirling mist, leaks in the roof, ghosts 
of food in the larder and ghosts of youth in the trees. On the other.hand 
Helga also feels the same transformational change in the company of the 
bear. She had left the family as a poor beggar girl with a bundle, but after 
reaching there she gets dazzled by the interior decorations and the reflection 
of their lights. The rock appears to her as a church on Christmas Eve. She 
sees herself in a long mirror in a long white dress and at the dining table 
drinks soup from a golden bowl and eats bread as white as snow. She 
feels homesick and requests the white bear to take her to her parents. The 
bear agrees to take her there but puts a condition to her not to share her 
ideas with her mother when she meets her alone. 
Helga promises the bear not to break his promise but she speaks 
to her mother alone and thus faces bad luck. Yet another magical 
transformation takes place. The woodcutter's family returns to previous 
of poverty in rags in the cottage in the valley in the mist and misery. The 
enchanted bear disappear suddenly. 
The latter half of the play chiefly deals with the v^ood cutter's 
daughter Helga's efforts to find the way to the castle, 'East of the Sun and 
West of the Moon', where the enchanted prince had been kept imprisoned 
by his troll stepmother. In her attempt to find the way to the castle,she first 
of all is helped by three crones, who give her a golden apple, a golden 
comb, a golden spinning wheel and a horse to ride on. Advised by the third 
crone she rides to the East wind. The East wind delegates this business to 
his colleague the West wind and takes her there on 'Piggy back'. The west 
Wind condemns the castle for its nastiness 'shadows', monsters, dungeons 
and tortures. But on Helga's further insistence and on the East Wind's 
request he agrees to take her to the South wind, better trained than himself 
South wind received them with due respect offering them seat, coffee, cake 
and wine. Like West Wind he too condemns the castle for its owls, bones 
and the nightmares. On the request of his colleague West wind. South 
wind agrees to take Helga to his colleague 'Singer Borea', the North Wind 
the oldest of all winds. Finally, the North Wind takes Helga to the castle. He 
reaches there by crossing towns, forests, oceans and by sinking thousand 
ships. He finally takes her to an ocean where there is no ship, which is 
nameless and has not been discovered by mankind. 
In the castle Helga a beggar girl meets Longnose, a troll princess 
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having 'green hair, webbed fingers, a stutter in her speech tusks in her 
mouth, whiskers in her ears and a nose that is three yards long."* Helga 
has a golden apple, Longnose asks its price and is ready to pay in gold 
and silver'. Pearls and rubies', diamonds and emeralds' but Helga refuses 
to sell it at any cost. Then Longnose asks her to quote her own price. Helga 
says that she would like to spend a night in the prince's room. Longnose 
accepts this bargain but gives sleeping draught to the prince whereby he 
goes into aeep slumber. Helga tried hard to wake him up. Even St Hearald 
the Wakener and burning tallow the two magical wakening substances 
could not wake him up. Then, Helga gives away from golden comb and 
golden spinning wheel. The third day she succeeds in her mission. On the 
wedding day the prince puts a condition before his stepmother to get his 
shirt washed by Longnose. She accepts it but remains unsuccessful in doing 
the task. Thus the prince asks all the trolls present in the castle but all deny. 
Finally he calls Helga and she succeeds in removing the three spots. At 
this all the trolls react. The play ends with the explosion of the trolls and the 
collapse of the castle. When the North Wind has blown down the castle of 
trolls, where the hero was held enchanted, he offers the hero and heroine a 
lift home. Home ? Wherever they find peace and love is home. As they 
look around, the Sun comes out, the air is balmy, trees put out leaves and 
flowers bloom. So there they decide to stey'.^ Thus Helga's visit from her 
cottage to the enchanted castle is essentially a tale of quest, discovery, 
separation and reunion and reconciliation . She faces many hurdles in her 
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way but remains unaffected by their dampening effects. 
So far as the language of the play is concerned, it is simple, the 
dramatist has used short dialogues, he has used music in its background , 
to give the impression of physical actions, noise and characters exchanges. 
Mac Neice has successfully presented four winds speaking, commenting/ 
with one another as the East Wind wishes Helga 'Good morning princessji'.' 
He tells Helga about West wind that he is a 'A very strappy chap, having! 
good accleration and stamina'. Introducing Helga to West wind He says, 'i 
j 
'My broth of a colleague'^ when West wind reaches to South wind, he speaks^ 
'Mamma mia ! signorina'. South wind replies 'I beg you be seated, now 
what can I do for you ? you like the coffee ? you like the cake ? you like the 
Wine?^ 
Thus where on the one, hand the presentation of untraditional 
characters like talking animals, winds, supernatural characters, invisible 
objects, on traditional stage is limited by theatrical conventions. On the 
other hand the presentation of such secondary world characters is very/ 
effective and covinving. The media dramtist enjoys this advantage by using 
utter freedom of the form. In radio drama since 'hearing is believing' so any I 
event heard can be imagined. In the present play the dramatist has effectively 
presented talking bear, talking winds, invisible crone, trolls embodied with 
natural forces like thesun rays, the ocenas, forests, star etc. They have been 
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presented so convincingly in the media production that the listener's 
imagination is not spoiled by any collision with visual reality. Thus in media 
production Mac Neice's play, East of the Sun and West of the Moon is a 
greater success. The present folk-tale has been described by W.H. AUDEN 
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CHAPTER 3 
RADIO PLAYS OF HAROLD PINTER 
In the present chapter I have se'ected three radio plays written 
by Harold Pinter including A Slight Ache. Family Voices and Landscape. 
These plays have been selected for their strong contrasts and similarities 
in style as well as in content. In these plays Pinter has focussed on violence, 
horror, mystery, menace, threat, nervous breakdown of an individual, 
deteriorating relationships, alienation, bizzare situations, by adopting a 
naturalistic style which often transcends to the level of surrealism and 
absurdity of human condition. 
A Slight Ache is the exploration of the protagonist's predicament 
which emerges due to his circumstances which are not conducive in the 
unfulfilment of his psychological needs. The play is also an exploration of a 
few possibilities of individual's attempt to rectify their situation by 
strengthening attachments with other. The presentation of such complex 
psychological problem of maladjustment in connubial life has been 
effectively presented in radio medium. The dramatic presentation of the 
matchseller's silence in radio is highly effective and suggestive of 
convincing mysterious figure. 
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The two plays Family Voices and Landscape are similar in 
theme and technique. 
In Family Voices Pinter has experimented successfully the 
dramatization of epistolary narratives (the technique of novel) in radio. 
The whole plays is in form of letters dramatization of which is utter failure 
on traditional stage. There is no physical action at all in the play. 
In Landscape physical action is nil. Through the monologues of 
the two characters, the dramatist highlights on mystery, violence as well as 
past and future of two dissatisfied lovers. 
Thus the detailed analysis of these radio plays would provide 
significant understanding of presentaiton of such themes and techniques 
in radio medium. 
lOu 
A SLIGHT ACHE 
The play was first performed on B. B. C. Third Programme on 
29th July 1959. Later on it was presented by Michael Codron at the Arts 
Theater, London on 18 January, 1961, and subsequently at the Criterion 
Theater. 
The play dramatizes the nervous breakdown of the protagonist, 
the threat of the intruder from outside as well as inside and the exploration 
of the dramatic potential of the matchseller's silence. There are three 
characters in the play Flora and Edward (a middle class couple) and 
the matchseller. 
The setting of the play is naturalistic and the plot progresses in a 
straight direction. To highlight the nervous breakdown of the protagonist, 
the dramatist focuses on formal manners in their wedded life, to highlight 
the tension between the couple, the dramatist introduces the wasp episode 
and the latter part of the play hinges at violent interrogations between 
Edward and the matchseller. In order to highlight the main events of the 
play the plot outline analysis is as follows : 
So for as the setting of the play is concerned, it has been set in a 
country house surrounded by a large well kept garden with flower beds 
trimmed hedges and lush trees. The action is not confined to a single room. 
1 0 1 
A country house, with two chairs and a table laid for breakfast at 
the centre of the stage. These will later be removed and the action 
will be focused on the scullery on the right and study on the left, 
both indicated with a minimum of scenery and props. A large 
well kept garden is suggested at the back of the stage with flower 
beds, trimmed hedges, etc. The garden gate, which cannot be 
seen by the audience, is off right. 
FLORA and EDWARD are discovered sitting at the 
breakfast table. Edward is reading the paper.'' 
The play starts with the couple Edward and Flora's conversation 
regarding distinguishing various flowers blossoming in their garden such 
as honeysuckle, japonica as convolvalus. Flora shows her interest in sweet 
scented flowers but Edward maintains his attitude of disinterest and tries 
to avoid the discussion. 
Flora : The whole garden's in flower this morning. The clematis . 
The convolvulus Every thing. I was out at seven. I stood by the 
pool. 
Edward : Did you say —that the convolvulus was in flower ? 
Flora : yes. 
Edward : But good God, you just denied there was any. 
Flora : I was talking about the honeysuckle. 
Edward : About the what ? 
Flora [calmly] : Edward you know that shrub outside the 
toolshed . . . 
Edward : Yes, yes. 
Flora : That's convolvulus. 
Edward : That? 
Flora : Yes. 
Edward : Oh. 
[Pause.] 
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I thought it was japonica. 
Flora : Oh, good Lard no. 
Edward : Pass the tea pot please.^ 
From the exchanges of the couple at the breakfast table we get 
an opportunity to know about the unhealthy relationship that is there in their 
marriage. Through out the play , the male counterpart maintains an attitude 
of hatred and cruelty whereas the wife behaves very politely and in a very 
sophisticated manner. From the couple's exchange regarding various 
blossoming flowers in their garden, we get an opportunity to know about 
their diverse interest in the various flowers in their garden. Throughout the 
long conversations, the wife expresses her keen interest in the flowers in 
her garden and informs her husband about them but Edward on the contrary 
expresses his disinterestedness and drastically reminds her that he is not 
expected to distinguish between the plants. 
In the present conversation the husband refuses to cope with his 
duties in his house. The following exchange between the couple illustrates 
Edward's escapism from family duties. 
Edward : I don't see why I should be expected to distinguish 
between these plants. It's not my Job. 
Flora ; You know perfectly well what grows in your garden. 
Edward : Quite the contrary. It is clear that 1 don't.^ 
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Another significant point of the setting of the play is that Edward 
is reading a newspaper at the breakfast table. Pinter uses the device of 
reading the newspaper to indicate some estrangement and distance 
between the husband and the wife. 
Moreover, the appearance of a wasp at the breakfast table 
dramatically highlights the tension and violence of the play. When Flora 
asks Edward to put the canopy in the garden to do some work, Edward 
resists and finds the day very treacherous. Whenever Edward wants to 
face and destroy the external menace, he requires Flora's help as it is 
evident in the wasp eposide and in his encounter with the matchseller. He 
gets violent but Flora remains docile and sympathetic. This happens at 
two places — one in the wasp epidose when Edward seeks Flora's help to 
kill the Wasp but Flora remains graceful and repeatedly denies and 
condemns his attempts to kill the wasp. Secondly, Edward sends Flora to 
call the matchseller in but with the matchseller too she behaves in a very 
polite and sophisticated manner. Suddenly a wasp appears at the breakfast 
table . Edward's tension which was already apparent throughout his 
conversation with his wife regarding flower plants in their garden gets 
momentum in the wasp episode and further in the interrogation of the 
matchseller. In a state of tension Edward notices a wasp and asks Flora to 
cover the marmalade. He puts the paper down the table and further asks 
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The wasp tries to come out of the jar through the spoon hole. 
Edward further plans to kill it and tal^es Flora's help to bring it out on the 
spoon and squash it on a plate. Flora expresses her unwillingness and 
repeatedly insists that "it will bite". Edward becomes violent. 
"If you don't stop saying that word I shall leave this table" and 
says - "Wasps do not bite - It's snakes that bite"^ 
Flora assumes that the wasp will choke to death out of suffocation 
in the marmalade and suddenly Edward briskly gets impatient and reminds 
her about his work. He says he can't spend the whole day worrying about 
the wasp. 
Ultimately, Flora also agrees to kill it. Edward asks her to pass 
him the hot water jug to scald it. He pours down the spoon hole and notices 
buzzing sound of the wasp and calls it". "Vicious creatures". 
After repeated violent attempts of trying to kill, the wasp, Edward 
ultimately succeeds in doing so. After killing it he feels tension free, relaxed 
and finds the day beautiful and expresses his desire to work in the garden. 
But on the contrary the killing of the wasp is an aweful experience for Flora. 
The image of blindness in the wasp episode and Edward's feeling of a 
slight ache in his eyes help to externalize the inner fear of the protagonist. 
The wasp episode brings out the mental tension of Edward on 
surface. The wasp episode brings out the image of blindness and the depth 
of Edward's attitude of hatred, violence, cruelty, bitterness both towards 
his wife as well as the wasp. After killing the wasp Edward feels fresh minded i 
and expresses his willingness to do some work in the garden and feels the 
goodness and the beauty of the day in his bones and muscles. 
Further Edward sees an strange man standing at the back gate 
and gets scared of him. In a low, murmuring voice he utters,". . . He's there. 
Blast and damn it, he's there, he's there at the back gate"^ 
Flora moves over to him and tells that the man standing outside 
the backgate is a matchseller, who does not disturb anybody. She further 
considers him 'a nice old man and a quite harmless fellow going about his 
business'. 
Edward finds Flora's remark about the matchseller ridiculous. He 
is a threat for Edward. Edward feels suffocated in his own house. When 
Flora returns after putting the canopy in the garden for Edward to do his 
work, she finds Edward in the scullery. Edward pretends to dig notes for 
his essay on space and time but was writing the essay on the Belgian 
Congo. 
The play also highlights dramatic dimensionality and continuity 
of time and space. In the play Edward's youth and the old matchseller's old 
age replace. Edward replies to his wife. 
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"I've been engaged on the dimensionality and continuity of space 
. . . and time . . . for years."^° 
At the start the matchseller appears old and Edward appears 
young. Towards the end of the play Edward changes into an old and helpless 
figure whereas the old matchseller regains his youth and vitality. Thus the 
play exhibits spatial replacement. 
Another replacement in the play takes place in regard to food. At 
the start Edward and Flora are discovered at the breakfast table, but in the 
end it is Flora and the matchseller who go for lunch not Edward. Significant 
point regarding Edward's psychic fear is that whenever he feels under 
tension he feels suffocated and disinterested. This is evident from the wasp 
episode. Before killing the wasp he was full of tension but after killing the 
wasp he felt freshminded, vital and energetic. Again after seeing the strange 
matchseller Edward asks Flora to leave him alone. His mental tension is 
explicit from his physical symptoms such as his eyes get bloodshot. After 
Flora's repeatedly asking him to come out, Edward's mental tension gains 
momentum and he utters "Aaah my eyes". When Flora asks him to wash 
them, he violently rebukes her to 'keep away'. 
Edward finds it hard to tolerate the matchseller's presence on 
his doorstep standing continuously with no purpose of selling anything, and 
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making no effort to sell thenn. He calls the matchseller a "bullock" and sends 
Flora to call him in his study to interrogate him about the matter. Later part 
of the play highlights the interrogation of the matchseller by Edward. It is 
full of threat and violence verbal as well as physical. Flora shows her keen 
interest in the matchseller. When Flora goes out to call the matchseller in, 
she behaves politely with him and greets him with a 'good morning' and 
invites him to have a cup of tea or a glass of lemon juice in her house. She 
also mentions before him her various floresecent flowers - honeysuckle, 
convolvulus, clematis, japonica. Ultimately the matchseller follows her in 
the study. He stands on the threshold of the study. Edward asks him to be 
seated comfortably and offers him Sherry and Double Scotch. 
In Edward's interrogations with the matchseller, the matchseller 
remains silent and speechless. However, Edward interrogates him, asks 
him questions to elicit information about his own past. But in his attempts 
of asking the matchseller, Edward fails to enable him to speak and instead 
Edward recalls his past, his youth and his interests and vitality in front of 
the matchseller. The more Edward question^the matchseller, the more he 
reveals his ownself. Edward reveals in front of the matchseller, that he was 
a squire, a nice old man, a great chess player, the pride of his country 
having three daughters Alice, Eunice and Fanny. He mentions his long 
voyage and his late return. But the matchseller remains silent and standing. 
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Edward repeatedly asks him to say something but goes on to talk about 
himself and tells the matchseller about his profession. From Edward's self-
revelatory account we come to know his interest and past, that he writes 
theological and philosophical essays, and also mentions his interest in 
tropical phenomena, hunting in Africa, and his interest in fauna and other 
strange and fascinating sights in the Gobi desert. But the old man presents 
the extraordinary repose and remains silent. Further Edward reveals to him 
his own past experiences and underlines his affinities with the old man, 
"Yes, I . . . I was in much the same position myself then as you are now, you 
understand. Struggling to make my way in world. I was in commerce too".^^ 
The later part of the play highlits physical violence. The 
matchseller's constant standing makes Edward restless and he asks the 
old man to get back into the corner. Edward repeats him the question as to 
why he stands at the backgate from dawn to dusk pretending to sell matches. 
The matchseller shivers and sags. Edward forcefully tries to get him to sit 
in the chair and ultimately the matchseller stumbles and sits down. At this 
Edward heaves a sigh of relief but he feels suffocated and needs fresh air 
and goes out of the door. In a state of great weariness, he asks Flora to 
take him into the garden. She follows him to a chair under the canopy. 
Edward finds peace there. Flora reminds him to look at the trees and the 
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singing birds, but Edward doesn't seem to enjoy or appreciate their beauty. 
On Flora's asking about the matchseller Edward observes that 
he is a little reticent and somewhat withdrawn and asserts. 
"I should be the same perhaps, in his place. Though, of course, I 
could not possibly find myself about him ?"^ 2 
When Flora repeats in front of Edward the matchseller's being a 
harmless, unfortunate fellow coming without any design and his automatic 
departure to some other place, Edward violently calls her 'deluded'. 
After a pause he reveals to Flora the old matchseller's identity 
that "He's like jelly. A great bullockfat of jelly. He can't see stra ight . . . he 
wears a glass eye. He's almost stone deaf. . . a lmos t . . . not quite. He's 
very nearly dead on his f e e t . . . . he possesses other faculties, cunning. 
The man's an imposter and he knows I know it."^^ 
Flora's having a word with the old matchsller to get to the bottom 
of the matter, sounds ridiculous to Edward. She assures him to trust her 
judgement and have a greater insight into her capabilities and goes to the 
matchseller in the study leaving Edward in the garden. While speaking to 
the matchseller. Flora also gets lost in revealing her own past and talks 
about her affinities with the matchseller. When she finds the old man 
perspiring, she mops his brow with her chiffons. 
Flora recollects her past before the matchseller. 
lii 
My husband would never have guessed your name. Never. [She 
kneels at his feet, whispering ] "It's me you were waiting for, 
wasn't it ? You've been standing /^vaiting for me. You've seen me 
in the wood picking daisies, in my apron, my pretty daisy apron, 
and you came and stood, poor creature, at my gate, till death us 
do part. Poor Barnabas . . . " '^' 
After taking rest Edward comes up stage. Flora stops him from 
coming in and tells him about the possibility of the old man's death. At this 
Edward frantically and violently calls her 'a lying slut' and asks her to 'get 
back to her trough'. Flora goes out, Edward enters. He finds the atmosphere 
of the room warm inside, opens the windows, pulls the blinds and closes 
the curtains. In his second interrogation with the matchseller, Edward tells 
him to take off his togs and to strip to his buff and asks him to tell about his 
boyhood interests whether he liked to play- Run, Swim, kick the ball or what 
else ? 
Again, before the matchseller can say anything,Edward tells him 
about his own boyhood interests that he liked to play country house 
matches, kept wicket and batted number seven. He further goads the 
matchseller to reveal something and about his past and charges him of 
drinking wine in his blasted house, eating his duck,and sitting like a 
mouldering heap and then stops abruptly. In disgust he finds the matchseller 
grinning. He charges the matchseller of corrupting his house and garden. 
Before his arrival his house was neat and clean, polished and everything in 
his house was polished too. ^-^^ 
Before his arrival Edward was leading an easy progress in his 
life an easy progress in his life, was capable of struggling against all kinds 
of usurpers. The whole summer he could breakfast, survey his landscape, 
examine his hedges with telescope and could watch the progress of the 
three masted schooners. 
Laughingly, Edward emphasises his affinities with the match-seller 
and calls him his nearest and dearest, kith and kin, exchanging postcards, 
corresponding about 'sea and land, city and village, town and country, 
autumn and winter...clock towers...museums...citadels...bridges...rivers....' 
He says. 
He visualizes different appearances of the matchseller every time. 
Sometimes I viewed you through dark glasses, Yes, and 
sometimes through light glasses, and on other occasions bare 
eyed, and on other occasions through bars of the scullery window, 
or from the roof, the roof, yes in driving snow, or, from the bottom 
of the drive in thinck fog, or from the roof again in blinding sun, 
so blinding, so hot, that I had to skip and jump and bounce in 
order to remain in one place.''^ 
Catching his breath, Edward finds the oldman crying. He himself 
sneezes, feels feverish and blows his nose. Finally he gets a cold and a 
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germ in his eyes and expresses his mental agony and bewiidment in his 
utterance my eyes', 'my eyes' and falls down helplessly. 
In a low murmer he asks the matchseller not to cry. In a state of 
horror he sees the old man laughing and himself gets bewildered. It reflects 
Edward's spatial replacement from youth and vitality to utter helplessness. 
But then, the time came. I saw the wind, swiling and the dust at 
my back gate, lifting and the long grass, scything together. . . 
[Slowly, in horror.] You are laughing. You're laughing. Your face. 
Your body, [overwhelming nause and horror.] Rocking . . . heaving 
. . . rocking . . . You're laughing at me ! Aaaaahhhh P^  
Finally, to Edward the matchseller appears extraodinarily youthful 
and himself becomes weaker. Flora takes the matchseller for lunch in the 
garden and calls him Barnabas and offers Edward the match tray. Thus the 
play ends with Flora and the matchseller going for lunch. 
Thus unlike the traditional serious play, here the exclusive 
emphasis is on the individuals who are the couple Edward and Flora. The 
matchseller seems to be a surrogate of Edward, who has alienated himself, 
from the outside world, from nature, from his wife and from himself. His 
'himself appears in the form of a speechless-figure of the matchseller. The 
matchseller initially serves the purpose of projecting the decayed self of 
Edward. And his re-vitalization into youth only after Edward replaces his 
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surrogate. Edward's alienation from the outside world is presented through 
his habit of rennaining indoors and not being interested in spending tinne in 
his garden even after his wife's insistence to do so. He is alienated from 
his wife. This distance has been dramatically presented through his 
contradictory conversation at the start of the play. The reading of the 
newspaper as a barrier Flora between her and himself and showing no 
interest in her appreciation of the invigorating effect of nature. He is 
frightened by his communion with nature. In the wasp episode, his eventually 
killing the wasp anticipates his own future state. He is not only blinded but 
rendered lifeless or annoyance for his occupying the place at the end of 
the play which the matchseller had earlier occupied. He creates a sort of 
mental stage in recalling his earlier life which corresponds with that of the 
matchseller. 
Flora, significantly, named so, in her fondness of nature stands 
as it were inviting for the revival of vitality and meaning in life which the 
transformed self of Edward in the form of the matchseller eventually provides. 
Thus we see that the play has a thickly textured but uninvolved 
thematic pattern. Though not much happens by the way of action in the play. 
The attention of the listener is sustained throughout by the depth, 
manipulation and unceasing flow of the verbal medium. 
The visuals are not needed to explicate the meaning of the 
situation and the visual images are automatically and continuously created 
and keep on floating in the mind of the listener as reminiscences of the 
dialogue of the two characters. 
Finally we can make the observations that Pinter has convincingly 
established that even banal and apparently insignificant details of life can 
be used as suitable material for dramatic treatment. 
In radio medium the matchseller's silence is highly effective. His 
dimensionality remains unrevealed. His speechlessness and expression 
of various physical movements, and the resulting sound effects can be 
imagined by the listener more effectively. Edward's staring at the 
matchseller in the scullery and stating his interest in space and time can 
be imagined staring at an imaginary figure. It may be representation of his 
inner psychic fear. The absence of the matchseller creates ambiguity. The 
listeners can freely imagine his silence and absence or his imaginative 
presence in their own way. They can easily frame their own mental picture 
of the matchseller's absence. As Donald MC Whinnie comments on the 
effectiveness of radio medium he expresses a very significant difference 
between radio and stage. 
When the play was transferred to the stage he saw the inclusion 
of an actual figure as 'a great advantage' since it allowed the 
audience to visualize the focus of the couple's concerns. The 
playwright less sure, felt there was a more distinct, clear image 
on the radioJ^ 
In radio form rhythmic flow provides the clarity of the matchseller's 
imag_e.. Stage version fails to achieve this effect. 
Sound medium is more suited to present the _exact chronology 
of events of the play. If helps in determining sequential durations and spatial 
dimensionality of the play more easily which sight cannot attain. Albert 
Wertheim further comments in this regard : 
Edward [. . . ] moves in a fluid space, a house containing rooms 
of unknown proportions and with unknown proximity to one 
another. He moves as well in fluid time, with scenes that fade in 
and fade out so that the listeners have little sense of what the 
passage of time has been Time and space . . . are largely 
determined by the listener^^ 
Agreeing with Wertheim's comment about effectiveness of fluidity 
of time and space in radio. Martin' S. Regal observes "Wertheim admits 
that this fluid property of the play need not be entirely eliminated on stage, 
but he believes that very physical presence of the set extensively fixes our 
ideas of space and time"^^. 
Martin Esslin also expresses a similar opinion : 
The unidimensionality of radio, which moves in time alone, thus 
tends towards a much higher power of concentration, enabling 
the playwright or director to focus on that aspect of the total picture 
which he has selected for emphasis. 
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FAMILY VOICES AND LANDSCAPE 
The two plays which I have selected under consideration Family 
Voices and Landscape are identical in regard to theme and technique. 
Pinter makes effective use of absurd technique of non-communication in 
which physical action does not take place at all but interspersed 
monologues and soliloquising help in presentation of innermost psycye or 
psychological drama like the technique of novel. From thematic standpoint 
the plays are similar as the dramatist highlights estranged wishy-washy 
and erotic relationships and interspersed with love, excitement, pleasant 
memories of the past, mystifying situations and violence. 
The play Family Voices was first broadcast on B.B.C. Radio 3 
on 22 January, 1981. It was subsequently presented in a 'platform 
performance' by the National Theater London, on 13th February, 1981. 
The other play Landscape was first presented on Radio by the 
B.B.C. on 25th April 1968. Later on it was first presented on the stage by 
the Royal Shakespeare Company at the Aldwych Theater on 22nd July, 
1969. Originally the play was written for the stage but the Lord Chamberlain 
objected to the work, and because Pinter refused to remove it, the play 
was premiered first on the radio after abolition of theatrical censorship. 
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The following plot outline and analysis of tine two plays would 
substantiate the above affinities in regard to themes and techniques and 
effective presentation in media form. 
FAMILY VOICES 
The play is the dramatization of antiphonal voices' epistolary but 
articulated narration of the trio (a young man - the son, a woman - his 
widowed mother and his dead father) of a disintegrated zanked nuclear 
family. The play is interspersed with the monologues and soliloquising of 
the three vocies. The son's letters are long and vacillate between his 
excitement, pleasure interests and memories of new family, mystifying 
situations and sense of loss, his uncertainity and fear about his future life. 
His letters are full of juxtapositions and depiction of pleasure and pain. The 
mother's letters are much shorter and alternate between her loving concern 
for her seperated son and an expression of her bitter reproach for him. 
Their letters are intermingled with juxtapositions, mystifying situations, 
depiction of pleasure and pain, isolation and create estrangement effects. 
However, no logical link and no inter communication follows and their voices 
merely appear to intersect different distinct never ending yearnings which 
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never unite their correspondence. Hence their epistolary correspondence 
tends to remain will-o-the-wisp. 
Thematicaily the dramatist adopts an oft recurring theme which 
he has used in his earlier plays like The Birthday Party i.e. the 
protagonist's attempts of changing his identity, to replace the substitute 
family by abandoning his biological family and confer new identity and 
adjustment in new family. Moreover, the play poignantly mourns the 
individual's exile marked by his sense of loss. All the members of the family 
are imprisoned in the prisons of their own. The play evokes universal exile 
as all human beings vacillate invariably between the loss of one and choose 
of the other. At higher level all human beings are family exiles. 
In order to grasp the in-depth meaning of the play the detailed 
plotoutline analysis is as follows : 
The play starts with the voice (in the form of a letter) of the son a 
young man who has abandoned his biological family and has started his 
new life in a rented room in an enormous city, all by himself. Through his 
letters he communicates his whereabouts and his relationship with the 
landlady and the other occupants of the house. His letters inform that he 
has shifted to a joint family. There are five members consisting of three 
female members and two male members. The three ladies include - the 
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landlady Mrs Withers, her daughter Miss Jane and Lady Withers, who wears 
"red dresses". 
The two men include a big man named Mr. Riley, who admires 
the son and a mysterious old man known as Benjamin Withers. 
Through his self contradictory letters the son reflects his 
innocence and deceitfulness, "I hope you're feeling well, and not as peaky, 
you felt perfectly well."^ He further writes in one of his letters, "I am dead 
drunk," but a little later he writes, "When I said I was drunk' I was of course 
making a joke. I bet you laughed mother ? Did you get the joke ? You know 
I never touch alchohol."^ 
His relationship with the substitute ''amily seems dagger designed 
appearing to pierce his mother's innermost feelings and heart. His 
relationship with the landlady resembles the relationship of Stanley and 
Meg in The Birthday Party The landlady Mrs. Withers adopts him as her 
'surrogate-son her solace' and showers maternal affection on him. " . . . 
you are my little pet. I've always wanted a little pet but I've never had one 
and now I've got one somtimes she gives me a cuddle, as if she were my 
mother."' He applauds his landlady, "It's got a lot to do with the landlady, 
who is Mrs. Withers, a person who turns to be an utterly charming person 
of impeccable credentials."'' 
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His adoption of the new family evokes through a number of 
echoes and allusion in addition to maternal affection, excitement, charm. 
He is prone to seductive and emDjic relationships with the landlady's 
daughter who is a school girl and remains busy with her homework but never 
attends school. 
Jane sipped her tea with her legs on the sofa. Her stockinged 
toes came to rest on my thigh... Jane, on the other hand, chewed 
almost dreamily at her bun and when a currant was left stranded 
on her upper lip she licked it off, without haste. I couldnot 
reconcile this with the fact that her toes were quite restless, even 
agitated. Her mouth, eating was measured, serene; her toes, not 
eating, were agitated, highly strung, some would say hysterical. 
My bun turned out to be rock solid. I bit into it, it jumped out of my 
mouth and bounced into my lap. Jane's feet caught it. It clamed 
her toes down. She juggled the bun, with some expertise . . . in 
an early exchange between us, she had told me she wanted to 
be an acrobat.^ 
The letters further reveal his bizzare and mystifying encounter with 
old man - Benjamin Withers. He describes the old man's uncanny and turbid, 
trepidation as he undergoes the most unpleasant and the most mystifying 
encounter with him, which is full of threat and he is unable to decode it and 
pleads for his mother's advice, "Will you give me your advice" ?^ 
The old man threatens him not to "mess about" and to "look sharp" 
and takes him to his room -
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You're in my room. . . Get me ? It's a true oasis . . . Are you 
prepared to follow me down the mountain ? Look at me my name's 
Withers. I'm there or thereabouts. Follow ? Embargo on all duff 
terminology. With me ? Embargo on all things redundant. . . 
You're in a disease ridden land, boxer. Keep your weight on all 
the left feet you can lay your hands on. Keep dancing. The old 
foxtrot is the classical response but that's not the response I'm 
talking about. . . This is a place of creatures up and down stairs. 
Creatures of the rhythmic splits, the rhythmic side swipes, the 
rums and roulettes, the macaroni tatters, the dumpling in jam 
mayonnaise, a catapulating ordure of gross and ramshakle 
shenanigans . . . I'm the only saviour of the grace you find yourself 
wanting in . . .^  
Perhaps the old man symbolically represents his dead father, who 
warns him to follow the old family and a respectable life full of social 
recognition and warns him about awaited dangers of the strange family, 
the fear of underworld activities and considers it 'a disease ridden land' 
and 'place of creatures ups and downs' may refer to underworld people. 
Elsewhere the son writes his bewilderment, bafflement and astonishment 
of strangers in the family -
At night I hear whispering from the other rooms and do not 
understand it. I hear steps on the stairs but do not dare go out to 
investigate.^ 
A mysterious and remarkable thing about the son is that on the 
one hand he feels a sense of belonging in the family as he writes-
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Lady Withers wore a necklace around her alabaster neck, a neck 
amazingly young. She played Schumann. She smiled at me. Mrs. 
Withersand Jane smiled at me. I took a seat and sat in it. I am in 
it. I will never leave it. Oh mother, I have found my home, my family 
. Little did I ever dream I could know such happiness. ^  
But a little later he accepts that he feels alienated and a stranger 
in the same family. He juxtaposes his situation-
I'm not highly respected in this house. They don't give a shit for 
me here. Although I've always been a close relation . . . I'm a fine 
tenor but they never invite me to sing . . . There are too many 
women here, that's the trouble... I've got no one to talk to. These 
women treat me like a leper. Even though I am a relation. Of a 
sort.^° 
The son vacillates between two kinds of lives i.e. a life of lust 
that he finds in the company of his landlady and her daughter. This no doubt 
provides him physical content and gratification of senses but it does not 
provide him love, social acceptability and respect. He wants to start a new 
life but at the same time he wishes to be respected. This difference creates 
inner tension in him. He is respected in his professional life, as well as in 
the religious sphere but he is not respected at home. He needs emotional 
acknoweldgement. One of his letters is full of alternating juxtapositions -
If you find me bewildered, anxious, confused, uncertain and 
afraid, you also find me content.^^ 
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He explicates his predicament -
I walk about in a constant state of spiritual, emotional, 
psychological and physical tension . . . My lust is unimaginably 
violent but it goes against my best interests, which are to keep 
on the right side of God . . . I like health and strength and 
intelligent conversation.^^ 
His recently widowed mother's letters are interspersed with 
extracts from the letters of her son. The mother speaks as a second voice 
in the play. 
She expresses her concern of love for her son, "Darling . . . I 
think of you and wonder how you are. There are so many nice boys and 
girls about. But please don't get mixed up with the other sort."^^ Later she 
expresses her bitter and acrominous reproach for her son : 
Perhaps I should forget all about you. 
Perhaps I should curse you as your father cursed you. Oh I pray, 
I pray your life is a torment to you. I wait for your letter begging 
me to come to you. I'll spit on it.^" 
She expresses her reproach perhaps because of her blood 
relation, affection and love and may be because after long seperation the 
son has not informed her. She complains -
Darling. Where are you ? Why do you never wirte ? Do you ever 
think of me ? Have you changed your address ? . . . No body 
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knows if your are alive or dead ? She expresses her reproach 
further, "If you are alive you are a monster.''^ 
Cryptic references in the text indicate that the correspondence 
remains non comnnunicated throughout. We only hear two separate voices 
at different wavelength but yearnings remain seperate ad never get fused 
into one. Their letters remain voiced thoughts not written at all but if they 
are written they are not posted if posted not delivered if delivered not 
received by the person to whom they were addressed, if received not read 
as the mother complains. 
"Darling . . . Did you receive my letters" ?^ ^ 
Their monologues remain separate, unmerged, unconnected 
without response and without any dialogue. But we hear them at the same 
aural plane. The son writes to his mother, "Do you miss me ? the mother 
writes, "I miss you"^^. This creates estrangement effects. 
The mother enquires from the son, "Have you made friends with 
anyone 7"^^ The son elsewhere writes, "I expect to make friends in the not 
too distant future."''^ 
Remembering his mother the son writes " . . . But I haven't 
forgotten that I have a mother and that you are my mother."2° Mother writes. 
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"sometimes I wonder if you remember that you liave a mother."^^ 
The later part of the play focuses on heightened estrangement 
effects contained in the startling intrusion of a third family voice that is the 
letter of his dead father written from the grave. He writes -
I am dead. As dead as the door nail. I'm writing to you from my 
grave. A quick word for old time's sake. Just to keep in touch. 
An old hullo out of the dark. A last kiss from Dad.^^ 
The letters of the mother are an expression of her consequent 
isolation and also focus on child parent relationship. The son is responsible 
for their isolation and to jeopardize his family happiness and ghostly 
existence of his father. Whether his father phyically dies or not it is immaterial 
but for him his parents died a physical death as the son becomes for them 
elusive and opaque. The thoughts either represented by the son or by the 
parents remain uncommunicated. Non-Communication becomes effective 
medium to experience and convey the deeper meaning of absence. Father's 
isolation, alienation and poignant affection for his son is revealed in these 
jovial expressions. The remembrances of his past in the company of his 
son leading him etc. present unforgettable image of the dead father's letter 
to his son. The play highlights the death and rebirth theme. As the son's 
reference to the new place considering it as his home and claims that place 
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as one of the family. At first he does not adjust in it as it also appears 
mystifying and bizzare it does not provide a significant identity. He feels, 
bewitched, anxious, confused, afraid and uncertain. But his rebirth in the 
new family takes place as they have decided a name for him. 'Bobo'; "Good 
morning Bobo they say"". He chooses a life of silence and his exile from 
his biological family marks his death which dramatizes both joy and pain 
of his both choices - choices of leaving old family and starting new life in a 
new family. 
The death and rebirth theme is also represented by the father. 
His father whether had undergone physical death or not is not significant 
but the Image of his rebirth is highlighted 'his writing a letter from his grave; 
his smiling and laying down in a glassy grave because he can see out of 
the grave. He bears absolute silence but also hears occasional barking of 
dogs. 
After careful examination of the play a fundamental question 
remains unanswered. As the son makes an attempt to change his identity 
by escaping his past and his attempt to find a refuge in a new family which 
he thinks would protect him from insecurities and would confer identity. 
But, Doesthechangeof name, place help in changing It fully ? The fact is 
that one cannot deny one's roots. The inherent identity that one acquires 
after death remains the same. An individual cannot easily deny his 
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biological roots and biological parents. His replacement like other 
characters as Stanley in The Birthday Party. Rose's replacement with Bert 
remain uncertain and imcomplete as an alternative to change his identity. 
In the play, the mother expects her son's return to the family in a 
nice suit, "Or perhaps you will arrive here in a handsome new car, one day, 
in the not too distant future, in a nice suit, quite out of the blue, and hold me 
in your arms."2" 
The mother uses threat to get back to her son. This threat comes 
to him from the claims of his past and is also made by his mother and 
sister. As the son has a pleasant bath in the bathroom, Rilley receives two 
ladies who claim the son but their claim is defused the son recounts it -
While I was lying in my both this afternoon . . . there was apparently 
a knock on the front door. Two women stood on the door step. 
They said they were my mother and my sister, and asked for me. 
He denied knowledge of me . . . No, there was no one of that 
name resident. This was a family house no strangers admitted. 
No, they got on very well, thank you very much, without intruders. 
I suggest, he said, that you both go back to where you come from, 
and stop bothering innocent hardworking peole with your slanders 
and your libels . . . piss off out of it before I call a copper." 
His mother takes help of police and issues an ultimatum for his 
return but the son does not return home because of intruders. He diffuses 
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menace from outside and himself announces his return. In The Birthday 
Party the youngman was not able to fully cast off his past and forge a new 
life and become a separate identity or person. But in the present play the 
fear is not external but is the outcome of the fact that it arises because the 
youngman completely casts off his past life and forges a new identity and 
becoems a seperate person. 
Even after his separation, his predicament still persists. The terror 
of his becoming a separate person still predominates, so much so that he 
ultimately decides to return to his biological home. 
Thus the play allows effective dramatic presentation in the radio ^ 
medium. This kind of dramatization is an utter failure on stage because it| 
involves narration and would result in artificial reading of the letters.; 
Ambiguity, juxtaposition of three voices' inner psychic thoughts, memories! 
and expectations etc become highly effective in media form as the three 
different voices can be easily presented off hand. The play takes place 
effectively even without any physical movement of the characters. I 
The presentation of soliloquies and monologues is highly •> 
effective in radio medium whereas on traditional stage it has lost its vigour /" 
/ 
// 
The mode of soliloquising is gripping. Pinter follows the technique of thb 
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epistolary novel for dramatization orexternalization through narration which 
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highlights the loneliness and despair of the mother and the son. In the 
characteristic manner the play deals with ordinary human beings faced with 
existential issues in the face of hostile circumstances, which may appear 
quite banal on the surface. The narratives are so managed that the visual 
realization of a dramatic sort is most effectively achieved. 
To emphasize Brechtian technique of estrangement effect the 
dramatist has made dexterous use of self contradictions and juxtapositions 
of the three voices. The play is rapt in mystery, juxtapositions and violence. 
LANDSCAPE 
The play concerns chiefly with the two characters' desires, 
impulses and moods in the past, present and future and highlights Beth 
and Duff relationship, incompatibility of the match and their attitudes and 
interests. Like Family Voices, the physical action is nil. Through non action 
and non dialogue the dramatist communicates their monologues in word 
sounds. Thematically the play highlights an individual's confrontation with 
disaster and recurrent violent reaction to it signalizing a different way of 
life. Despite of disasters people keep on living. Change is essential 
whether it leads to bad or good. Finally the change for betterment of next 
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stage of life after disasters cliarts future course of action. The dramatist 
effectively highlights the theme of seperation. As the stage directions 
indicate new technique. The dim background indicates their seperation from 
their environment. Likewise, the foreground also incidates their seperation 
as the table is described "long". Duff sits at its right corner. While Beth sits 
in an arm chair, "which stands away from the table to its left."^ 
The verbal note of their physical postures presents their phyiscal 
as well as mental isolation as this verbal stage direction indicates-
Duff refers normally to Beth, but does not appear to hear her 
voices. Beth never looks at Duff, and does not appear to hear 
his voice. Both characters are relaxed, in no sense rigid.^ 
At the surface level their behaviour and manners may appear 
strange but their acceptance of the situation sounds natural at a deeper 
level. The dramatist creates a significant gap as the two characters "do 
not appear to hear" each other's voices. In this regard Lahr presents 
appropriate conclusion that, "Duff and Beth speak but do not listen each 
one another".^ 
The play is full of juxtapositions, constrasts and oblique comments. 
The whole play is a series of juxtaposition utterances from Beth and Duff. 
When one character speaks, the other remains silent, and when the one 
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stage of life after disasters charts future course of action. The dramatist 
effectively highlights the theme of seperation. As the stage directions 
indicate new technique. The dim background indicates their seperation from 
their environment. Likewise, the foreground also incidates their seperation 
as the table is described "long". Duff sits at its right corner. While Beth sits 
in an arm chair, "which stands away from the table to its left."^ 
The verbal note of their physical postures presents their phyiscal 
as well as mental isolation as this verbal stage direction indicates-
Duff refers normally to Beth, but does not appear to hear her 
voices. Beth never looks at Duff, and does not appear to hear 
his voice. Both characters are relaxed, in no sense rigid.^ 
At the surface level their behaviour and manners may appear 
strange but their acceptance of the situation sounds natural at a deeper 
level. The dramatist creates a significant gap as the two characters "do 
not appear to hear" each other's voices. In this regard Lahr presents 
appropriate conclusion that, "Duff and Beth speak but do not listen each 
one another".^ 
The play is full of juxtapositions, constrasts and oblique comments. 
The whole play is a series of juxtaposition utterances from Beth and Duff. 
When one character speaks, the other remains silent, and when the one 
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starts talking, the other stops talking. In the romantic recollections Beth 
recalls a lonely beach and highlights self image, idealized lover, hope for 
children, and expresses her concern for recognition. Beth remains self 
oriented., she thinks of her own needs, she recalls beautiful natural 
landscapes, graceful movement, gentle loving contact. This romantic and 
fragile dreamy image symbolizes Beth's escape. Whereas Duff, contrary 
to her memorization, wishes and expectations is inclined towards the 
mundane and ugly aspect of things in a more violent, randomly noisy world. 
Duff speaks of fact about children while Duff maintains emotional atittude 
towards children 
The play starts with Beth's recollections of her past and her wish 
for future for standing by the sea beach. "I'll stand on the beach. On the 
beach. Well it was very fresh But it was hot, in the Dunes. But it was so 
fresh, on the shore. I loved it very much '"• 
She admires her lover. "His eyelids Belly button. Snoozing. How 
lovely I She expresses desire for her own children, "Would you like a baby 
'? "I said" children '? Babies '? of your own would be nice " ^ She describes 
the posture of her lover, "I walked back over the sand He had turned. Toes 
under sand, head buried in his arms."^ 
The verbal activities of Beth in the above speech are self oriented. 
Forherself is important Her lover is nameless. She refers to her lover as, 
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"my man". Other people like women looking, turning and staring at her, are 
not Important. This refers back to her self-oriented concern. Use of tenses 
also change in present, past and future. She refers, "I would like to stand," 
I'll stand", "it was very fresh," The action further develops from recollections 
of the past to future and then it goes back to past. The opening speech 
presents the ambiguous relationship of Beth's past and present, as she 
recollects, "Women look at me,"^ and "Two women looked at me,"^ and 
she concludes, "I am beautiful."^ Namelessness and uncertainity of time 
alternating between past, present and future are significant. They can be 
referred to any number of people performing the role of her lover in any 
dimensionality of time. 
Sequences of statements made by Beth and Duff also refer to 
their arbitrary relationship, contrast and oblique comments based on 
causuality. 
Beth : I walked back over the sand. He had turned. Toes under 
sand, head buried in his arms. 
Duff: The dog's done. I didn't tell you,^° 
Beth talks about the sea and Duff talks about fish. She talks about 
going to a hotel for a drink and Duff recalls his visit to a pub. Duff says. 
There wasn't a soul; on the beach."^^ The connecting references of both 
characters are self sustaining and self generated. Their monologues are 
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full of contrasts as Beth "stands under a tree by a pond."^^ Beth finds the 
weather, 'dry', 'hot' on her way to walk. Whereas Duff goes out for a walk in 
wet and cold weather. Beth talks of child and parenthood whereas Duff talks 
of unknown youngesters, Beth addresses absent people and Duff addresses 
Beth as 'you'. 
In this play verbal medium as a barrier is a effective medium of 
their contact as they are communicated to their own world. 
In the next stage of Beth and Duff relationship, the dramatist 
focuses on their attitudes of each other which are full of conflicting 
individualities. Beth, "never looks at Duff".^^ But Duff refers to Beth as 'you'. 
But Beth recalls her own needs - looking beautiful is her need. Duff tries to 
minimise the seperation and tries to come closer to Beth and projects to 
be exclusively her lover. 
Do you like me to talk to you ? 
Pause. 
Do you like me to tell you about all the things I've been doing ? 
Pause. 
About all the things I've been thinking ? 
Pause 
M m m n n ? 
Pause 
I think you do.^" 
Both the characters are mutually responsible for their actions. 
-I -) n 
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There is no victim and no victinnizer. Duff does not express his willingness 
in what Beth talks about. He speaks of crudity of things which Beth does 
not like. Their separation may be due to their different world views and 
different mental sets. They are incompitable and not suitable for each other. 
Despite all sorts of efforts Beth ultimately appears to have lost hope for 
bringing any productive change in Duff's personality. She maintains an 
atittude of detachment and consoles herself in her private world. It appears 
that Duff feels rejected. 
Beth's world view is positive full of beautiful sights, graceful 
movements whereas Duff recalls dull, negative, and violent world. In her 
memories Beth thinks about a day of love at the beach, moments of intimacy 
with companions and explicitely expresses her concern for her physical 
attraction. But Duff thinks of the filth of the park, their lives as servants, the 
crudities, of barroom relationship and expresses the need of his relationship 
with Beth. 
This beer is piss, he said. Undrinkable . . . . 
The landlord picked up the mig and had a sip . . . 
Pause. The landlord threw a half a crown on the bar and told 
him to take i t . . . "'' 
From their recollections and fantasies the dramatist furnishes 
information about their social status. They are perhaps employed by Mr. 
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Sykes. Beth works as a housekeeper and Duff as a Chauffeur and 
handyman. Duff recalls an episode of confession of his being unfaithful to 
Beth. 
When I came into this room you stopped still. 
I had to walk all the way over the floor towards you. 
Pause. 
I touched you. 
Pause 
I told you that I'd let you down. I'd been unfaithful to you.^^ 
The first half of the play highlights elaboration, repetition and 
recontextualization of the park and beach episode. Both these episodes 
are similar as they focus on sexual infidelity to each other. 
Beth, "He touches the back of my neck . . . I wore a white beach 
robe. Underneath I was naked. 
Pause. 
There wasn't soul on the beach. 
Duff, "There wasn't a soul in the park.^^ 
Beth further reveals her interest in peaceful, desolate atmosphere 
of the beach taking her sketch book and drawing pencil and draw the sketch 
of the beach. 
She further mentions about her future in which she expresses her 
fear of loss of her beauty, becoming older. Referring to other people she 
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mentions their cars, zooming by men and girls at their sides bouncing up 
and down squeaking like dolls. 
Finally she narrates a beautiful autumn misty morning, her return 
from the river, her finishing domestic work in empty house wearing blue 
dress and sitting with her dog and seeing children in the valley and thinks 
about her drawing the basic principal of drawing which she always wore in 
her mind of shadow and light. She revealed that the objects intercepting 
the light cast shadow. Shadow is deprivation of light. Sometimes the space 
of shadow is determined by that of the object and sometimes it is only 
indirectly affected by it and sometimes the cause of the shadow cannot be 
found. She associates this principle of light and shadow to her man. When 
she asked him to turn and when he turned to look her she could not see his 
look and could not see whether he was looking at her. 
Amid the silent sky, gentle sound of tide, she admired his tender 
support given to her and utterances for him with great love. 
Duff's long narratives are concerned with his lady. Perhaps Beth's 
emphasis remains on events concerning last few days. 
His references include his taking shelter in a downfall due to heavy 
rain, his desire to feel birds gathering there, his seeing a man' and a woman 
at a distance, his desire to have the company of his lady and feed other 
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creatures, his search for the couple whom he saw in the dawnfall includes 
his going to the pond, in the park, in the pubs and finding them in the pub 
and his having a drink and criticizing it as undrinkable which makes the 
landlord aggrevated. He throws his money and asserts there that he is 
unmarried and childless. 
Further description of Duff includes his stay at Mr. Sykes' peaceful 
house as a first rate housekeeper, serious, never making fun and only going 
about his work. 
Duff realizes that Mr. Sykes suspected his lady andhis relation. 
He calls Mr Sykes a gloomy bugger leading a lonely life. Mr. Sykes liked 
Beth in a blue dress to look after his guests and he was only interested in 
her being attractively dressed, giving good impression to his guests. 
Further Duff mentions a Party at Mr. Sykes' house, in which Mr. 
Sykes complimented the lady for her delicious cooking and her hospitability. 
After the Party was over Duff observed dust in his house and helped her in 
polishing it out and dusting off his house. 
Concentrating on present movement Duff reveals that he can walk 
down to the pub and up to the pond in peace with no one nag the shit out of 
him. He mentions a lady's standing by the window, rain smacking on the 
glass. In the dark he stood close to her. She wore a chain around her waist 
on that chain she carried keys, her thimble, note book, pencil and her 
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scissors. 
He found her standing alone in an empty hall bandaging the gong, 
he thought she will come to him offering him herself in front of a dog like a 
man, in the hall, on the stong banging the gong. The thimble will keep the 
dog happy he will play with it with his paws and she will plead with him like 
a woman. 
Thus the two plays are similar in many ways, for example, in both 
plays the cjiajacters are kept at the most restricted number, as in 
Landscape there are two characters and in Family Voices we find three 
characters. 
In both the plays the situation is identical. Dramatic issues are 
the same. Human predicament is identical. Dramatical streategies too are 
identical. 
Dramatic streategies include soliloquising, this becomes quite 
convenient for reminiscing in the flashback technique and talking of even 
future desires. Thus radio is an effective medium for dramatization of non 
action through letters, monologues, and soliloquies which are not so 
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TELEVISION PLAYS OF HAROLD PINTER 
In the present chapter I have included two television plays written 
by Harold Pinter such as - Tea Party and The Collection. These television 
plays are remarkable for flexibility, mobility, enclosed settings limited 
characters and claustrophobic atmosphere. These plays are suited to 
present extreme mobility of the camera which is not possible on traditional 
stage. 
Thematically the dramatist highlights explicitily sex as a subject 
with feminine maneuvering and verification of truth as well as change of 
identity. 
Tea party highlights the nervous breakdown of the protagonist 
which results from his inner insecurity emerging from his inner conflict 
between his desire for lust and a desire for social acknowledgement and 
fear of failure in his life. 
The Collection illustrates the dramatization of the problem that 
involves in verification of the truth. In the present play cinematic technique 
has be_ejn_e.rnp.Loy_edJ:.o__su^ ggest real time. 
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Thus the detailed analysis of these plays would provide enough 
evidence to substantiate our argument. Television - an audio visual medium 
is a highly effective medium for the presentation of themes like sex and 
minute complexities of feminine manouvring, the realistic presentation of 
which is very difficult on stage or in radio medium. Pinter's TV. plays suggest 
a viable possibility for further experimentaiion and dramatization of such 
complex themes and help in experimenting with form and the Camera's 
range of possibilities. 
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TEA PARTY 
Tea Party was commissioned by sixteen member countries of 
the European Broadcasting Union, to be televised by all of them under the 
designation "The largest Theater in the World". It was first presented by 
B.B.C. Television on 25 March, 1965. A stage version of the play in double-
bill with The Basement opened at The Ducness Theater, London, on 17 
September, 1970. 
The play dramatizes the nervous breakdown and predicament of 
the protagonist Disson resulting due to his psychic fears of success and 
social respectability from an eminent height of success in all fields including 
his profession as well as his personal life. The play presents the picture 
of a man who superficially gets threatened by outside forces. Like Edward 
in A Slight Ache, the play focuses on the menace from within which destroys 
the protagonist. The plot of the play is simple but it often deviates from 
proceeding in a straight direction and jumps around the scenes full of 
insignificant repetitions and presents obscurity and an element of the absurd. 
Commenting on the plot of the play Pinter calls it, "The story of a 
businessman's reaction to his new secretary and the effects she has on 
him. He hires her on the day before his marriage."^ 
The visual aspect predominates rather than the verbal aspect in 
the play. The juxtaposition of interspersed scenes in jumbled order does 
not allow the plot to develop in straight direction hence it becomes a 
surrealistic presentation hearkening back to The Dwarfs. 
The major events around which the action revolves include 
conducting of an interview for the job, marriage reception, the protagonist's 
relationship with his secretary in office which includes seductive and 
sensual behaviour with his secretary, honeymoon episode with Disson 
and his wife in an Italian sumptous hotel room, his eye trouble, the 
protagonist at game, displaying to his sons in a workshop how to 
concentrate on physical energies to do something useful and then the final 
scene which, includes the tea party in his office (to celebrate his marriage 
anniversary) including his nervous breakdown. Thus the play highlights 
office activities, ceremonial as well as domestic activities which are 
naturalistic but tend to become surrealistic and absurd. 
In order to get a detailed thematic concern of the play, the detailed 
analysis of plot outline summary of the play is as follows : 
At the start of the play Mr. Disson the protagonist has been 
introduced at the peak of his materialistic success. Disson is successful in 
all the fields of his endeavour - business, friendship, marital life, as a 
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father and as a son. But as the play ends we find that Disson's very success 
defeats him. His hamartia is his fear of success like an Aristotelian tragic 
hero. Disson's success leads him to his failure. As the play starts we find 
that Mr. Disson is a well-to-do business tycoon, the most advanced sanitary 
engineer in England, manufacturing the lavatory, bidets, cantilever units, 
hidden cisterns and foot pedals. He is not only a success in the field of his 
business but also in other areas of his endeavor including his love making 
and table tennis. It is his very success that makes him vulnerable to failure. 
The fear of future failure leads to his nervous breakdown. 
The play begins with the employer Mr. Disson's conducting an 
interview of a girl named Wendy Dodd for the post of his personal secretary 
in his own office. Thus the setting of the play is naturalistic with the fixtures 
arranged around the wall which are indicative of his business that Mr. Disson 
is a manufacturer of "Sanitary Wares" and Bathroom Supplies. The setting 
of the play is naturalistic. 
An electric lift rising to the top floor of an office block. 
Wendy stands in it. 
Corridor. 
The lift comes to rest in a broad carpeted corridor. The interior 
of an office suite. It is well appointed silent. The walls are 
papered with Japanese silk. Along the walls in alcoves are set, 
at various intervals, a selection of individually designed wash 
besins, water closets and bidets . . . ^ 
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Mr. Disson while conducting the interview of Wendy Dodd consults 
her credentials and references in her application and finds her possessing 
excellent" academic record and good experience, "they seem to be 
excellent. You've had a bit of experience."^ 
He explains to her the nature of job and requirement of working 
conditions which Wendy accepts and approves through her gestures, her 
seemingly innocence and by repeatedly crossing her legs. Through her 
behaviour she indicates that she might be more responsible for her fate 
than she actually admits, Disson further asks her the reasons of her leaving 
the previous job "quite suddenly". She finds the questions regarding leaving 
her job. "a little embrassing " and personal but when he enforces her further 
she straight way convinces him with her reply that she failed to persuade 
her chief, "to call to his attentions." Her accusation ironically astounds 
Disson and he utters, "What ? . . . A firm of this repute ? It's unbelievable."^ 
After being fully convinced Disson considers her two attributes 
'an active and inquiring intelligence and a pleasing demeanour' essential 
for the post and appoints her with immediate effect and assigns her for 
checking certain arrangements. After appointing Wendy as his personal 
secretary, Disson announces to her that he is getting married the next day. 
Thus on the eve of his second marriage to a well to do woman Diana, 
Disson appointd Wendy as his secretary. His announcement of his 
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remarriage is an attempt towards social respectability. 
The action further develops and focuses on Disson's Wedding 
Ceremony in which his parents, his twin sons by his previous marriage, 
Diana and her brother Willy participate. Disson gets distressed as his 
oldest and best friend Peter Disley who was about to speak the wedding 
speech of the bridgegroom owing to gastricflu could not participate in the 
marriage ceremony. On behalf of his friend Disley, Willy offers to deliver 
the bridegroom's wedding speech. Disley's absence is crucial. It makes 
the point clear that like Machiavelli Disson believes in ends not in means. 
For Disson it is not the best man who is important but what is important is 
the best speech. 
Disson, Oh, the best man's not important; you can always get a 
best man all he's got to do is stand there; it's the speech that's 
important, the speech in the honour of the groom. Who's going 
to make the speech ?^ 
The wedding reception takes place in a private room at an 
exclusive restaurant. Willy makes two humorous speeches. First he 
eulogies his sister Diana (the bride) and then he repraises her at length in 
the wedding speech made in honour of the bridegroom. On the basis of the 
wedding speeches, Disson appoints Willy as second in command in his 
adjoining office, which Willy readily accepts. Disson's marriage with Diana 
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and Willy's appointment in his office having Diana as his personal secretary 
mark the start of Disson's downfall as they cause him to begin to doubt his 
suitability for marriage. In a honeymoon scene Disson with his wife (Diana) 
in a bedroom in an Italian sumptuous hotel room asks her as she ever had 
been happier. She replies "Never". He further insists and Diana reaffirms 
his contention. This incident indicates both his success as well as his 
insecurity because she is happy and still he remains unconvinced that he 
is the best. He doubts his status. 
Disson. Are you happy? 
Diana Yes. 
Disson Very happy ? 
Diana Yes. 
Disson Have you ever been happier ? With any other man ? 
Diana Never. 
Pause 
Disson I make you happy, don't I ? Happier than you've even 
been . .. with any other man.^ 
Disson's expression of fears of insecurity become complex at 
the breakfast table. He wants to assure that she did not marry her former 
suitor because he was weak but Disson is strong. 
Disson, "I'm glad that you didn't marry that. . . 
Jerry . . . Whatever his name was . . . 
Diana. Oh, him . . . 
Disson. Why didn't you ? 
Diana He was weak 
Pause. 
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Disson. I'm not weak. 
Diana No. 
Disson Am I T 
His twin sons John and Tom whisper to each other v;hile eating 
at the breakfast table. He suspects his own sons and asks them what they 
were saying. John answers nothing. But Disson takes the answer as a 
personal affront. 
Disson What are you saying ? speak up. 
John Nothing. 
Disson Do you think I'm deaf ? 
Tom l;ve never thought about it. 
Disson I wasn't talking to you. I was talking to John.^ 
Further, the scene shifts to Willy's office. Disson indicates the 
place of work and explains about their official communication through 
intercom, he focuses that they would not be available frequently but would 
maintain rare personal contact and whenever Willy would meet him in the 
office, he would meet by appointment. 
The following speech is a self revelatory characterization of Disson 
. He explains to Willy that -
I'm a thorough man. I like things to be done and done well. I don't 
like dithering. I don't like indulgence. I don't like self doubt. I don't 
like fuzziness. I like clarity. Clear intention. Precise execution. 
Black or white ? ^ 
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He further reveals his ownself 
But I've no patience with conceit and self-regard. A man's 
job is to assess his powers cooly and correctly and equally the 
powers of others. Having done this, he can proceed to establish 
a balanced and reasonable retationship with his fellows. In my 
view, living is a matter of active and willing participation. So is 
worl<. Sugar ? . . . Now, dependence isn't a word I would use 
lightly but I will use in and I don't regard it as a weakness. To 
understand the meaning of the term dependence is to understand 
that one's powers are limited and that to live with others is not 
only sensible but the only way work can be done and dignity 
achieved. Nothing is more sterile or lamentable than the man 
content to live with h imsel f . . . It seems to me essential that we 
cultivate the ability to operate lucidly upon our problems and 
therefore be in a position to solve them. That's why your sister 
loves me. I don't play about at the periphery of matters . . . . 
Neither do I ask to be loved. I expect to be given only what I've 
worked for. . . Everything has a function . . . •'° 
The scene closes with Disson's observation that his second in 
command needs a secretary, and Willy suggests that his own sister would 
be perfect. Like her husband, who functions essentially rather than logically 
in spite of his protestations to the country. Diana wants to work not for the 
reasons of efficiency but because of her emotions - she wants to be near 
Disson, an interesting reason, considering the speech he has just made 
(which has obviously made no impression on her brother). 
The play focuces on Disson's relationship with Wendy at three 
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places. First at the start while conducting her interview the scene turns into 
seductive display. Secondly in his office when Disson dictates a letter to 
her, the scene turns into a seductive display and Disson notices her 
wriggling. He attributes this cause due to the hardness of her chair. Wendy 
undergoes several contortions and postures while Disson watches her 
before she settles on his desk. 
Thirdly at his office Disson's behaviour with Wendy becomes 
sensual when he complains eye trouble and asks her to tie her chiffon scarf, 
which will evolve into a fetish, around his head. After putting the scarf, 
Wendy makes a business call for Disson. While her conversation, Disson 
touchers her body, though she moves under his touch, she does not withdraw 
beyond his reach. Willy calls over the intercom and contacts Disson for 
borrowing Wendy's services for a few minutes because Diana had left for 
home due to being unwell. Wendy disappears into the adjoining office, 
Disson hears "giggles, hissing, gurgles, sequeals'. He goes to the door, 
squats and tries to see through the key hole. But he fails to see so he puts 
his ear on the door. With his squating by the door, it opens and Diana stands 
over him and asks, "What game is this ? " Disson immediately becomes 
defensive, alternately tries to excuse his actions by claiming to be looking 
for a dropped pencil and assumes a threatening stance. "How dare you 
speak to me like that ? I'll knock your teeth our.^^ At the close of the scene 
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he inanely and ironically wants to confirm the reason of everybody's being 
excited. The following scene graphically presents Disson's increasing 
preoccupation with Wendy's body as his imagination enlarges her buttocks 
so enormously that his hands go up to keep them at bay. To release the 
tension Disson knocks a lighter from the desk and invites Wendy to play 
soccer with him. He grabs Wendy's arm only to have her call "That's a 
foul!" Although she wants to continue the game, he sinks to the floor. 
In yet another scene at office Disson touches Wendy's chair while 
waiting for her to come in, then sits in it. When she enters, she claims that 
she has been hurt because he did not notice her new dress. She express 
her narcissism. 
Wendy walks to her desk. 
Disson makes way for her. He moves across the room. 
I'm hurt. 
Disson Why ? 
Wendy I've put on my new dress. 
He turns, looks at her. 
Disson. When did you put it on ? 
Wendy. This morning. 
Pause. 
Disson. Where ? 
Wendy. In my flat. 
Disson. Which room ? 
Wendy. In the hall, actually. I have long mirror in the hall. 
He stands looking at her. 
Do you like it ? 
Disson Yes. Very nice.^^ 
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The above scene indicates the possibility of beginning of 
Disson's inferiority complex towards his wife Diana driving him to lust after 
Wendy. 
A brief analysis of Disson's exchange with his wife would be 
helpful in establishing the theme of social acceptability and the depth of 
their connubial bliss. 
In the honeymoon episode Disson's insecurity and fears of 
inferioirty are reflected before his wife. At home, a little later Disson and 
his wife's bedroom talk exposes Disson's subdued and formal attitude. He 
is more interested in reading the Life of Napoleon, (an interesting histroically 
parallel success story) rather than in his wife. Even after Diana reminds 
him about their first marriage anniversary, about which he announces to 
give a little tea party to celebrate his wedding anniversary at the office and 
would invite his parents for the tea party. 
Disson's downfall from eminent height is evident in his games 
also. At his home in games room Disson and Willy play tabble tennis. Disson 
performs skillfully and his sons appreciate his winning points. Later on,"'0.n 
one of Willy's serves, Disson assumes two balls to have been put into game 
and he misses the shot. Willy denies and the twins confirm it. Disson visits 
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his ophthalmologist Mr. Disley for examination of his eyes. But Dissley 
assures him that his eyes are perfect. Disson even points out a small brown 
stain a distinguishing mark on the doctor's cheek which no one has noticed 
before it and which confirms that he has perfect eye sight. 
Disson is not ready to be convinced that his eye-sight is excellent. 
He finds that it has recently become unreliable, "It's become unreliable. It's 
become erratic."" Yet another proof of his visual deficiency is repeated 
when Disson experiences difficulty in tying his tie correctly. - "I only deal 
with eyes, old chap. . . why don't you go to someone else ? . . . Nothing 
worrying you, is there" 7 "^ Finally Disley implies that his trouble is not 
physical, it is mental consequently the doctor gets annoyed and refuses to 
communicate him further. 
The scenes in which Disson and Wendy figure graphically show 
Disson's increasing preoccupation with Wendy's body. He also invites her 
to play soccer with him, and urges her to get the "ball" away from him. He 
grabs her arm just to have her call, "That's a foul I" when Wendy wants to 
continue the game he sinks to the floor. This means that Disson is not 
seriously interested in game but he is preoccupied with lust for her. 
In a scene when Disson and Wendy are discussing business 
correspondence, he suddenly experiences momentarily blindness and the 
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television screen goes black. Wendy tells him that his eyes open and thinks 
that he is playing another game : 
Disson. You mean my eyes are open ? . . . Is this you ? 
This 1 feel ? 
Wendy. Yes. 
Disson. What, all this I can feel? 
Wendy. You're playing one of your games, Mr. Disson. 
You're being naughty again. 
Vision back. 
Disson looks at her. 
You shy old thing.^^ 
The conflict between Disson's increasing interest in his personal 
secretary i.e. life of lust and distinterestedness with his wife indicate that 
lust over powe^Disson instead of social respectability. From psychological 
view point due to the lust dominated by basic instincts, man forgets his 
higher concerns of life. This idea is very much apparent in Disson's 
relationship with his wife and children. He tries to avoid the situation to be 
close to his wife. When his wife reminds him about their marriage 
anniversary Disson simply announces to organize a little tea party. 
Throughout the play we do not find any where the mention in which Disson 
feels the need to take care of his wife and ensure her comforts. As a 
husband he never mentions his duties to his wife. But we find him to be 
more concerned for the comforts and needs of his secretary. 
Disson at his desk, writing, Wendy walks to the cabinet, examines 
a file. Silence. 
Disson. What kind of flat do you have, Wendy ? 
Wendy. Quite a small one, Mr. Disson. Quite pleasant.^^ 
The worst situation arises when Disson's accusations grow wilder 
in the next scene as he begins to suspect the relationship of his wife and 
Willy, He tries to verify the past of Diana and Willy and asks them to tell 
him, about the place where they were born. Disson asks them to tell him — 
about the place where they were born, where they played at being brother 
and sister. The climax reaches to a state of paranoia as Disson not only 
distrusts his brother-in-law with his secretary but also questions the actions 
of his wife and her brother. Willy tells him that they were not playing brother 
and sister. Diana stops Disson from further drinking and he transcends the 
limits and recalls how much he used to drink. "I used to down eleven or 
nine pints a night I . . . Every night of the stinking week I Me and the boys ! 
"^ ^ He questions her as to why she married him. After Diana's departure 
Willy and Disson have a violent discussion which his full of verbal violence 
and threats. Willy has private words with Disson and Disson warns him to 
"mind how you tread". Willy suggests that he has developed a mental 
problem and repeats Disley's concern, "Is there anything on your mind ? " 
To his question Disson denies having any mental problem and asks Willy if 
he would like to be his partner, "to share full responsbility". The difference 
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between the couple's earlier life enhances his uneasiness and psychic 
problem. 
Disson's ever increasing nervous breakdown is evident in ping-
pong scene a second time. In the first ping pong game with Willy, Disson 
was confident and decisive but in second game he gets desperate and 
feels uneasy and performs with difficulty. In second game also he has trouble 
with his eyes. In earlier game Disson could counter willy but in the second 
game Willy forces his forehead and Disson loses his sight for a moment. It 
is severe and worse than seeing two balls in place of existing single ball in 
the last game. 
In order to focus on Disson's irritation and his actions related to 
his sons who also doubt his abilities is remarkable in a workshop in which 
Disson demonstrates for them "how to concentrate your physical energie, 
to do something useful". 
Disson. What are you doing ? 
Tom. I'm holding this piece of wood. 
Disson. Well stop it. I've finished chopping. Look at the point 
now. 
John. If you put some lead in there you could make a pencil 
out of it. 
Disson. They think you're very witty at your school, do they ? 
John. Well, some do and some don't, actually. Dad.^^ 
Disson commits a mistake in marking a section of wood, for which 
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he blames the boy for this fault but does not realize his own fault. 
The Next focus of the play in the later part is on the tea party. The 
arrival of guests include Disson's parents. From their discussion and 
conversation with their son the parents serve as reminder that Disson was 
turned out to be an extremely successful businessman. His parents are 
surprised to see the expensive furnishings and interior decorations of his 
house. Subsequently, Disson's height of success is apparent in his office 
in a non successful situation Wendy ties the chiffon around his head as per 
his directions. Disson repeatedly complains it "stinks" and tears it off. She 
leans forward to fix the scarf, and as she does so, he touches her, but she 
stops him, saying, "No - you mustn't touch me, if you're not wearing your 
chiffon."13 
In the following scene Disley replaces Wendy. He ties a bandage 
around Disson's head. In this scene Disson remains unmoved. He does 
not apply blind fold as in a game or in the play earlier. Willy confirms the 
covering being tight knots and straight. The tea party follows in which Disson 
is bandaged and other characters in seperate small groups represent the 
development of the tea party activities. 
Office. 
A buffet table has been set out. Two ELDERLY LADIES serve 
tea, sandwiches, bridge rolls, buns and cake. The gathering is 
grouped around the table in silence. 
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grouped around the table in silence. 
DISLEY whispers to them. 
Disley. His eyes are a little strained, that's ail. Just resting them. 
Don't mention it. It'll embrass him. It's quite all right. 
They all take their tea, choose edibles and relax.2° 
Thus the audience can see in T.V. performance that Disson can 
only hear. The conversations in the tea party are trite and innocent, the 
events follow more sinister cast when Willy similingly places a ping-pong 
ball in Disson's hand. Whether this is real ball or imaginery is difficult to 
figure out. The final sequence can be attributed to Disson's imagination as 
a fantasized vision of his sexual inadequacy. Diana and Wendy are seen 
giggling silently hoisted on the desk where they lie head to toe while Willy 
caresses the face first of one and then of the other. Disson falls and 
collapses to the floor in the chair. Willy and Disley try to lift him but they fail 
to loosen him from the chair. 
Willy. Puts one arm round Wendy, the other round. 
Diana. 
DIANA and WENDY, giggling silently, hoist themselves up on 
the desk. They lie head to toe. 
Disson falls to the floor in his chair with a crack. 
His tea cup drops and spills. 
Disley and Willy go to him. 
They try to lift him from the chair, are unable to do so. 
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Disley cuts the bandage and takes it off. 
Disson's eyes are open. 
Disley feels his pulse. 
Disley. He's all right. Get him up. 
Disley and Willy try to pull him up from the chair, are unable to 
do so. 
The chair 
The chair scrapes, moves no further. 
Willy. Anyone would think he was chained to it. 
Disley (Pulling) come out I 
Mother. Bobbie I 
They stop pulling. 
Disson in the chair, still, his eyes open. 
Diana comes to him. 
She kneels by him. 
Diana. This is ...^.,._..,. i^. Diana. 
Pause. \ 
Can you hear me ? 
Pause. 




Can you hear me ? 
Pause. 
Robert, can you see me ? 
Pause. 
It's me. It's me, darling. 
Slight pause. 
It's your wife.^^ 
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Thus Disley removes the bandage and turns the chair upright 
Disson remains seated in it. Diana tries a lot to get him to recognize her. 
But Disson sits impassively in a catatonic state. The play ends with the 
close-up of Disson's eyes gazing straight ahead. 
Disson's face in close-up. 
Disson's eyes open." 
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The second factor of his breakdown may be the outcome of his 
inner tension between his id and super ego. His desire for social 
acknowledgement on the one hand and his lust on the other hand created 
tension and led to his nervous breakdown. He finds the gratification of his 
physical pleasures in his secretary Wendy and social respectability in 
Diana. But he fails to maintain a balance between the two. 
Steven H. Gale observes -
The pretention after social position in spite of the knights bridge 
office and the elegant home in St. John's Wood, which are both 
"designed with taste", leads Disson to recognize that the gap 
between his background and his goals cannot be bridged by 
money alone. Feelings of social inadequacy become expressed 
as sexual inadequacy and the loss of other skills. As with Edward, 
who possibly married the squire's daughter to improve his 
position, the deterioration of his physical body precludes the 
defeat of his pretentions (with perhaps oedipal overtones). We 
are again reminded of Henry Woolfs revelation of the dramatist's 
lifelong deficiency in eyesight and that problems with sight plague 
Pinter characters from Rose's final blindness, Stan's need for 
glasses, and Edward's ache to Disson's extreme case, all of 
which signify guilt or an inability to see the world as it really is 
and symbolize a failure to come to grips with reality." 
Thus Tea Party is an effective presentation in television medium. 
The presentation of the theme of sexual infidelity which is considered a 
taboo in certain societies for social ackwnowledgement is very difficult to 
present on stage. The dramatist has effectively and economically has 
succeeded in presenting office activities, its corridors, lifts etc. in audio 
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visual medium. Pinter has focused on the depiction of complex reality of 
professional life in relation to feminine status. In professional sphere too 
women are not secure. Pinter's presentation of Wendy and Disson 
relationship Is very much apparent in the professional sphere. Women are 
not free from harrassment, exploitation and willingly they succumb to the 
lust of their boss. Thus the present play provides possibility of the 
dramatization of the complex issues and harsh facts of life. 
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THE COLLECTION 
The Collection was first presented by Associated Rediffusion 
Television, London, on 11 May, 1961. Later on it was first presented on the 
stage by the Aldwych Theater on 18 June, 1962. 
The play is wonderfully funny and Pinter's most dramatically 
conventional play. The plot of the play is clear and systemicaly organized 
in T.V. medium. The play has facilitated the transition between the two 
main locations by employing short scenes with exploitat ion of 
cinematographic technique of "fade in and fade out" with minimal dialogue. 
The play also incorporates the expression of carefully worked out interlacing 
and clear simultaniety which would be perhaps impossible in any other 
medium. The plot of the play is simple. It is both a reiteration and a 
refinement of the pattern of intrigue. 
The story of the play has a systematic beginning, a middle and 
an end as the story moves to complication and then towards the end the 
complications get resolved but much does not happen by the way of action. 
The central figure James instigates games of verfication and deceit. 
There are four characters in the play a wedded couple (Stella 
and James), two male business partners and flatmates - Harry or Bill Lloyd. 
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All the characters are associated with the busines of dress collection. The 
two groups of the characters belong to upper middle class streta. Class 
level distinction and theatrical techniques make the setting of the play more 
elaborate. The stage has been divided into three sections : 
The stage is divided into three areas, two peninsulas and a 
promontory. Each area is distinct and separate from each other. 
Stage left, Harry' house in Belgravia Elegant decor. Period 
furnishing. This set comprises the living room, hall, front door 
and stair case- to first floor. Kitchen exit below staircase. 
Stage right, James's flat in Chelsea. Tasteful contemporary 
furnishing. This set comprises the living-room only. Offstage right, 
other rooms and front door. 
Upstage centre on pramontory, te'ephone box.^ 
Thus the play has a naturalistic setting. Further the stage 
directions indicate the naturalistic setting : 
The telephone box is lit in a half light. A figure can be dimly 
observed inside it, with his back to the audience. The rest of the 
stage is dark. In the house the telephone is ringing. It is late at 
night.2 
The division of the stage into three sperate areas is significantly 
important to the development of action and thematic concern of the play. 
The two characters Bill and Stella are not brought together (The phone booth 
provides a source for linking the two dwellings. 
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The main action of the play focuses on the demonstration of the 
difficulty that arises in the verification of the nature of reality — 'whether 
something happened or it did not happen'. The four characters - Bill Lloyd, 
Harry Kane (a phallic image), and James and Stella Home are involved in 
finding out or concealing the truth. The play focuses on unhealthy and 
dissatisfying relationship of the two pairs. The relationships are on the verge 
of deterioration which grows out of a need for love. These characters 
attempt to protect and redefine the bonds between themselves and their 
parterners. 
The play concerns itself with Jame's efforts at verifying the fact 
of his wife's fantastic story of her stay with Bill Lloyd in a hotel in Leeds on 
their way to a show of seasonal dress collection. The play moves from scene 
to scene with increasing tension and menace. The action spreads over two 
nights and two days. The play is an experiement in the theme of verification 
in which the main climatic^ moment has taken place already before the play 
opens. Stella has already told her husband James of her encounter with 
Bill Lloyd at a hotel in Leeds, while she was on a business. At the start of 
the first scene James is found plotting his revenge and makes several 
attempts to interrogate Bill to verify the truth of his wife's fantastic story of 
being unfaithful to him. 
Harry. Hello. 
Voice Is that you, Bill ?3 17 i 
The play begins with James making a telephone call at four 
o'clock. It is received by Harry, the flatmate of Bill. When James threaten 
him to wake up Bill and attend the phone. Harry expresses his unwillingness 
and does not call Bill to attent the phone. James threatens him on telephone, 
"Tell him I'll be in touch".^ 
James makes another attempt and succeeds in Informing Bill to 
visit his flat straight away. Bill expresses his inability to meet him and 
pretends to go out for some work and puts the receiver off and goes out. 
James makes a visit to his flat in Bill's absence but Harry attends him. 
James leaves his house with a warning to be in touch with him. Likewise 
James makes at least ten attempts and the first half of the play concerns 
with James' efforts to meet Bill and 'to hear what he's got to say'. There are 
parallel scenes in which Harry tells Bill that James called to see him after 
the two had met. Ultimately James succeeds in meeting Bill Lloyd but Bill 
tires to close the door and James physically and forcefully puts his feet in 
his door and enters his room. 
Bill. Yes? 
James. Bill Lloyd ? 
Bill. Yes ? 
James. Oh, I'd . . . I'd like to have a word with you. 
Pause. 
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James. Well, there's something I'd like to talk to you about. 
Bill. I'm teribly sorry, I'm busy. 
James. It won't take long. 
Bill. I'm awfully sorry. Perhaps you'd like to put it down on paper 
and send it to me. 
James, that's not possible. 
Pause. 
Bill (closing door). Do forgive me -
James (foot in door). Look I want to speak to you.^ 
First of all James appreciates Bill's room, its interior objects and 
calls Bill a tolerable fellow. Then he puts verbal on slaught on Bill and asks 
him about his stay with his wife in Leeds. 
James. Did you have a good time in Leeds last week ? 
Bill. What? 
James. Did you have a good time in Leeds last week ? 
Bill. Leeds ? 
James. Did you enjoy yourself ? 
Bill. What makes you think I was in Leeds. 
James. Tell me all about it. See much of the town ? 
Get out to the country at all ? 
Bill. What are you talking about ?^ 
Violence and terror is explicit in the play when James makes a 
sudden move towards his host (Bill Lloyd) who falls over backwards as he 
starts away from the attack. 
Initially Bill avoids the situation and feels uncomfortable, pretends 
to have a headache and asks James to go out and leave the room. But 
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James attacks him verbally and physically leading Bill to fall down the drink 
and spilling it on his cardigan. James asks him the truth. He makes a sudden 
move forward. Bill starts back, and falls over a pouffe on to the floor. James 
Chuckles. Pause. 
You've made me spill my drink. You've made me spill it on my 
cardigan. 
James stands over him. 
I could easily kick you from here. 
Pause. 
Are you going to let me get up ? 
Pause. 
Are you going to let me get up ? 
Pause. 
Now listen . . . I'll tell you what. . . 
Pause. 
If you let me get up. 
Pause 
I'm not very comfortable. 
Pause. 
If you let me get up . . . I'll . . . I'll tell you . . .the truth . . . 
Pause. 
James. Tell me the truth from there . 
Bill. No. No, when I'm up. 
James. Tell me from there. 
Pause.^ 
Under the sinister threatening of James. Bill accepts that he was 
with her in a lift and he had no idea of her being married and rest of the 
thing did not happen. After having the first interrogation with Bill, James 
returns to his home and tells his wife that he has decided to go and see Bill 
to verity the stay of her wife. But Stella forbids him from doing so. Then 
James tells her that he had already met him and had had dinner with him. 
Appreciating Bill he tells her that he found the fellow to be nice, pleasing 
and tolerable. But the truth is that though James had met him he did not 
have dinner with Bill. A lot of manuevering takes place in the play. 
Further James arranges his second meeting with Bill. On the other 
hand Harry informs Stella to visit her in her husband's absence. Thus 
James interrogates Bill in Harry's absence. At first James gets fascinated 
by Bill. Bill provides him cheese and drinks further the situation becomes 
violent when James physically attacks Bill with a sharp knife which gives 
him a cut. 
James stands, goes to the fruit bowl, and picks up the fruit knife. 
He runs his finger along the blade. 
James. This is fairly sharp. 
Bill. What do you mean ? 
James. Come on. 
Bill. I beg your Pardon ? 
James. Come on. You've got that one. I've got this one. 
Pause. They stare at each other. 
(Suddenly) Go on ? Swallow i t ! 
James throws a knife at Bill's face. Bill throws up a hand to 
protect his face and catches the knife by the blade. It cuts his 
hand. 
Bill. Ow ! 
James. Well caught! What's the matter ? 
He examines Bill's hand. 
Let's have a look. Ah yes. Now you've got a sear on your hand. 
You didn't have one before, did you V 
But Harry interrupts the situation. Due to harry's interruption the 
action takes a different turn. Harry sides with Bill and speaks to James in 
his defence that Bill is a slum boy with a slum mentality and he bought him 
from slum four years ago. introducing himself to James Harry further tells 
him about his visit to his wife Stella in James' absence to verify the truth of 
Stella and Bill's encounter in Leeds. He further explains that she has refused 
to accept anything about her husband's fantastic story and has complained 
against him that her husband has created that story without any logic. 
Stella. Yes ? 
Harry. How do you do. My name's Harry Kane. I wonder if I might 
have a word with you. There's no need to be alarmed. May I came 
in? 
Stella. Yes. 
Harry. Do you know Bill Lloyd. 
Stella, No. 
Pause. 
I've come about your husband. 
Stella. Oh? 
Harry. Yes He's been bothering Bill recently, with some fantastic 
story. 
Stella. I know about it I'm very sorry. 
Stella. I can't understand it . . . We've been happily married for 
two years, you see. I've . , . been away before, you know 
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showing dresses, here and there, my husband runs the business. 
But it's never happened before. 
Stella. Well, that my husband ha3 suddenly dreamed up such a 
fantastic story, for no reason at all. 
Stella. I mean, Mr. Lloyd was in Leeds, but I hardly saw him; even 
though we were staying in the same hotel. I never met him or 
spoke to him . . . and then my husband suddenly accused me of 
. . . it's really been very distressing.^ 
Harry suggests to her that perhaps her husband has created the 
fantastic story because he himself had been heavily involved in work, and 
due to overwork he could not take his wife on a holiday. Finally when Harry 
informs James, James gets convinced and accepts what Harry tells him. 
In his attempt to visit Stella, Harry adopts the same technique as 
James adopted with Bill. Like James Harry also appreciates Stella's interior 
decorations, lamps and her pet kitten. Then he informs her about Bill's origin 
or background that he found him four years ago in a slum and gave him a 
job and shelter and made him his business partner as well as his flat partner. 
The play throws light upon a series of lies. 
1. James tells Stella that he had met Bill and had Dinner with 
him. 
2. Stella tells either a lie to Harry that her husband made a 
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fantastic story about Bill and Stella's encounter in a hotel in 
Leeds. When Harry asks Bill in James's presence. Bill denies 
his being there. 
Newspaper as "enstrangement effect" is an effective technique 
to present a sense of non-communication. When Bill prepares tea for Harry, 
Harry reads the newspaper and pretends to read but actually wants to ask 
him about spending his day, 
Thus in the play both a reiteration and refinement of the pattern 
of intrigue is inherent. The play exhibits much greater fludity of space in 
TV. medium. As the play moves from scene to scene, the menace and 
tension increases. The play includes two nights, and two days but the main 
climatic movment takes place before the start of the action of the play. The 
play focuses on visual aspect of violence, threat and a complex set and 
complex lighting enable to project effectively the violence in the play. We 
are able to watch Harry questioning Bill about having met someone at Leeds 
as we see the shadowy figure of James enter a phone Box, intending to 
ring through their apartment, or to see Stella, alone in her apartment, as 
we witness her husband speaking to her allegedly one night stand lover. 
The audience's reaction and respond to different modes of 
behaviour of the characters is significant before, we understand what might 
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have caused that behaviour. At the start of the play we can assume that the 
behaviour of James in his making telephone calls approves him to be mad. 
James making mysterious calls and brusting into a stranger's house with 
his threats and accusations etc. is strange behaviour. 
But we can conclude that the play is not complete in itself. It does 
not provide any solution to the verification. The play does not suggest any 
formula for continuation of action, neither does it preclude the possibility of 
one taking place. The play is poised to take another circle. James does 
not find out the truth about circle. James does not find out the truth about 
Stella's weekend stay and the play ends without closing while she looks at 
James, with her face friendly and sympathetic. The play abounds in 
cinematic technique to suggest real time. The play has been divided in 
twenty scenes, which move alternately from Harry's house in Belgravia to 
James's flat in Chelsea. There are many interspersed scenes which are 
without dialogue. 
The present play is the first play of Harold Pinter in which sex 
has been treated specifically as a subject. However Pinter has used sex 
as an incidential ingredient in other plays. On the theme of sex and feminine 
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infidelity whicin has been specifically treated by Pinter in The Collection. 
Steven H. Gale observes : 
The collection is the first of Pinter's plays which deals with sex 
as specifically as a subject. Many of his previous works included 
sex as an incidental ingredient. In a A slight Ache there is a 
suggestion that Edward is unable to satisfy his wife's desires, 
some of which are at least partially sexual in nature. The homo, 
sexuality in The Collection is an extention of that suggested in 
The Dwarfs. From Rose in The Room on, Pinter implies that 
women are almost always either whores or adultresses. With 
Rose there is a hint of prostitution. In The Birthday Party Meg's 
relations with Santely are suspect and Lulu is promiscuous. In A 
Slight Ache Flora opts for the matchseller in place of her 
husband. Albert in A Night Out pays a visit to a street walker's 
room after his misadventures with the firm's girls. The school 
teacher Sally leads a double life as Katina in Night School. 
Since this is the way women are presented, it comes as no 
surprise that Stella may have strayed. While sex was a minor 
element in the preceding drama, in The Collection the author 
uses the subject metaphorically for expressing his observations.^" 
Steven H. Gale in his book Butter's Going up establishes 
valuable remarks on the psychological dissatisfaction which emerges out 
of lack of love and proper understanding in wedded life. 
It' is evident through the course of the drama that her marriage 
lacks something. As she admitted earlier, James has been very 
busy, and perhaps he has not been paying her the attention she 
desires. She, like Bill, has a better chance of gaining the upper 
hand in her marriage by keeping her husband unsure — he will 
no longer take her for granted and thus will provide that she 
requires. At the end of the play her position has been 
strengthened in comparison to what it was when the drama 
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opened. We are first exposed to Stella in the role of a wife unsure 
of a husband over whom she has no control he has been 
placed in the position of trying to save marriage which just a 
few hours before he had merely been accepting . He has been 
put on the defensive. This entire manoeuvring is an example of 
what Eric Berne has called that "Let's you and Him Fight" play. 
Berne claims that the psychology involved is "essentially 
feminine". "As a manoeuvring it is romantic. The women 
manoeuvring or challanges two men into fighting, with the 
implication or promise that she will surrender herself to the 
winner. After the competition is decided, she fulfills her bargain. 
Th is an honest transaction, and the presumption is that she and 
her mate live happily ever after.''^ 
Gale further writes that -
It may be argued that the sequence of events portrayed in The 
Collection serves to weaken rather than strengthen the bonds 
between the members of the two couples. After all, the 
tenuousness of such bonds has certainly been proved, and all 
four characters are now clearly aware of the possibilities of a 
change in partners. It might be suggested that sexual identities 
may be an issue of verification and that Harry's jealously of James 
is well founded, for James has become conscious of the fact that 
there is potential fulfillment outside his marriage. Gordon goes 
so far as to claim that 'James may have instigated the whole 
chain of events by fabricating the initial charge because of a 
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CONCLUSION 
The success or failure of drama primarily depends on three 
factors, the audienc^, the dramatist and the theater with regard to theme, 
character and technique. If we chronologically review the development of 
modern drama especially after 1930s, we find that dramatists, audiences 
and the production all have drifted towards the electronic media. The 
reasons for attraction towards electronic media could be various and varied: 
stage theater is a terribly expensive affair and has certain limitations of , 
instantaneous changes in place and time which are after all not possible to 
achieve. The presentation of a secondary world or supernatural characters, 
magical transformations, embodied natural forces, presentation of death, 
presentation of psychological conflict and subconscious mind the 
presentation of sexual infidenlity feminine manoeuvring, is very difficult to 
A'' , '^  
present convincing on-tstage but it can be more effectively presented in the , 
electronic media especially(Tnlradio and television medium. 
Secondly, due to the dominating role of the production manager 
in theater, the dramatist depends much on his mercy for the successful 
presentation of his play. If a play does not click with the audience it means 
the dramatist has failed to deliver the goods, whereas quite often it is the 
production manager who is responsible. 
The problem of trairi[ng of actors is yet another factor because 




refuses to go to distant places for acting or he dies while the play is in 
production, it becomes very difficult for the dramatist to replace the trained 
actor. Moreover, star actors have been the dominant force in theater 
production. 
Thirdly, the audien^g^too in this age and time has become used 
to staying in their homes. The reasons for this could be several and varied 
environmental pollution, safety measures, increasing terrorism all around, 
traffic jams, and man's desire to find privacy in a highly competitive, 
materialistic and mechanized society. People do not want to go out. The 
new audience, particularly the working class, prefer media drama instead 
of the stage drama. 
To a large section of people drama is not something presented 
only on the stage but for them drama is heard coming out of a loud speaker 
or seen flickering across a rectangular screen. British audiences in 
particular do not like hopeless and despairing views of life and younger 
media playwrights cater to public taste. For example a lot of dark grey 
comedies on British T.V., the commercial companies and BBC are 
producing single plays and series like Forestay Saga which have appealed 
to the tastes of vast audiences. Moreover, media plays are more flexible, / 
mobile, and appeal to vide-powers of imaginative suggestion and economy 
of dramatic presentation. 
During World War II radio attracted a large section of 




cultural force and a national theater and the focus of attention of thinking 
people of the day. Radio medium provided employment to ex-servicemen, 
poets, dramatists and musicians of diverse talents and gave them an 
opportunity to exercise their talent and potential. The attraction of poets 
including Terence Tilter, Howard Nev\/by, Joe Burroughs, R.D. Smith, Rene-
Cutforth, Louis MacNeice,CIeverdon etc. occupied prominent position in 
the B.B.C. University lecturers including W.R. Rodgers and Eric Ewens too 
were attracted towards media drama. 
Ian Rodger comments on the arrival of poets in electronic media 
thus — 
It was very lucky that so many carpenters, with their diverse 
interests and extravagant talents, were drawn into the business 
of composing radio programmes in Britain in the immediate post 
war period. Their observation with the technique of production, 
with the exact balance of music against words, with the devices 
of inter cutting scenes and of fading voices and effects, which 
was a vital preliminary to the later explosion of dramatic talent 
which utilised radio and created the second Elizabethan age in 
the history of British drama.^ 
The other factors causing people to turn towards media drama are 
historical. From the historical standpoint the first production of Osborne's 
Look Back in Anger in 1956, Education act of 1945. The emergence of 
electronic media-radio, TV. and film and their availability as outlets for the 
production and diffusion of drama, caused the onset of the "New Wave" 
drama. Britain's linkage with the mass media and advertising turned 
electronic media into cultural wastelands of U.S.A. with the outbreak of the 
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second world war in 1939 due to the non mobility of population, radio drama 
attained 'the highest peak of popularity'. E Albert observes that — 
The revival of cinema constituted a new threat to the theatre-its 
precise effect on the older form is difficult to determine. Certainly 
it has become the entertainment of the masses, though how far 
they would have patronized the theatre had the cinema never 
existed cannot be determined.^ 
Considering the wider implication of media drama. Albert further 
says — 
Radio drama did much to interest a wider public in drama and 
thus helped the professional stage, and at the same time it 
offered the dramatists new opportunities".^ 
Tyron Guthrie who worked as a B.B.C. drama producer in Belfast 
from 1924-1926, recognized the potential of radio dramatic writing and 
wrote some radio plays to exploit the possibilities of radio medium. In the 
preface to his volume containing his three radio Scripts Guthrie Writes — 
The microphone play lacks the glamour and physical magnetism 
of the stage, but lacks also the too,/solid flesh. Because its 
pictures are solely of the mind, they are less substantial but more 
real than the cardboard grottos, the Calio rosebuds, the dustyi 
grandeur of the stage;.... more real because the imp.ression is 
partly cresited^y the listener himself. From the author's clues 
the listener collects his materials, and embodies them in a picture 
of his own creation. It is therefore, an expression of his own 
experience whether physical or psychological- and therefore 
more real to him"'^ 
Indicating refinements towards technical innovations in drama in 
1(3? 
all modes, G.B. Shaw made a valuable heterodox statement — 
Drama is a method of rearranging the higgledy-piggledy 
happenings of actual life in such a way as to make them intelligible 
and thinkable. Its forms, processes and instruments, include the 
stage, the screen, the camera, the microphone, the actor"; He 
adds that cinema is new only in the sense that "a new instrument i 
added to the Orchestra or a new verse form is new".^ 
In the age of electronic media T.V. and Radio drama still hasA 
strong appeal for millions of listeners. In radio medium economy of ' 
1 
production is possible. A stage director can not bring a real forest on stage, l 
a real ocean, a real geliguite explosion, aerophane taking off on runway, j 
1 
1 
But a movie director can place actors in real forset and photograph them in 
that locate. Stage director can provide them by means of slides, projections 
or films. 
Martin Esslin, who has directed drama for B.B.C. radio as well 
as for the stage, and who has written stage plays, film scripts, T.V. plays 
and radio plays-echoes G. B. Shaw, "While mechanically reproduced drama 
differs from stage drama "in some of its techniques", it is also lundamentally A 
drama and obeys the same basic principles of psychology of perception | 
and understanding from which all the techniques of dramatic communication 
device".^ 
It is relevant to establish the equal importance of all mediums 
theater Is a writer is medium but film is a director's medium. In theater 
individual prestige, power, personal inclinations also determine which figure 
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dominates. 
Likewise, in a film the senior partner in either medium, theater or 
film depends upon the prestige, power and artistic inclination of the 
individual, whether he is writer, producer, director, star actor. For example 
Tennessee Williams changed the third act of Cat on A Hot Tin Roof at the 
request of its Broadway director, Elia Kazan. Star actors have been the 
dominant force in theatrical production whether on stage as well screen 
even prestigious authors may be elbowed from the foreground by dominant 
producers or directors. 
Due to the following major three fold functions in the electronic 
media radio had been popular: 
(a) Radio provided a continuous stream of popular and classical novels, 
soap-opera type light comedies and thrillers. 
(b) Radio had been a medium for the wider diffusion of stage drama. Apart 
from popular West End or Broadway success, it combined the 
production of the classics. 
(c) The B.B.C. radio drama department applied itself to developing the 
new art form of radio, making the use of the medium's unique ability ' v 
to dramatize the workings of the mind and to present internal 
monologue, dream and fantasy with greater immediacy and impact 
than the stage or screen could ever hope to achieve. British radio 
drama vigorously uses all the refinements of modern technology 
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including stereoplionic music and developnnent of monaural production 
which allowed to record actors In isolation and same ultra modern 
studio equipments. It provided immense output ever large-1500 
productions a year were produced in London in regional centres 
including Bristol, Birmingham, Cardiff, Manchester, Glasglow and 
Belfast which included thirty full time directors and more script reading 
sections of approximately ten readers of directors. 
During the last forty years, almost every major dramatist has 
contributed to the substantial body of media plays like Beckett, Pinter, 
Arden, Mortimer, Stoppard, Peter, Nicholas, Osborne, Hopkins, David 
Mercer, A.E. Whitehead and so on. 
Due to the technical advances and particularly with the 
development of technique like stereophony and binaural, radio drama has 
encouraged certain dramatic forms which cannot be transferred effectively 
on stage or even on screen and can only work on radio. Sackville-West in 
his preface to The Rescue draws attention towards the dramatic factors 
which are involved in radio performance and do not figure in the category 
of straight drama — 
Radio is infact susceptible to carrying or screen because of the 
extreme flexibility of the medium and its wide powers of 
imaginative suggestion. Even the straight 'talk' has an element 
of drama in it, conferred by the listener's focus on the personality 
of the unseen speaker, and by the shapes of the talk itself, which,) 
has to be designed to grip and held attention from first to last.^ 
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The method of dramatized art of story telling which gives the 
impression that the speaker is simply speaking his thoughts aloud in a 
casual and off hand manner, which Sackville-West suggested and Cutforth 
employed in war reports, Ian Rodger writes about art of story telling in radio 
medium — 
The radio style of giving the impression that the narrator is only 
thinking aloud naturally lends itself to the presentation of other 
voices illustrating the theme. But it was a form which was to lend j 
to the creation of a form of radio play which is peculiarly suited 
to the medium and which generally defies transference to the 
stage. It was not dramatically difficult to convey to the listener 
that the central character was thinking aloud and recalling the 
voices of others associated with past events in the manner 
employed by the radio reporter. This form may sometimes present 
a kind of autobiography or an oral form of the novel but it has the 
attraction of economics which cannot be achieved on the printed 
page as when, for example, the characters by their voices and 
accents convey within and previous history.^ 
^ 
Later on the art of story telling was adopted in monologue plays 
for radio. In Germany this method was regarded as the only dramatic form 
peculiar to radio, in Britain it was the basis of Hanley's Gobbet' Gielgud 
and Martin Esslin encouraged this form. However no dramatic writing is 
free from limitations and perfect in itself. Martin Esslin establishes a striking 
analogy between radio and client cinema — 
Both dramatic media which lack one vital element of drama; the 
silent film words, sounds and music; radio the whole gamout of 
vijual^information. The silent drama died when sound was 
introduced; should not radio drama have died when television 
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added the visual component to broadcasting ? Yet radio drama 
continues to flourish.® 
Esslin further continues 
Where does the analogy between the silent cinema and 'blind 
' broadcasting breakdown ? The eye certainly is as powerful an 
organ as the ear. Yet it is through the ear that words are primarily 
communicated ; and words communicate concepts, thoughts, 
information on a more abstract level than the image of the world 
the eye takes in .(of course words can also be visually 
communicated — by reading , but at a further remove. Reading 
a play is not the same as witnessing it there is no immediacy, 
the experience is without involvement, the action; as Aristotle 
has it, the narrative form -—and hence all that is read takes 
place in the epic past; the drama in an eternal present,) the silent 
drama therefore could communicate only situations and 
landscapes ,for motivation and information of an abstract nature 
it had to rely on the written word—- captions .Radio on the other 
hand, can evoke the visual element by suggestion alone. The 
dialogue can carry the scenery and the costume within it and the 
human voice can powerfully suggest human appearance. This 
paradoxically, is due to the fact that man is, above all a creature 
of the eye and that our minds automatically translate most 
information we receive into visual terms: the smell of olive oil will 
evoke a picture of the streets of Seville; the touch of Velvet alone, 
the rich textures and colours of the garment; and similarly the 
sound of a voice will conjure up the picture of a face; the mere 
mention of a place nam'e its image. No wonder, then, that Marshall 
McLuhan classifies radio as a visual medium, while regarding 
television, with its reliance on close-ups and the action of the 
scanning eye, as a tactile mediurh . Seeing the lip movements of 
the characters in the silent cinema could not stimulate the 
audience to great feats of imaginative effort in reconstructing 
what the dialogue they were missing might have sounded like; in 
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radio drama the slightest verbal, musical or sound hint does 
powerfully activate the visual imagination . And as imagined 
pictures may be more beautiful and powerful than actual ones, 
the absence of the visual component in this form of drama may 
well be a considerable asset on the stage; battle scenes for 
example , will always be less than wholly satisfactory: twenty, or 
even fifty , or even a hundred men, cannot evoke armies of many 
thousands. In radio the mere sound of a vast crowd easily 
suggests these multitudes. And which producer in casting Helen 
of Troy, or Venus herself, can ever be certain that he will find an 
actress who will be regarded by each member of the audience 
as the final and perfect embodiment of female beauty ? In radio 
each listener will automatically see his ideal before his mind's 
eye and thus be satisfied.''" 
Esslin regards radio a perfectly adequate medium for the 
performance of dramatic works. He establishes distinction in radio and 
points out its dual nature 
i. It is a mechanized technique for the transmission of pre-existing 
material like printing. 
ii. Radio is the cheapest and fastest medium of all mass media. 
However radio drama is a writer's medium as it relies on words, 
dialogue and has larger scope than television. Radio drama had been a 
vulnerable training ground for young dramatists. Long and impressive list 
of writers emerging from radio into theater, television or film includes - John 
Arden, Giles Cooper, Bill Naughton Alan Owen, Robert Belt, Wills Hall, 
Henry Tom Stoppard, Dylan Thomas and Harold Pinter. 
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Radio acts.as„iandscapes glthe mind,. Both in novel and in drama 
the reaction against naturalism led to an increasing subjectivization and 
internalization of subject matter. Proust, Joyce and Kafka took the novel 
from the description of the surface of life into the inner landscape of the 
same; for they had discovered that it is impossible to fix an objective outline 
on external reality, as reality cannot but be seen through the eyes. The moods 
and the desires, dreams and imaginings of a single, specific individual. 
Strindberg used dream technique in drama in The Dream Play. Ghost 
Sonata his own dreams on the stage. The surrealists Artaud and 
playwrights namely - Beckett, lonesco, Adamov, Genet, Mrozek, 
Gombrowiuz, Havel - used concretized images of their dreams and 
nightmares. Thus radio is an ideal medium of the most highly subjective 
poetic drama which deals, to quote the title of an experimental radio play 
by Frederick Brandnum, with private dreams and public nightmares. 
Radio drama has incredible potential for firing people's 
imagination and sends their minds spiralling. It can create atmosphere and 
characters better than any other medium, simply, because it demands that 
the audience participate with its imagination and creative energies. In this 
regard in Theater Quarterly relevant ideas appear — 
Radio is the medium for the imagination; it requires that the 
audience does a lot of work; it needs the empty space, to use 
Peter Brook's phrase, to be filled in. It 'suggests' - unlike 
television which draws everything in particular and uncritical 
detail. But after ages of gold and silver, what do we have now -
the age of bronze, with its mixture of base metals ? In radio failing 
to realize its gigantic potential ? ^^  
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Producers are becoming mora and more aware of technical 
advancements which are being made in the extension of studio techniques. 
In fact technical revolution being waged - or conducted in radio is 
concealing the lamentable fact that no one is going out to sell radio. Since 
art is a minority interest, radio at its best does exist in some art fields. 
Radio can take part in an imaginative way, in the life of people. Radio is 
very demanding of the listener's attention. 
/• 
IN. the electronic theater is the mass medium par excellence. 
Never in the whole of human history have the products hi-tech. TV. diffuses -j 
- news, views, entertainments, information, drama, human personality been 
ingested in such enormous quantities by such large masses of human 
beings in relation to the size of audience for a single event or artistic 
presentaiton in pre mass media epoches one hundred thousand spectators 
for a football match. Thus TV. presents collective consciousness, crisis, 
war, floods, murders, mysteries, mysterious disappearances, cranks of the 
past etc. are developed further in TV. medium. 
State of hyper awareness such as - spelt out, of the realities of 
their situations: (life, birth, copulation and death) social necessities (love, 
co-operation, tenderness) fears and joys, metaphysics etc. are developed 
further in TV. "one of the questionable virtue of TV. is that it breaks the 
boundaries between reality and fantasy, work and leisure, the rulers and 
the ruled".12 
Martin Esslin speaks of long term effects of T.V. upon people, 
how far does its, intrinsic nature predetermine and perhaps even safeguard 
audience response ? He further observes — 
It enables the continuous stream of thought and emotion which 
constitutes a human being's conscious mental processess as 
the most private sphere of his individuality; we might express 
the effect of this mass communications medium by saying -
twentieth century mass switches his mind from private to public 
consciousness. Millions of viewers are hooked into the same 
stream of consciouness at a given moment." 
Another staggering aspect of T.V. is that the material of T.V. such 
as music hall show or football game, cricket match etc is available 
continuously in an uninterrupted flow, on tap like piped water or electricity. 
TV an electronics communication medium is able to bring about the whole 
human wisdom to every human being. The use of T.V. is an enviable 
whetstone for every social movement and private interest with an axe to 
grind. 
The origin of T.V. recruited from many other media - from straight 
theater, variety theater, cinema, journalism radio (drama, news, 
documentary, light entertainment). In the initial stage of development of 
drama, filmed stage plays and emphasis of it was dialogue. Early T.V. writers 
were associated with theater. Most of the directors were ex-theater people. 
In T.V. medium a flight of the imagination is difficult to achieve 
and the free play of blind radio's dream and fantasy world is denied in it. 
T.V. is more oral, verbal and naturalistic than, visual pictorial and / 
imaginative in its effectiveness for drama It has been well said that the 
author is the sine quo non in a television production, as is the director in 
the visual medium of the film. Peter Black has declared that T.V. is a pyramid 
of v\/hich the base is the writer. Like stage and radio T.V. is also the writer's 
medium T.V has two assets 1. It shares with radio its qualities of intimacy / 
and immediacy 2 Its actors speak not to the millions but to the family, group 
and the solitary viewer 
T V drama leans hard on characterization in the naturalistic vein 
characterisation of the individual, but not of people. It cannot manage a 
crowd. The natural TV. character is at the centre of the play. There are 
three ways of judging the success of T V. medium by having a cursory glance 
in three ways 
1 By seeing how far existing stage plays have been adopted for T.V. 
2. By recognizing where the new medium has satisfied the mass public 
taste for drama 
3 By attempting an early assessment of the work of those writing directly 
for American and British companies 
The audience's response too is an important factor for good 
performances in T.V This photographic medium tends to inhibit qualities 
of imaginative grandeur 
In radio and TV. earlier existing stage plays were adapted and 
in adapting the plays first of all discoveries were made about the nature of 
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medium. Large amount of T.V. plays still derives from established plays 
adapted for the medium. T.V. and live theater differ in dramatic space. 
Theater gives real sense of space w/hile T.V. gives an illusiory sense of 
space. Real dramatic space is missing in T.V. 
The visual emphasis of T.V. drama is neither theatrical nor 
cinematic. On T.V. duologue at its centre can be a natural scene. Thus 
there is in effective reduction of the life size figure of the actor in long short 
and T.V. drama must be sardine drama. More than three characters on T.V. ,' o 
become visual embrassement rather than a visual asset. T.V. space is ,' 
photographic and T.V. time is chronological Time. "[ j 
Marshall McLuhan described T.V. as a cool medium and radio a 
hot medim because radio generates tension to a greater degree. 
Television drama tends towards a form of chamber play, close 
ups of the characters' faces appear on the screen at the distance and on 
the scale of people to whom the spectator might himself be talking in an 
intimate context. 
Television's most characteristic feature is continuity of scenes''^ 
as a never ending stream of heterogenous material, news, sport, 
documentary, game shows and drama. 
This close juxtaposition of the "real" the fictional or the 
semifictional confronts the playwright with danger as well as challenge; the 
danger that his fiction will look staged or unreal next to the reality of news 
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and documentary material, the challenge that his material can be made 
real, if not even more real, than "reality". Therefore, British Television drama 
principally tends towards documentary and semidocumentary approaches. 
The traditional forms of drama - presented live on a stage in front of an 
audience - has become a tiny fraction of all the drama written, produced 
and ingested in our time, the chief practitioners of drama in Britain are 
equally at home with radio, television, the cinema not the stage. Cross-
fertilizing effect of radio and television writing has influenced stage drama 
as much as the traditions of stage drama have influenced the mechanically 
reproduced dramatic forms. The increased use of narration, the tendency 
towards fluid construction, the increased conciseness of stage drama - all 
are presented on the radio, T.V. and the cinema. 
Media drama's suggestiveness with minimum scenic resources 
and its immediacy in eliciting the response of an audience is one of the 
reasons of its popularity. Yet another reason of media popularity and the 
emergence of the new wave of drama after 1956 perhaps is that dramatic 
writing on electronic media made it easier to earn one's living by writing 
radio and T.V. plays rather than novels. The electronic media, powerfully 
established and institutionalized in Britain and motivated by a "public 
service" concept provide a recognized progression for the careers of 
playwrights. They can first acquire professional experience in radio, and 
progress from there to television, which often becomes a spring board to 
theater and cinema. 
13'] 
George Brandt considers the following advantages of media 
drama that — 
In media drama performers are not physically present at all; they 
exist strictly speaking, only in the audience's mind. The 
performance consists of sound waves coming out of one or more 
speakers, or the illusion of movement and three dimensionality 
on film or TV. screen. Time and space are manipulated - cut up, 
re-arranged and presented selectively chronological sequence 
and geographical continuity can be possible. Utter freedom and 
T.V. can present approximation of real time and space and thus 
has a good deal in common with the theater. Radio and film, 
however, enjoy the greatest space-time freedom, a freedom 
recognized long ago in theory, though not always made in 
practice.'"' 
In theater the audience remains at a fixed position so far as the 
action is concerned, whereas in media drama the spectators have constantly 
shifting point of view (or hearing). The spectator's substitute, eyes and ears 
- camera lens and microscope - are constantly on the procol, tracking 
swinging, zooming, retreating and leaping from place to place', without a 
real experience of three - dimensionality, media drama conjures up an 
enormous sense of space. 
In media drama large chunk of actuality can be incorporated as 
camera and microphone can be taken outside the studio. 
Radio, the 'blindman's theatre', translates all action into sound. It 
thereby gives the highest importance to the voice of actor and dialogue. 
The dialogue centeredness of radio drama brings it close to literature, to 
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the theater. 'At its peak, radio drama had become a significant art form in 
its own right, attracting poets like Louis Mac Neice in Britain, Archibald 
Macheigh in the United States, but since the early fifties, television has 
been eating into radio audiences. Evidently, listeners prefer to be viewers. 
Nevertheless, radio drama is not out moded, even today, in the way silent 
movies were as soon as the optical sound track was introduced. It still 
commands millions of listeners around the world. 
The theater is a place not only for artists but also for craftsmen 
and technicians. In media drama the technological bias is much greater. In 
fact, there is the constant danger that the original concept of a film or T.V. 
programme will get lost in the machinery. Hence a high degree of 
generalship is needed to direct media drama. 
'Film and T.V. differ greatly in their financial and administrative 
structures. Film is inevitably expensive though it may be seen by millions 
of viewers is a matter of instant consumption with a brief impact. 
Media drama is so compelling an aspect of modern life that, 
surprisingly, a number of young people want to enter this field of activity. 
The Bristish Broadcasting Corporation in fact runs several widely 
advertised internal training schemes. A small handful of University 
graduates are selected each year as General Trainees - destined for high 
power positions within the corporation. 
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II 
The selection of Louis Mac Neice and Harold Pinter as media 
dramatists for the present study was found desirable because both the 
dramatists were prominant figures in Theatre / Radio, T.V. / Medium. Louis 
Mac Neice was a member of B.B.C. staff and was actively engaged in 
scripting, broadcasting and writing fulfledged plays, whereas Harold Pinter 
was writer, actor and director of his own plays. Both the dramatists belong 
to the stream of on going experiments in the direction of media drama and 
have followed media tradition. Both the dramatists have written stage plays, 
radio plays as well as T.V. plays. But Mac Neice and Pinter follow the same 
media for different purposes or in other words they tend to present the reality 
of life by maintaining different approaches and techniques. Pinter follows 
naturalisric technique while Mac Neice follows supera naturalistic, symbolic 
techniques to delineate the reality of life. Therefore in the presentation of 
themes, characters, events and situations and in regard to dramatic 
techniques in their plays Mac Neice and Pinter have diverse dissimilarities. 
In the following accunt the brief appraisal of Harold Pinter and Louis Mac 
Neice in regard to themes, technique and characters in their plays as well 
as the reasons of drifting of these dramatists towards electronic media 
need to be reviewed as follows : 
L^uis Mac Neice wrote radio features, dramas and semi 
dramatized reportage on an extremely diverse range of subjects written 
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and produced for the features department. Mac Neice also wrote plays for 
Ruperi-D.oone^s^^qup^Theater (and others) in the 1930s, and also wrote a 
stage play 'Out of Picture' and a TV. play 'One for the Grave' in 1960. 
Mac Neice's career as media dramatist started as a compromise 
after his return to Britain from U.S.A. He was declared unfit for service in 
the Royal Navy. Mac Neice faced demands of writing for a mass audience 
in search of entertainment. He had buoyant confidence and a firm belief 
about radio medium which was a new medium and was suited to the talents 
of the poets. Creative demands of radio form imposed novel and liberating 
disciplines upon the imaginative writer. Mac Neice used both the prose 
and poetry medium but favoured poetry medium. So far as the themes of 
Mac Neice's plays are concerned, he experimented with histories, 
dramatized allegories, fantasies, fairy-tales, quests, and abstract secondary 
world characters, dream visions, psychological cr isis, magical 
transformation, embodied natural forces, talking animals etc. in his plays. 
He used music, jargons, colloquialism in his plays. He uses the Greek 
device of chorus, and techniques of story telling and narration and 
techniques of flash backs and flash forward to depict the stream of 
consciousness. Thus MacNeice uses symbolic, dream vision and surrealistic 
techniques in his plays. His plays highlight theme of death, emotional quests 
with the help of symbolism, dual plane work sleight-of-hand techniques and 
aural form of novel to delineate greater reality. Mac Neice believes 
generalization, morals and theorizing in his plays. Mac Niece believes 
that — 
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Pure 'realism' is in our time almost played out, though most works 
of fiction of course will remain realistic on the surface. The single 
track mind and the single plane novel or play are almost bound 
to falsify the world in which we live. The fact that there is fact in 
fantasy (and equally fantasy in 'fact') have been brought home to 
us not only by Frued and other psychologists but by events 
themselves. This being so, reportage can no longer masquerade 
as art. So the novelist, abandaning the 'straight' method of 
photography, is likely to resort once more not only to twist the 
plot but to all kinds of other twists which may help him to do 
justice to the world's complexity. Some elements of parable 
therefore, far from making a work thinner and more abstract might 
make it more concrete ? Man does after all live by symbols.''^ 
Mac Neice uses psychological drama for portrayal of the 
protagonists' inner life, dramatization of his / her private feelings and 
thoughts before doing a public act. Regarding the use of secondary world 
characters in his plays Mac Neice believes — 
The medium of radio seems peculiarly suited to the fariy tale. To 
begin with since the world of fairy tales is a secondary world 
where the laws, in habitants, events, are utterly different from those 
of the primary world of our public experience, every fairy tale is, 
in a sense, a 'psychological' drama, for it deals with our imagined 
experiences, not our actual ones. Secondly the fairy tale world is 
full of super natural characters, embodied natural forces, talking 
animals, and magical transformations.''^ 
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Louis Mac Neice establishes a striking difference between radio 
drama and the ordinary stage plays — 
that in the former (radio) everything the characters say is heard 
primarily as a soliloquy. In a stage play the audience 'overhear', 
so to speak, the remarks which the actors they see address to 
each other; in a radio play each remark is heard as addressed 
directly to the listerns, and its effects upon the invisible characters 
in the play is secondary.''^ 
In radio play instantaneous changes in time and place are 
possible without observing Aristotelian Unities, in radio performance large 
cast is economically possible. In radio drama unlike Elizabethan dramatists, 
short scenes of a few seconds are possible because here no extra line is 
needed to actors to maker their entrances and exits which was needed in 
Elizabethen stage. 
Radio drama is an apt medium for presentation of 'psychological 
drama' or to the portrayal of inner life, private feelings and the thoughts of / 
human beings before performing public acts. 
Radio is a perfectly adeqaute medium for dramatic works. The 
art of radio has a dual nature like other mass media. Therefore, Louis Mac 
Neice expressed his inclination and interest in experimenting in radio 
medium. 
Harold Pinter in his plays deals with the problem of verification 
of reality, change of identity, deteriorating friendly relations, violence, 
rnenance, sex, manoeuvring etc. He employs the non-communication 
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technique for effective presentation of reality. He uses pauses and silences 
and uses absence to create media effect. 
He distrusts theory and generalizations and takes practical and 
concrete situations, concrete flesh and blood characters. He does not lay 
stress on any moral precept. 
Pinter has immensly been influenced by the Absurdists' thematic 
point of view and technique, the existential philosophy of Sartre and Camus, 
German expressionism, epic theatre and Brechtian Technique of -
'verfremdungseffekt' or technique of estrangement effect or alienation 
effect. 
He has followed the medium of prose in his dramas. He believes " 
in the presentation of naturalism of life which often goes astray and includes j 
the portrayal of subconsciousness which is full of horror and fascination. 
His plays appear naturalistic in theme and action but at times they escape 
the conventions of naturalism and include expressionism and surrealism. 
He presents both recognizable and unfamiliar realism, 'I'd say that what 
goes on in my plays is realistic, but what I'm doing is not realism'.^^ 
In the Introduction to his book Harold Pinter: A question of 
Timing Martin S. Regal writes. 
One of the effects of Pinter's unique treatment of time in his plays 
is the apparent dichotomy it produces between naturalism and 
other modes of dramatic presentation. Pinter has been praised 
for his ability to record the idiosyncracies of ordinary speech, 
but he has also been shown to be a master of mannerism. His 
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character speak a familiar language in an unfamiliar way. The 
plays most often appear to be naturalistic in theme and diction 
but they also show an obvious concern to escape the convention 
or restrictions of naturalism. This area between the recognisable 
and unfamiliary received early comments from Martin Esslin, who 
points out to the 'simultaneous co-existence [. . . ] of the most 
extreme naturalsim of surface description and [. . . ] a dream 
like poetic feeling, in Pinter's work.''^ 
After establishing striking difference between the dramaturgy of 
Mac Neice and Pinter let us consider Pinter and Mac Neice's views 
regarding different media and their preference of different medium for 
effective dramatic presentation. In the introductory speech essayied 
"Writing for myself" in Complete Works Two. Pinter makes some 
comments about TV., Radio and Stage which I find relevant for the present 
study — 
Writing for television ? I don't make any distinction between kinds 
of writing, but when I write for the stage I always keep a continuity 
of action. Television lends itself to quick cutting from scene to 
scene and now a days I see it more and more in terms of pictures. 
When I think of someone knocking at a door, I see the door 
opening in close-up and a long shot of someone going up the 
stairs. Of course the words go with the pictures, but on television, 
ultimately, the words are of less importance then they are on the 
stage.2° 
For radio he writes — 
I like writing for sound radio, because of the freedom. When I 
wrote The Dwarfs a few months ago, I was able to experiment 
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in form - a mobile, flexible structure, more flexible and mobile 
than in any other medium. And from the point of view of content I 
was able to go the whole hog and enjoy myself by exploring to a 
degree which wouldn't be acceptable in any other medium.^^ 
For theatre he reflects — 
As far as the state of the theatre is concerned, I'm as conscious 
as anyone else of the flaws of procedure, of taste, of the general 
set-up in management, and I think things will go on more or less 
as they are for some considerable time. But it seems to me that 
there has been a certain development in one channel or another 
in the past three years The old categories of 
comedy and tragedy and farce are irrelevant, and the fact that 
managers seem to have realized that is one favourable change. 
But writing for the stage is the most difficult thing of all, whatever 
the system." 
To conclude, one may say that Pinter and Mac Neice have been 
like torch bearers in the field of radio and television play production, and 
have opened before us new vistas of technique and presentation. 
If is for future dramatists to take up this task and improve and 
improvise upon it, now that the electronic media is advancing by leaps and 
bounds. 
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